
REG. 7-3-1.4 INCINERATION

A. Notwithstanding the provisions of Reg. 7-3-1.1, no person shall cause, suffer, or allow to be emitted into the atmosphere, from any

incinerator, smoke for mo re than 30 seconds in  any 60 minutes perio d the appearance, de nsity, opacity or sh ade of which is as dark

as No. 1 of the Ringelmann Scale.

B. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit to be emitted into the atmosphere from any incinerator or to pass a convenient

measuring point near the incinerator stack outlet particulate matter to exceed 0.17 pounds per 1,000 pounds of gases, corrected to 50

percent excess air and calculated as if no auxiliary fuel had been used.

C. The amount of particulate matter emitted shall be determined by generally recognized standards or methods of measurement. The

ASME Test Code for "Dust Separating Apparatus", PTC 21, the ASME Test Code for "Determining Dust Concentrations in Gas

Streams", PTC 27 and the latest issue of the Los Angeles County Source Testing Manual shall be used as general rules but these

may be modified, adjusted, or added to by the director to suit specific sampling conditions or needs based upon good practice,

judgement and experience.



REG. 7-3-1.5 WOOD WASTE BURNERS

For a device used by the lumber industry exclusively for the burning of wood wastes, the provisions of Reg. 7-3-1.4 shall apply except during

the building of a new fire not more than once each day for a period not to exceed 60 consecutive minutes. Upset time of three minutes in any

one hour will not be considered a violation of these regulations.



REG. 7-3-1.7 FUEL-BURNING EQUIPME NT - Particulate Emissions

A. This regulation applies to installations in which fuel is burned for the primary purpose of producing steam, hot water, hot air or other

liquids, gases or solids and in the course of doing so the products of combustion do not come into direct contact with process

materials.  When any products or by-products of a manufacturing process are burned for the same purpose or in conjunction with

any fuel, the same maximum emission limitations shall apply.

B. The heat content of coal shall generally be determined according to ASTM Method D-271, "Laboratory Sampling and Analysis of

Coal or Coke" or ASTM Method D-2015, "Gross Calorific Value of solid Fuel by the Adiabatic Bomb Calorimeter". These methods

shall be used as guides by may be modified, adjusted or added to by the director to suit, specific sampling conditions or needs based

upon good practice, judgement and experience.

C For purposes of this regulation, the heat input shall be the aggre-gate heat content of all fuel whose products of combustion pass

through a stack or other outlet.  The heat input value used shall be the equipment manufacturer or designer's guaranteed maximum

input, whichever is greater.  The total heat input of all fuel-burning units on a plant or premises shall be used for determining the

maximum allowable amount of particulate matter which may be emitted.

D. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit the emission of particulate matter, caused by combustion of fuel, from any fuel-

burning operation in excess the quantity set forth in the following table:

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE EMISSION OF PARTICULATE

HEAT INPUT MILLIONS OF BRITISH MATTER IN POUNDS PER HOUR PER MILLION

THERMAL UNITS (BTU) PER HOUR BRITISH THERMAL UNITS (BTU) OF HEAT INPUT

BASED UPON 24 HOUR ARITHMETIC AVERAGE

10 0.599

50 0.413

100 0.352

500 0.243

1,000 0.207

4,000 0.153

8,000 0.103

10,000 0.0909

15,000 0.0722

20,000 0.0613

40,000 0.0414

50,000 0.0364

100,000 0.0246

E. Interpolation of the data in this table for heat inputs greater then ten but less than 4,000 million Btu per hour shall be accomplished

by use of the equation Y = 1.02X-0.231. Interpolation and extrapolation of the data for heat inputs equal to or greater than 4,000

million Btu per hour shall be accomplished by use of the equation Y = 17.0X-0.568 where Y = allowable rate of emission in pounds

per million Btu and  X = maximum equipment  capacity rate in milli on Btu per hour.





REG. 7-3-2.4 SULFURIC ACID PLANTS  SULFUR COMPOUNDS

A. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit discharge into the atmosphere of more than 4.0 pounds of sulfur dioxide per ton of

sulfuric acid produced (calculated as 100 percent H2S04), the maximum two-hour average, from facilities that produce sulfuric acid

by the contact process by burning elemental sulfur, alkylation add, hydrogen sulfide, organic sulfides and mercaptan or acid sludge.

B. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit discharge into the atmosphere of more than 0.15 pounds of sulfuric acid mist per ton

of sulfuric acid produced (calculated as 100 percent H2S04), maximum two-hour average, expressed as H2SO, from facilities that

produce sulfuric acid by the contact process by burning elemental sulfur, alkylation acid, hydrogen sulfide, organic sulfides and

mercaptans or acid sludge.

C. This regulation shall not apply to existing sources not to metallurgical plants or other facilities where Conversion to sulfuric acid is

utilized as a means of controlling emission to the atmosphere of sulfur dioxide or other sulfur compounds.



REG. 7-3-5.1 FUEL-BURNING EQUIPME NT  - NITROGEN OXIDE EMISSIONS

A. This regulation applies to an installation operated for the purpose of producing power with a resulting discharge of nitrogen oxides

in the installation effluent gases.

B. Steam power generating installations which are new sources shall not emit more than 0.20 pounds of nitrogen oxides, maximum

two-hour average, calculated as nitrogen dioxide, per million Btu heat input when gaseous fossil fuel is fired.

C. Steam power generating installations which are new sources shall not emit more than 0.30 pounds of nitrogen oxides, maximum

two-hour averages calculated as nitrogen dioxide, per million Btu heat input when liquid fossil fuel is fired.

D. Steam power generating installations which are new sources shall not emit more than 0.70 pounds of nitrogen Oxides, maximum

two-hour average, calculated as nitrogen dioxide, per million Btu heat input when solid fossil fuel is fired.



REG. 7-3-5.2 NITRIC ACID PLANTS  - NITROGEN OXIDE EMISSIONS

A. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit discharge from any new source nitric acid plant producing

weak n itric acid, wh ich is 30 to 7 0 percen t in strength, b y either the  increased  pressure o r atmosp heric

pressure process, of more than 3.0 pounds of total oxides of nitrogen per ton of acid produced, maximum

two-hour average, expressed as nitrogen dioxide.

B. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit discharge from any existing source nitric acid plant

producing weak nitric acid, which is 30 to 70 percent in strength, by either the increased pressure or

atmospheric pressure process, of more than 5.5 pounds of total oxides of nitrogen per ton of acid produced,

maximum two-hour average, expressed as nitrogen dioxide.



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1. PROVISIONS

1-1-010. Declaration of policy

A. The Board of Supervisors of Pinal County finds and declares that air pollution exists with varying degrees of severity within Pinal County. Such
air pollution is potentially and in some cases actually dangerous to the health of the citizenry, often causes physical discomfort, injury to property
and property values, discourages recreational and other uses of the state's resources and is aesthetically unappealing. The Board of Supervisors of
Pinal County by this act intends to exercise the police power of the county in a coordinated county-wide program to control present and future
sources of emissions of air contaminants to the end that air polluting activities of every type shall be regulated in a manner that insures the health,
safety and general welfare of all of the citizens of the county, protects property values and protects the health of plant and animal life. The Board of
Supervisors of Pinal County further intends to place primary responsibility for air pollution control and abatement in the Pinal County Air Quality
Control District and the Hearing Board created herein.

B. Those industries emitting pollutants in the excess of the emission standards set by this Code shall bring their operations into conformity with the
standards with all due speed. A new industry hereinafter established, which industry is subject to a permit requirement under this Code, shall not
begin normal operation until it has secured a permit attesting that its operation will not cause pollution in excess of the standards set by this Code.

C. No person shall cause, suffer or allow to be discharged either directly or indirectly into the open air, air contaminants from any source whatever,
either in quantity of, or of a shade or appearance which is in excess of that specified in this Code, provided that nothing in this Code shall be
interpreted to prevent the discharge of uncontaminated aqueous steam into the open air.

D. Nothing in this Code shall be construed as permitting the preventable degradation of air quality in any area of Pinal County.

[Adopted effective June 29, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995.]



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1. PROVISIONS 

1-1-020. Air Quality Co ntrol District 

The Pinal County Air Pollution Control District, having been created pursuant to Article 4, Section 401 of the Pinal

County Air Pollution Control Ordinance (last amended on June 6, 1969) in accordance with A.R.S. § 49-473.B.

(1992 ) and con sisting of an op erating division  of the Pinal C ounty Dep artment of H ealth and H uman Ser vices, is

hereby co ntinued and  shall be know n as the Pinal C ounty Air Q uality Contro l District.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1. PROVISIONS 

1-1-030. Executive head 

The Director of the Pinal County Air Quality Control District shall be the air pollution Control Officer and the

executive head of the Pinal County Air Quality Control District.  He shall perform such duties and exercise such

powers as prescribed by law.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1. PROVISIONS 

1-1-040. Investigative authority 

In order to conserve and promote the public health, safety, and general welfare within its territorial limits, or any

portion the reof, the Bo ard of Sup ervisors autho rizes the Pina l County Air Q uality Contro l District to enfor ce this

Code and to carry out the necessary investigations and inspections to determine the degree to which the atmosphere

of the county is contaminated by air pollution and the causes, sources, and extent of such air pollution.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1. PROVISIONS 

1-1-060. A uthority to stud y, coopera te and hold p ublic hearings   

The Pinal County Air Quality Control District is authorized to:

1. Study the pro blem of air p ollution in the co unty.

2. Study possible effects on adjo ining counties.

3. Cooperate with the chambers of commerce, industry, agriculture, public officials and all other

interested persons or orga nizations.

4. Hold p ublic hearing s if in its discretion such  action is nece ssary.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1. PROVISIONS 

1-1-070. Severability clause 

Should any chapter, article, section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, subparagraph or item of this Code be

declared  unconstitution al or invalid for  any reason, the  remainde r of this Cod e shall not be a ffected thereb y, with all

remaining portions of this Code continuing in full force.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1. PROVISIONS 

1-1-080. P reservation o f rights 

It is the purpo se of this Cod e to provid e additiona l and cumu lative remed ies to preven t, abate, and c ontrol air

pollution in the county.  Nothing contained in this Code shall be construed to abridge or alter rights of action or

remedies in equity under the common law or statutory law, criminal or civil, nor shall any provisions of this Code, or

any act done by virtue thereof, be construed as estopping the state or any municipality, or owners of land from the

exercise of the ir rights in equity or u nder the co mmon law  or statutory law to  suppress nu isances or to  abate

pollution.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1. PROVISIONS 

1-1-090. Copies and effective date 

A. Copies of this Code are available for sale to the public, at a charge not to exceed a reasonable estimate of

the actual co sts of prepar ation, repro duction, and  publication , in the office of the P inal County A ir Quality

District.

B. This Co de shall bec ome effective  immediate ly upon its ado ption, repla cing its prede cessor, the P inal-Gila

Counties Air Quality Control District Amended Rules and Regulations (1987).

C. Permits issue d under this C ode shall b e effective and  enforced  accordin g to the prov isions of this Co de in

force at the time the permit was issued.

D. Those provisions of this Code regarding the issuance, administration and enforcement of permits for new

major so urces of air p ollution or p ermit revisions  for major m odifications o f existing majo r sources sha ll

take effect and have the force of law upon a delegation of corresponding authority from ADEQ or the EPA

to the District.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Amended Subsection D. effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1. PROVISIONS 

1-1-100. Se lecting interpreta tions 

Where the nature of a process operation or activity allows regulation under more than one provision of this Code, the

most restrictive  shall apply.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1. PROVISIONS 

1-1-106. Jurisdictional Statement 

The original regulatory jurisdiction of the District is defined by the provisions of A.R.S. § 49-402 (Supp. 1994), and

may be supplemented or amended pursuant to other provisions of law, including A.R.S. §§11-952 and 49-107 (Supp.

1994).
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Amended February 22, 1995.]



1-2-110. Adopted doaunentfs) 
The following documenrs are incorporated herein by reference: 

I .  The Arizona Depamnent o i  Environmental Quality's -.%izona Testing Manual for Air Pollutant Emissions". amended as of March 
1992. 

2. All ASTM test methods referenced in lhis Code are hose  adopted as of the date specified. 
3. All parts of the C.F.R. referenced in this Code amended as of July 1, 1992. 
4. The U.S. Govemmcaf Rinting Ofice's "Standard lndusrial Classification Manual. 1987'. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 2. INCORPO RATED M ATERIALS 

1-2-120. Adoptions by reference 

A. When parts of the A.A.C. are adopted by reference herein, the following terms shall have the corresponding

meanings as shown below:

Term in A.A.C. Rules Meaning in this Code of Regulations

Director Control Officer

Department Pinal County Air Quality Control District

Hearing Board Pinal County Air Quality Hearing Board

B. References to the U.S . Code of Fede ral Regulations refer sequentially to title, Code of Fed eral Regulations,

part, section a nd parag raph, e.g., 40 C.F.R. §52.01(a) means Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 52,

Section.01 Paragraph (a).

C. References to the Arizona Revised Statutes refer sequentially to Arizona Revised Statutes, title, section and

subsection , e.g., A.R.S. §49-480.F. means Arizona Revised Statutes, Title 49, Section 480, Subsection F.

D. References to the Arizona Administrative Code refer sequentially to Arizona Administrative Code, title,

chapter, article section and subsection e.g., A.A.C. R1 8-2-216 B. mean s Arizona A dministrative C ode, T itle

18, Chapter 2, Article 2, Section 16, Subsection B.

E. Reference s to the Fede ral Register re fer sequentially to  volume, Fe deral Reg ister and pag e number , e.g., 56

F.R. 40978 means Volume 56, Federal Register, page 40978.

F. Where there is a difference between State, County  or federal standards, regulations, rules, codes or statutes

applicable to a source, the most stringent shall apply to that source.

G. To the extent no specific date is identified in conjunction with any adoption by reference within this Code,

the version adopted shall be that version in effect on the adoption date of that specific section of this Code.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993. Amended Subsection F. and added Subsection G. effective November 3, 1993.]



1-3- 140. Definitions 
Definitions used in this Code shall have the following meanings except where any narrative 
portion specifically indicates otherwise: 

1. ACID MIST - Sulfuric acid mist as measured by Method 8 in the Arizona Testing 
Manual for Air Pollutant Emissions (ADEQ, 1992). 

1 .a ACT - The Clean Air Act (1990). 
2. ACTIVITY EQUIPMENT - Any mechanized equipment used for the purpose of clearing 

land, earthmoving, trenching, road construction or maintenance, mining and extraction 
of minerals prior to crushing and/or screening, and any equipment used in the demolition 
or renovation of manmade facilities. 

3. ACTUAL EMISSIONS - The actual rate of emissions of a pollutant from an emissions 
unit as determined in accordance with paragraphs a. through c. 

a. In general, actual emissions as of a particular date shall equal the average rate, in 
tons per year, at which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year 
period which precedes the particular date and which is representative of normal 
source operation. The reviewing authority shall allow the use of a different time 
period upon a determination that is more representative of normal source operation. 
Actual emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual operating hours, 
production rates, and types of materials processed, stored, or combusted during the 
selected time period. 

b. Lacking data sufficient to satisfy the requisites of Paragraph a., the Control Officer 
may presume that the source-specific allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent 
to the actual emissions of the unit. 

c. For any emissions unit which has not begun normal operations on the particular 
date, actual emissions shall equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date. 

4. ADEQ DIRECTOR - Director of the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. 
5. ADMINISTRATOR - The Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection 

Agency. 
6. ADVISORY COUNCIL - The Pinal County Air Quality Control Advisory Council 

appointed by the Pinal County Board of Supervisors. 
7. AFFECTED FACILITY - With reference to a stationary source, any equipment or 

combination of equipment to which a standard is applicable. 
8. AIR CONTAMINANTS - Smoke, vapors, charred paper, dust, soot, grime, carbon, 

fumes, gases, sulfuric acid mist, aerosols, aerosol droplets, odors, particulate matter, 
windborne matter, radioactive materials, noxious chemicals, or any other material in the 
outdoor atmosphere which may adversely impact human health or the environment. 

9. AIR POLLUTANT - An air contaminant. 
10. AIR POLLUTION - The presence in the outdoor atmosphere of one or more air 

contaminants or combinations thereof in sufficient quantities, which either alone or in 
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connection with other substances by reason of their concentration and duration are or 
tend to be injurious to human, plant or animal life, or cause damage to property, or 
unreasonably interferes with the comfortable enjoyment of life or property of a 
substantial part of a community, or obscures visibility, or which in any way degrades 
the quality of the ambient air below the standards established by the ADEQ Director. 

11. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT - Equipment used to eliminate, reduce or 
control the emission of air pollutants into the ambient air. 

12. ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS - The emission rate of a stationary source calculated using 
both the maximum rated capacity of the source, unless the source is subject to federally 
enforceable limits which restrict the operating rate or hours of operation, or both, and 
the most stringent of the following: 
a. The applicable new source performance standards as contained in Chapter 6; or 
b. The applicable national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants, as contained 

in Chapter 7; or 
c. The applicable existing source performance standard, as approved for the SIP and 

contained in Chapter 5; or 
d. The emissions rate specified in any federally promulgated rule or federally 

enforceable permit condition applicable to Pinal 
13. AMBIENT AIR - That portion of the atmosphere, external to buildings, to which the 

general public has access. 
14. APPLICABLE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - Those provisions of the Arizona state 

implementation plan approved by the Administrator or a federal implementation plan 
promulgated in accordance with Title I of the Clean Air Act (1990). 

15. APPLICABLE REQUIREMENT - Any federal applicable requirement and any other 
requirement established pursuant to this Code or A.R. S. Title 49, Chapter 3. 

16. APPROVED - Approved in writing by the Pinal County Air Quality Control Officer. 
16.a AREA SOURCE 

Depending upon context: 
1. Any stationary source of hazardous air pollutants that is not a major source as 

defined in 81-3-140.79.b.; or 
2. A non-point source of any regulated pollutant. 

17. ARIZONA STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - A plan adopted by the state of 
Arizona and submitted to and approved by the Administrator which provides for the 
implementation, maintenance and enforcement of the national primary and secondary 
ambient air quality standards in each air quality control region (or portion thereof) 
within the state of Arizona as designated under the Clean Air Act 5 lO7(c) (1990). 
Such plan, referred to in this Code as "the SIP", is identified in 40 C.F.R. 5852.120 - 
$2.146 (1992). 

18. ARIZONA TESTING MANUAL - The Arizona Testing Manual for Air Pollutant 
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Emissions (ADEQ 1992). 
19. ATTAINMENT AREA - Any area in this county that has been identified by the 

Administrator acting pursuant to the Clean Air Act $107 (1990) as being in compliance 
with national ambient air quality standards. 

19.a. BEGIN ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION - In general, initiation of physical onsite 
construction activities on an emissions unit which are of a permanent nature. With 
respect to a change in method of operation, initiation of those on-site activities, 
other than preparatory activities, which mark the initiation of the change. 

20. BEST AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (BACT) - An emissions limitation 
(including a visible emission standard), based on the maximum degree of reduction for 
each pollutant subject to regulation under the Clean Air Act (1990) which would be 
emitted from any proposed major stationary source or major modification which the 
Control Officer, on a case-by-case basis, taking into account energy, environmental, 
economic impacts and other costs, determines is achievable for such source or 
modification through application of production processes or available methods, 
systems, and techniques, including fuel cleaning or treatment or innovative fuel 
combustion techniques, for control of such pollutant. Under no circumstances shall 
BACT be determined to be less stringent than the emission control required by the most 
restrictive applicable provision of District, State or federal laws or regulations. If the 
Control Officer determines that technological or economic limitations on the application 
of measurement methodology to a particular emissions unit would make the imposition 
of an emissions standard infeasible, a design, equipment, work practice, operational 
standard or combination thereof may be prescribed instead to satisfy the requirement 
for the application of BACT. Such standard shall, to the degree possible, set forth the 
emissions reduction achievable by implementation of such design, equipment, work 
practice or operation, and shall provide for compliance by means which achieve 
equivalent results. 

2 1. BUILDING, STRUCTURE, FACILITY or INSTALLATION - All of the pollutant- 
emitting activities which belong to the same industrial grouping, are located on one or 
more contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same person 
(or persons under common control). Pollutant-emitting activities shall be considered as 
part of the same industrial grouping if they belong to the same major group (i. e., which 
have the same two-digit code) as described in the "Standard Industrial Classification 
Manual, 1987" (U.S. Government Printing Office stock numbers 4101-0066 and 003- 
005-001 76-0, respectively). 

22. BOARD - The Board of Supervisors of Pinal County. 
23. BULK PLANT - Any loading facility at which gasoline or other organic liquids with a 

true vapor pressure of 1.5 psia (77.5 mm Hg) or greater under any actual storage 
conditions are received from delivery vessels for storage in on-site stationary tanks, and 
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from which such liquids also are transferred to delivery vessels. 
24. BULK TERMINAL - Any primary distributing facility for delivering organic liquids to 

bulk plants, service stations and other distribution points and where delivery to the 
facility is by means other than truck. 

24a. CAPACITY FACTOR - The ratio of the average load on a machine or equipment for 
the period of time considered to the capacity rating of the machine or equipment. 

25. CATEGORICAL SOURCE - The following classes of sources: 
a. Carbon black plants using the furnace process; 
b. Charcoal production plants; 
c. Chemical process plants; 
d. Coal cleaning plants with thermal dryers; 
e. Coke oven batteries; 
f. Fossil fuel boilers, or combination thereof, totaling more than 250 million Btus (73 

MW) per hour heat input; 
g. Fossil fuel-fired steam elecbic plants of more than 250 million Btus (73 MW) per 

hour heat input; 
h. Fuel conversion plants; 
i. Glass fiber processing plants; 

j . Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants; 
k. Iron and steel mills; 
1. Kraft pulp mills; 
m. Lime plants; 

Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day; 
Petroleum refineries; 
Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage capacity exceeding 300,000 
barrels; 
Phosphate rock processing plants; 
Portland cement plants; 
Primary aluminum ore reduction plants; 

Primary copper smelters; 
Primary lead smelters; 
Primary zinc smelters; 

w. Secondary metal production plants; 
x. Sintering plants; 
y. Sulfur recovery plants; 
z. Taconite preprocessing plants. 

26. CODE - The Pinal County Air Quality Control District Code of Regulations. 
27. COMMENCE (used as a verb) - As applies to construction of a source: 

a. For purposes other than Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990), that the owner or 
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operator has obtained all necessary preconstruction approval or permits required by 
federal law and this Code and has done either of the following: 
i. Begun or caused to begin a continuous program of physical on-site construction 

of the source to be completed within a reasonable time. 
ii. Entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which cannot be 

canceled or modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to 
undertake a program of construction of the source to be completed within a 
reasonable time. 

b. For purposes of Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990), that the owner or operator has 
undertaken a continuous program of construction or that an owner or operator has 
entered into a contractual obligation to undertake and complete within a reasonable 
time a continuous program of construction. 

28. CONSTRUCTION - Any physical change in a source or change in the method 
of operation of a source including fabrication, erection, installation or 
demolition of a source that would result in a change in actual emissions. 

29. CONTIGUOUS GEOGRAPHICAL AREA - A geographical area owned, leased, or 
under common control of the same proprietor, in which all portions are in contact by 
land surfaces (other than public roads or a body of water), and the outside boundary of 
such area can be circumscribed by a single unbroken boundary line. 

30. CONTROL - Air pollution control or control of air pollution emissions. 
3 1. CONTROL DEVICE - Air pollution control equipment. 
32. CONTROL OFFICER - The director and executive head of the Pinal County Air 

Quality Control District responsible for performing duties and exercising powers 
prescribed by law. 

33. CONVENTIONAL AIR POLLUTANT - A criteria pollutant. 
34. COUNTY - Pinal County, Arizona. 
35. CRITERIA POLLUTANT - A pollutant for which a national ambient air quality 

standard (NAAQS) has been established under the Clean Air Act 5109 (1990). 
36. DAY - A period of 24 consecutive hours beginning at midnight. 
37. DE MINIMIS AMOUNT - For the purposes of this Code, the de minimis amount is the 

lesser of: 
a. The potential of a source to emit 1 ton per year of any air pollutant; or 
b. The potential of a source to emit 5.5 lbslday of any air pollutant. 

38. DELIVERY VESSELS - Any vehicular-mounted container(s) such as railroad tank 
cars, tanker trucks, tank trailers or any other mobile container used to transport 
gasoline, petroleum, petroleum distillates, or other organic compounds. 

39. DEPARTMENT - The Pinal County Department of Health and Human Services. 
40. DEPUTY CONTROL OFFICER - A person designated to carry out such duties as may 

be delegated by the Control Officer. 
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41. DEVICE, MACHINE, EQUIPMENT or OTHER ARTICLES - Equipment. 
42. DISCHARGE - The release, escape or emission of an air contaminant into the 

atmosphere. 
DISPENSING TANK - Any stationary tank which dispenses organic liquid fuel directly 
into the fuel tanks of motor vehicles including aircraft. 

44. DISTRICT - The Pinal County Air Quality Control District, comprising an 
administrative branch of Pinal County, a political subdivision of the State of Arizona. 

45. DOWNWASH - A phenomenon whereby emissions from a stack are trapped in the 
wake or eddy produced by the stack itself, a nearby building or terrain features such as 

43. hills or sharp drops in elevation. 
46. DRY WASH - The dry bed of a stream or river. 
47. DUST - Airborne finely divided solid particulate matter. 
48. DUST SUPPRESSANT - Water or a chemical compound or mixture of chemical 

compounds added with or without water to a dust source for purposes of preventing air 
entrainment. 

49. EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL ENERGY EQUIPMENT - Any emergency power 
equipment serving only as a secondary source of electric power or any other equipment 
intended for and used only in a backup system or for use in emergencies and whose 
annual operating hours never exceed 72. 

50. EMISSION - An air contaminant or gas stream vented to the atmosphere or the act of 
discharging into the atmosphere an air contaminant or gas stream, visible or invisible. 

51. EMISSION LIMITATION and EMISSION STANDARD - A requirement established 
by the State, the County or the Administrator which limits the quantity, rate or 
concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis, including any 
requirements which limit the level of opacity, prescribe equipment, set fuel 
specifications, or prescribe operation or maintenance procedures for a source to assure 
continuous emission reduction. 

52. EMISSIONS UNIT - Any part of a stationary source which emits or would have the 
potential to emit any pollutant subject to regulation under this Code. 

53. EQUIPMENT - Any machine, incinerator, activity equipment, devices, or other article 
including pollution control equipment that can or may contribute to or control 
emissions. 

54. EXCESS EMISSIONS - Emissions of an air pollutant in excess of an emission standard 
as measured by the compliance test method applicable to such emission standard. 

55. EXCESS ORGANIC LIQUID DRAINAGE - More than 10 milliliters (0.34 fluid 
ounces) per disconnect. 

56. EXISTING SOURCE - Any source which possesses authority to operate, in the form 
of a permit issued by the District, ADEQ or other competent authority. 

57. FARM - A properly zoned parcel of real estate used principally to grow crops or raise 



animals, which real estate is further classified for property tax purposes as being used 
for agricultural uses. 
FEDERAL APPLICABLE REQUIREMENT - Any of the following as they apply to 
emissions units covered by a Class A or B permit (including requirements that have 

58. been promulgated or approved by EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance but 
have future effective compliance dates): 
a. Any standard or other requirement provided for in the applicable implementation 

plan approved or promulgated by EPA through rulemaking under Title I of the 
Clean Air Act (1990) that implements the relevant requirements of the Clean Air Act 
(1990), including any revisions to that plan promulgated in 40 C.F.R. Part 52 
(1 992); 

b. Any term or condition of any preconstruction permits issued pursuant to regulations 
approved or promulgated through rulemaking under Title I, including Parts C or D, 
of the Clean Air Act (1 990); 

c. Any standard or other requirement under $ 1 1 1 of the Clean Air Act (1 WO), 
including $ 1 1 1 (d) ; 

d. Any standard or other requirement under $ 1 12 of the Clean Air Act (1 WO), 
including any requirement concerning accident prevention under $ 1 12(r)(7) of the 
Clean Air Act (1990); 

e. Any standard or other requirement of the acid rain program under Title IV of the 
Clean Air Act (1990) or the regulations promulgated thereunder and incorporated 
pursuant to $3-6-565; 

f. Any requirements established pursuant to $504(b) or $ 114(a)(3) of the Clean Air Act 
(1990); 

g. Any standard or other requirement governing solid waste incineration, under $129 of 
the Clean Air Act (1990); 

h. Any standard or other requirement for consumer and commercial products, under 
$l83(e) of the Clean Air Act (1990); 

i. Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels under $183(f) of the Clean Air 
Act (1990); 

j. Any standard or other requirement of the program to control air pollution from outer 
continental shelf sources, under $328 of the Clean Air Act (1990); 

k. Any standard or other requirement of the regulations promulgated to protect 
stratospheric ozone under Title VI of the Clean Air Act (1990), unless the 
Administrator has determined that such requirements need not be contained in a Title 
V permit; and 

1. Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or visibility requirement 
under Part C of Title I of the Clean Air Act (1990), but only as it would apply to 
temporary sources permitted pursuant to $504(e) of the Clean Air Act (1990). 
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54. FEDERALLY ENFORCEABLE - All limitations and conditions which are enforceable 
by the Administrator, under the Clean Air Act (1990), including those requirements 
developed pursuant to 40 C.F.R. Parts 60 and 61 (1992), requirements within the SIP, 
any permit requirements established pursuant to 40 C.F.R. $52.21 (1992) or under 
regulations approved pursuant to 40 C.F.R. Part 5 1, Subpart I (1992), including 
permits issued under a permit program approved by the Administrator under Clean Air 
Act (1990) 51 12 or under Title V of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, or issued 
under a permit program that is incorporated into the SIP. 

60. FEDERALLY LISTED HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANT - Any air pollutant adopted 
pursuant to A.R.S. 549-426.03, Subsection A. (1992) and not deleted pursuant to that 
subsection. 

61. FLOATING ROOF - A storage-vessel cover consisting of a pontoon, single-deck, 
double-deck, or internal floating solid material which rests upon the surface of and is 
supported by the liquid contents, and is equipped with a seal to close the space between 
the edge of the solid material and tank wall. 

62. FLUE - A duct or passage, such as a stack or chimney, for air contaminants. 
63. FOSSIL FUEL-FIRED STEAM GENERATOR - A furnace or boiler used in the 

process of burning fossil fuel for the primary purpose of producing steam by heat 
transfer. 

64. FUEL - Any material which is burned for the purpose of producing energy. 
65. FUGITIVE DUST - Naturally occurring particles uncontaminated by pollutants 

resulting from industrial activity. Fugitive dust may include emissions from unpaved 
roads, paved roads, tilled farm land, exposed surface construction sites, mining 
activities associated with overburden removal, blasting, haul road truck transport and 
native soil or overburden material which becomes airborne naturally or from any other 
source. 

66. FUGITIVE EMISSIONS - Those emissions which could not reasonably pass through a 
stack, chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent opening. 

67. GAS TIGHT - Having no leak of gaseous organic compound(s) exceeding 10,000 ppm 
above background when measurements are made using EPA Method 2 1 (40 C.F.R. 
Part 60, Appendix A) with a methane calibration standard. 

68. GASOLINE - Any petroleum distillate or petroleum distillate/alcohol blend or alcohol 
having a vapor pressure of 1.5 psia (77.5 mm Hg) or greater under actual loading 
conditions and which is used as a fuel for internal combustion engines. 

69. GASOLINE VAPORS - Organic compounds in gas-phase gasoline including displaced 
vapors and any entrained liquid gasoline. 

70. HAUL ROAD - A road constructed for the principal purpose of hauling construction 
materials, or to provide access to one or more construction sites, mining activities, or 
industrial operations. 
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71. HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANT: Any federally listed hazardous air pollutant and 
any state hazardous air pollutant. 

72. HAZARDOUS WASTE - A hazardous waste as defined in 40 C .F.R. 8261 Subpart A 
(1 992). 

73. HEARING BOARD - The Air Quality Control District Hearing Board established 
pursuant to A.R.S. 549-478 (1992). 

74. HEREIN - When used anywhere in this Code, refers to the complete set of rules and 
regulations contained in this Code. 

74a. INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY - With respect to sources required to obtain a permit, 
an activity in an emission unit that is not otherwise subject to any applicable 
requirement and which meets any of the following requirements: 

a. The activity accounts for less than 1 % of the source's total existing emissions of 
conventional air pollutants or less than 200 pounds per year of regulated air 
pollutants, whichever is less. 

b. The activity belongs to one of the following categories: 
i. . . 

11. ... 
111. 

iv . 
v. 

vi. 

vii. . . . 
v111. 

ix. 

Normal landscaping, building maintenance or janitorial activities. 
Gasoline storage tanks with capacity of 500 gallons or less. 
Diesel and fuel oil storage tanks with capacity of 40,000 gallons or less. 
Batch mixers with rated capacity of 5 cubic feet or less. 
Wet sand and gravel production facilities that obtain material from subterranean 
and subaqueous beds, whose design capacity rate is 25 tonslhour or less, and 
whose permanent in-plant roads are paved and cleaned to control dust. This does 
not include activities in emission units which are used to crush or grind any non- 
metallic minerals. 
Hand-held or manually operated equipment used for aerosol can spray painting, 
buffing, polishing, carving, cutting, drilling, machining, routing, sanding, 
sawing, surface grinding or turning of ceramic art work, precision parts, leather, 
metals, plastics, fiber board, masonry, carbon, glass or wood, but not including 
sand blasting. 
Powder coating operations. 
Internal combustion (IC) engine driven compressors, IC engine driven electrical 
generator sets and IC driven water pumps of less than 325 brake horsepower, 
used only for emergency replacement or standby service and whose annual 
operating hours never exceed 72. 
Lab equipment used exclusively for chemical and physical analyses. 

75. LAND STRIPPING or LAND STRIPPING ACTIVITY - Removal of all or any 
portion of existing vegetation from parcels of land with equipment which plows or 
scrapes the ground surface. 

76. LEAK FREE - Having no organic liquid leak of more than three drops per minute from 
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any single leak source other than the disconnect operation of liquid fill line and vapor 
line. 
LOADING FACILITY - Any operation or facility such as a gasoline storage tank fann, 

77. pipeline terminal, bulk plant or loading dock or combination thereof, where organic 
liquids are transferred or loaded into or out of delivery vessels for future distribution. 
Included are all related pollutant-emitting activities which are located on one or more 
contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same person (or 
persons under common control). 

78. MAJOR MODIFICATION - Any physical change in or change in the operation method 
of a major stationary source that would result in a significant net emissions increase of 
any pollutant subject to regulation under this Code. 
a. Any net emissions increase that is significant for volatile organic compounds shall be 

considered significant for ozone. 
b. Any net emissions increase that is significant for oxides of nitrogen shall be 

considered significant for ozone for ozone nonattainment areas classified as 
marginal, moderate, serious or severe. 

c. For the purposes of this definition the following shall not be considered a physical 
change or change in the method of operation: 

i. Maintenance, repair and replacement which the Control Officer determines to be 
routine. 

. . 
11. Use of an alternative fuel or raw material be reason of an order under Sections 

2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974, 
15 U . S. C. $792, or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the 
Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. 85792-82%; . . . 

111. Use of an alternative fuel by reason of an order or rule under the Clean Air Act 
8125 (1990); 

iv. Use of an alternative fuel at a steam generating unit to the extent that the fuel is 
generated from municipal solid waste; 

v. Use of an alternative fuel or raw material by a stationary source which either: 
(1) The source was capable of accommodating before December 12, 1976, unless 

such change would be prohibited under any federally enforceable permit 
condition which was established after December 12, 1976, pursuant to 40 
C.F.R. $52.2 1 (1992) or under Chapter 3 of this Code; or 

(2) The source is approved to use under any permit issued under 40 C.F.R. 
$52.21 (1992) or under Chapter 3 of this Code. 

vi. An increase in the hours of operation or in the production rate, unless such 
change would be prohibited under any federally enforceable permit condition 
which was established after December 12, 1976, pursuant to 40 C.F.R. $52.2 1, 
or under Chapter 3 of this Code. 
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vii. Any change in ownership at a stationary source. 
79. MAJOR SOURCE (MAJOR STATIONARY SOURCE) - Any of the following 

stationary sources or group of stationary sources of air pollution: 
A major source as defined in 93-3-203; 

b. A major source under 5 112 of the Clean Air Act (1990): 
i. For pollutants other than radionuclides, any stationary source that emits or has 

the potential to emit, in the aggregate and including fugitive emissions, 10 tons 
per year (tpy) or more of any hazardous air pollutant which has been listed 
pursuant to $1 12(b) of the Clean Air Act (1990), 25 tpy or more of any 
combination of such hazardous air pollutants, or such lesser quantity as described 
in Chapter 7. of this Code. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, emissions 
from any oil or gas exploration or production well (with its associated equipment) 

a. and emissions from any pipeline compressor or pump station shall not be 
aggregated with emissions from other similar units, whether or not such units are 
in a contiguous area or under common control, to determine whether such units 
or stations are major sources; or 

ii. For radionuclides, "major sourcen shall have the meaning specified by the 
Administrator by rule; 

c. A major stationary source, as defined in §302(j) of the Clean Air Act (1990), that 
directly emits or has the potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any air pollutant. The 
fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall not be considered in determining 
whether it is a major source for the purposes of §302(j) of the Act, unless: 
i. The source is a categorical source; or 

ii. The source belongs to a source category regulated by a standard promulgated 
under section 11 1 or 112 of the Act, but only with respect to those air pollutants 
that have been regulated for that category. 

80. MALFUNCTION - Any sudden and unavoidable failure of air pollution control 
equipment or process equipment or a process to operate in a normal and usual manner. 
Failures that are caused by poor maintenance, or could have been prevented by the 
exercise of reasonable care shall not be considered a malfunction. 

81. MAXIMUM ACHIEVABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (MACT) - An emission 
standard that requires the maximum degree of reduction in emissions of any hazardous 
air pollutant subject to regulation under this Code, including a prohibition of such 
emissions where achievable, that the Control Officer, taking into consideration the cost 
of achieving such emission reduction and any non-air quality health and environmental 
impacts and energy requirements, determines is achievable by a source to which such 
standard applies, through application of measures, processes, methods, systems or 
techniques including, but not limited to, measures which: 
a. Reduce the volume of, or eliminate emissions of, such pollutants through process 
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changes, substitution of materials or other modifications. 
b. Enclose systems or processes to eliminate emissions. 
c. Collect, capture or treat such pollutants when released from a process, stack, storage 

or fugitive emissions point. 
d. Are design, equipment, work practice, or operational standards, including 

requirements for operator training or certification. 
e. Are a combination of the above. 

82. MINING ACTIVITY - An activity involving earthmoving operations, including 
blasting, for the primary purpose of extracting from the earth minerals such as but not 
limited to, sand, gravel, overburden, aggregate, limestone, rock, or ore. 

83. MINOR SOURCE - A source of air pollution which is not a major source. 
84. MODIFICATION or MODIFY - A physical change in or change in the method of 

operation of a source which increases the actual emissions of any air pollutant emitted 
by such source by more than an amount numerically equal to a corresponding de 
minimis amount or which results in the emission of any air pollutant not previously 
emitted by more than such de minimis amount. For the purposes of this defmition the 
following shall not be considered a physical change or change in the method of 
operation: 
a. Maintenance, repair and replacement which the Control Officer determines to be 

routine. 
b. An increase or decrease in production rate, providing such increase or decrease does 

not exceed the conditions contained in the source's permit. 
c. An increase or decrease in the hours of operation, providing such increase or 

decrease does not exceed conditions contained in the source's permit. 
d. The use of an alternative fuel or raw material by reason of an order in effect under 

Sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 
1974 (or any superseding legislation), or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan 
in effect pursuant to the Federal Power Act, or by reason of any other forced 
curtailment or lack of supply of natural gas if such source can furnish to the District 
a certified copy of the finding of a state or federal governmental body having 
jurisdiction over such source that attests to the existence of a forced curtailment or 
lack of supply of natural gas. 

e. The use of an alternative fuel or raw material, if prior to December 12, 1976, the 
source or facility was capable of accommodating such fuel or material. 

f. The use of an altemative fuel by reason of an order or rule under the Clean Air Act 
3125 (1990). 

g. The use of an alternative fuel at a steam generating unit to the extent that the fuel is 
generated from municipal solid waste; 

h. Any change in ownership at a stationary source. 
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85. NET EMISSIONS INCREASE - The amount by which the sum of Paragraphs a. and b. 
exceeds zero: 
a. Any increase in actual emissions from a particular physical change or change in the 

method of operation of a stationary source. 
b. Any other increases and decreases in actual emissions at the source that are 

contemporaneous with the particular change and are otherwise creditable. 
c. An increase or decrease in actual emissions is contemporaneous with the increase 

from the particular change only if it occurs between: 
i. The date 5 years before construction on the particular change commences; and 
ii. The date that the increase from the particular change occurs. 

d. An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable only if neither the Control 
Officer nor any other permit-issuing authority has relied on it in issuing a permit, 
which is in effect when the increase in actual emissions from the particular change 
occurs. In addition, in nonattainment areas, a decrease in actual emissions shall be 
considered in determining net emissions increase due to modifications only if such 
decrease has not been relied upon to demonstrate attainment or reasonable further 
progress. 

e. An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur dioxide or PM,, which occurs 
before the applicable baseline date is creditable only if it is required to be considered 
in calculating the amount of maximum allowable increases remaining available. 

f. An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that the new level of 
actual emissions exceeds the old level. 

g. A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that: 
i. The old level of actual emissions or the old level of allowable emissions, 

whichever is lower, exceeds the new level of actual emissions; 
ii. It is federally enforceable at and after the time that actual construction on the 

particular change begins; and 
iii. It has approximately the same qualitative significance for public health and 

welfare as that attributed to the increase from the particular change. 
h. An increase that results from a physical change at a source occurs when the 

emissions unit on which construction occurred becomes operational and begins to 
emit a particular pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes 
operational only after a reasonable shakedown period, not to exceed 180 days. 

86. NEW SOURCE - Any stationary source of air pollution which lacks existing authority 
to operate, in the form of a permit issued by the District, by ADEQ, or by other 
competent authority. 

87. NONATTAINMENT AREA - An area so designated by the Administrator acting 
pursuant to the Clean Air Act $107 (1990) as exceeding national ambient air quality 
standards for a particular pollutant or pollutants. As of November 15, 1990, the 
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nonattainment areas in Pinal County are geographically defined in 40 C . F . R. 88 1.303 
(1991) as being: 

Pollutant Designated Area 

TSP 

so2 

Hay den : 

Hayden : 

San Manuel: 

1 

* Classified as moderate 

Apache Junction: 

Hay den: T4S, R16E; TSS, R16E; T6S, R16E 
and the portion of the rectangle that lies 
within the Pinal County line formed by 
and including TIN, R13E; TIN, R15E; 
T6S, R13E; T6S, R15E 

88. NONPOINT SOURCE - A source emitting air contaminants from other than a flue. 
89. NON-PRECURSOR ORGANIC COMPOUND - Those organic compounds which have 

negligible photochemical reactivity, namely: 
a. Methane. 
b. Ethane. 
c . Methy lene chloride (dichloromethane) . 
d. 1 , 1 , 1 -trichloroethane (methyl chloroform). 
e. 1,1,1 -trichloro-2,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC- 1 13). 
f. Trichlorofluoromethane (CFC- 1 1). 
g . Dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC- 12). 
h . Chlorodifluoromethane (CFC-22). 
i. Trifluoromethane (FC-23). 
j. 1 ,2-dichloro-l,l,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (CFC-114). 
k. Chloropentafluoroethane (CFC- 1 15). 
1. 1 , 1 , 1 -trifluoro-2,2--dichloroethane (HCFC- 123). 
m. 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134A). 
n. 1 , 1 -dichloro- 1 -fluoroethane (HCFC- 14 1B). 



o . 1 -chloro- 1 , 1 -difluoroethane (HCFC- l42B). 
p. 2-chloro- 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC- 124) 
q. Pentafluoroethane (HFC- 125). 
r. 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134) 
s. 1,1,l -trifluoroethane (HFC- l43A). 
t. 1,1 -difluoroethane (HFC- 1 52A). 
u. perfluorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes: 

i. Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated alkanes; 
. . 
11. Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated ethers with no unsaturations; 
iii. Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated tertiary amines with no 

unsaturations; and 
iv. Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and with sulfur bonds 

only to carbon and fluorine. 
v. Volatile methyl siloxanes, also known as "VMSw . 
w . Parachlorobenzotriflouride, also known as "PCBTF" . 
x. Acetone. 
y . Perchloroeth y lene . 

90. NORMAL FARM OPERATIONS - All activities by the owner, lessee, agent, 
independent contractor and supplier conducted for the production of crops, livestock, 
poultry, livestock products or poultry products on any parcel of real estate, which 
parcel is both zoned for agricultural use and is further classified as being used for 
agricultural purposes for purposes of real property taxation valuation. 

9 1. ODOR - Smells, aromas or stenches commonly recognized as offensive, obnoxious or 
objectionable to a substantial part of a community so as to give rise to a public 
nuisance. 

92. OPACITY - The degree to which emissions reduce the transmission of light and 
obscure the view of an object in the background. 

93. OPEN OUTDOOR FIRE or OPEN BURNING - Any combustion of combustible 
material of any type outdoors, in the open, where the products of combustion are not 
directed through a flue, chimney, duct, vent, stack, or other restrictive device designed . 

or installed for the principal purpose of discharging the emissions to the air. 
94. ORGANIC COMPOUND - Any compound of carbon excluding carbon monoxide, 

carbon dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides and carbonates and ammonium 
carbonate. 

95. ORGANIC LIQUID - Any organic compound which exists as a liquid under any actual 
conditions of use, transport or storage. 

96. ORGANIC SOLVENT - Any liquid composed wholly or in part of a carbon compound 
which is capable of dissolving another substance or carrying it in suspension. 

97. OWNER or OPERATOR - Any person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or 



supervises an affected facility or a stationary source of which an affected facility is a 

Part- 
PARTICULATE MATTER - Any airborne finely divided solid or liquid material with 
an aerodynamic diameter smaller than 100 ym. 
PERMIT (used as a verb) - To authorize, allow, make possible, or consent to, either 
formally or passively. 
PERMIT SHIELD - A provision in a permit which provides that compliance with the 
permit shall be deemed compliance with other applicable provisions of the Clean Air 
Act (1990). 
PERSON - Any public or private corporation, company, partnership, firm, association 
or society of persons, the federal government and any of its departments or agencies, 
the state and any of its agencies, departments, or political subdivisions, as well as a 
natural person. 
PETROLEUM LIQUID - Any crude petroleum or any finished or intermediate 
products which are manufactured by crude petroleum processing and finishing 
operations. 
POTENTIAL TO EMIT - The maximum capacity of a stationary source to emit a 
pollutant, excluding secondary emissions, under its physical and operational design. 
Any physical or operational limitation of the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant, 
including air pollution control equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on 
the type or amount of material combusted, stored, or processed, shall be treated as part 
of its design if the limitation or the effect it would have on emissions is federally 
enforceable. 
PRIVATE DRIVEWAY - A road constructed for the sole purpose of gaining access to 
a one- or two-family residence. 
PROCESS - One or more operations, including equipment and technology, used in the 
production of goods or services or the control of by-products or wastes. 
PROCESS SOURCE - The last operation or process which produces an air contaminant 
resulting from either: 
a. The separation of the air contaminants from the process material; or 
b. The conversion of constituents of the process materials into air contaminants which 

is not an air pollution abatement operation. 
PROCESS WEIGHT - The total weight of all materials, excluding air, introduced into 
a process source for a representative period of actual operation. 
PROCESS WEIGHT RATE - The process weight divided by the period over which the 
process weight was introduced. 
PUBLIC OFFICER - Any elected or appointed officer of a public agency established 
by charter, ordinance, resolution, state constitution or statute, but excluding members 
of the legislature. 
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RECONSTRUCTION - Reconstruction of sources located in nonattainment areas shall 
be presumed to have taken place where the fixed capital cost of the new components 
exceeds 50% of the fixed capital cost of a comparable entirely new stationary source, 
as determined in accordance with the provisions of 40 C.F.R. $$60.15(Q(l)-(3). 
REDUCTION - Any heated process, including rendering, cooking, drying, 
dehydrating, digesting, evaporating and protein concentrating. 
REGULATED AIR POLLUTANT - Any of the following: 
a. Any conventional air pollutant as defined in $1-3-140.33. 
b. Nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds. 
c. Any air contaminant that is subject to a standard contained in Chapter 6. of this 

Code or promulgated under $ 1 11 of the Clean Air Act (1990). 
d. Any hazardous air pollutant as defined in A.R. S. $49-401.01.1 1. (1992) or subject 

to a standard promulgated under $1 12 of the Clean Air Act (1990). 
e. Any Class I or I1 substance listed in $602 of the Clean Air Act (1990). 
REID VAPOR PRESSURE - The absolute vapor pressure of volatile crude oil and 
volatile non-viscous petroleum liquids, except liquified petroleum gases, as determined 
by ASTM D-323-82. 
RIVERBED - The channel occupied or formerly occupied by a river. 
ROAD - A path, trail, driveway, freeway, street, or access way which is constructed 
principally for use by vehicular traffic. 
ROAD CONSTRUCTION - The construction of a new roadway or the conversion of 
an existing unpaved road to a paved road. 
SCRAP METAL FURNACE - A furnace designed to melt metallic scrap for the 
principal purpose of separating and recovering the metal. 
SECONDARY EMISSIONS - Emissions which would occur as a result of the 
construction or operation of a major stationary source or major modification, but do not 
come from the major stationary source or major modification itself. For the purposes 
of this Code, secondary emissions must be specific, well defined, quantifiable, and 
impact the same general area as the stationary source or modification which causes the 
secondary emissions. Secondary emissions may include emissions from any offsite 
support facility which would not otherwise be constructed or increase its emissions as a 
result of the construction or operation of the major stationary source or major 
modification. Secondary emissions do not include any emissions which come directly 
from a mobile source, such as emissions from the tailpipe of a motor vehicle, from a 
train, or from a vessel. 
SERVICE ROAD - A road constructed for the principal purpose of providing 
maintenance or service of or to pipelines, power lines, farmland, public utilities, rights- 
of-way, or refuse collection. 
SHUTDOWN - The cessation of operation of any air pollution control equipment or 
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process equipment for any purpose, except routine phasing out of process equipment. 
12 1. SIGNIFICANT - 

a. In reference to a net emissions increase or the potential of a source to emit any of 
the following pollutants, a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any one of 
the following rates: 

Pollutant 

Carbon Monoxide 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Sulfur Dioxide 
Particulate Matter 

PM 10 

Ozone (VOC) 
Lead 
Fluorides 
Sulfuric Acid Mist 
Hydrogen Sulfide 
Total Reduced Sulfur (including H2S) 
Reduced Sulfur Compounds (including H2S) 
Municipal Waste Combustor Organics (measured 

as total tetra- through octa-chlorinated 
dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans) 

Municipal Waste Combustor Metals (measured 

Emissions Rate (TPY) 

as particulate matter 15 
Municipal Waste Combustor Acid Gases 

(measured as sulfur dioxide and hydrogen 
chloride) 40 

Municipal solid waste landfill emissions (measured as nonmethane organic 
compounds) 50 (45 megagrams) 

b. In ozone nonattainment areas classified as serious or severe, significant emissions of 
VOC shall be determined under 83-3-240. 

c. In reference to a net emissions increase or the potential of a source to emit a 
pollutant subject to regulation under this article that is not listed in Paragraph a. of 
this subdivision and is not a hazardous air pollutant according to A.R.S. $49- 
401 -01 (1 1) (1992), any emission rate. 

d. Notwithstanding the emission amount listed in Paragraph a. of this subdivision, 
"significant" means any emission rate or any net emissions increase associated with a 
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major stationary source or major modification subject to Chapter 3 which would be 
constructed within 10 km of a Class I area and have an impact on the ambient air 
quality of such area equal to or greater than 1 ,ug/m3/24-hr average. 

SMOKE - Particulate matter resulting from incomplete combustion. 
SOURCE - Any building, structure, facility or installation that may cause or contribute 
to air pollution or the use of which may eliminate, reduce or control the emission of air 
pollution. 
SOURCE OPERATOR - An originator, owner, operator, or lessee of an emission 
source. 
STACK - Any point in a source designed to emit solids, liquids, or gases into the air, 
including a pipe or duct but not including flares. 
STACK EMISSIONS - Emissions which enter the air by passing though a vent, stack, 
flue, or other similar constraining or restrictive device designed or installed for the 
principal purpose of discharging the effluent. 
STAGE I VAPOR COLLECTION SYSTEM - A system where gasoline vapors are 
forced from a tank into a vapor-tight holding system or vapor control system through 
direct displacement by the gasoline being loaded. 
STAGE I1 VAPOR COLLECTION SYSTEM - A system where at least 90 percent by 
weight of the gasoline vapors that are displaced or drawn from a vehicle fuel tank 
during refueling are transferred to a vapor-tight holding system or vapor control 
system. 
STANDARD CONDITIONS - A gas temperature of 68°F (20°C) and a gas pressure of 
14.7 psia (29.92 in. Hg). Unless otherwise specified, all analyses and tests shall be 
calculated and reported at standard gas temperatures and pressure values. 
START-UP - The setting into operation of any source for any purpose except routine 
phasing in of process equipment. 
STATE - The state of Arizona. 
STATE HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANT - Any air pollutant that the ADEQ Director 
has designated as a hazardous air pollutant pursuant to A.R.S . $49-426.04.A. (1992) 
and has not deleted pursuant to A.R.S. $49-426.04.B. (1992). 
STATIONARY SOURCE - Any building, structure, facility, or installation which, at a 
fmed location, emits or may emit any air pollutant subject to regulation under this 
Code. 
STATIONARY STORAGE TANK - Any tank, reservoir or other container used to 
store, but not transport, organic liquids. 
SUBMERGED FILL PIPE - Any discharge pipe or nozzle which meets either of the 
following conditions: 
a. For top-filled or bottom-filled tanks, the end of the discharge pipe or nozzle is 

totally submerged when the liquid level is 6 inches (15 cm) from the bottom of the 
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tank. 
b. For side-filled tanks, the discharge pipe or nozzle is totally submerged when the 

liquid level is 18 inches (46 cm) from the bottom of the tank. 
TRUE VAPOR PRESSURE (TVP) - The equilibrium partial pressure exerted by a 
petroleum liquid. 
UNCLASSIFIED AREA - An area which the Administrator, because of a lack of 
adequate data, is unable to classify as an attainment or nonattainment area for a specific 
pollutant, and which, for purposes of this Code, is treated as an attainment area. 
UNPAVED PARKING LOT - A contiguous geographical area that is regularly used 
for the parlung of self-propelled vehicles and is not covered with dust-suppressing 
materials and maintained in such a manner that visible emissions of dust from the 
parking area are permanently prevented other than during times of normal cleaning or 
after flooding. 
UNPAVED ROAD - A road which is not covered with dust-suppressing materials and 
maintained in such a manner that visible emissions of dust from the road surface are 
permanently prevented other than during times of normal cleaning or after flooding. 
VAPOR - The gaseous form of a substance normally occurring in a liquid or solid state 
under standard conditions. 
VAPOR LOSS CONTROL DEVICE - Any piping, hoses, equipment, and devices 
which are used to collect, store or process organic vapors at a bulk terminal, hulk 
plant, service station or other operation handling gasoline or other organic liquids. 
VAPOR PRESSURE - The pressure exerted by the gaseous form of a substance in 
equilibrium with its liquid or solid form. 
VAPOR RECOVERYIDISPOSAL SYSTEM - The portion of the vapor collection and 
recovery/disposal system which consists of one of the following: 
a. A system which processes the displaced vapor and recovers at least 90% by weight 

of the vapors being processed. 
b. A vapor handling system which directs at least 90% by weight of the displaced 

vapors to a fuel gas system. 
c. Other equipment with an efficiency equal to or greater than the systems described in 

Paragraphs a. and b. above and approved by the Control Officer. 
VAPOR TIGHT - A condition where no organic vapor leak reaches or exceeds 100% 
of the lower explosive limit at a distance of one inch (2.5 cm) from a leak when 
measured with a combustible gas detector or an organic vapor analyzer, both calibrated 
with propane. 
VISIBLE EMISSIONS - Any emissions which are visually detectable without the aid of 
instrumentation and which contain particulate matter. 
VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND (VOC) - Any compound of carbon, excluding 
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and 
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ammonium carbonate, which participates in atmospheric photochemical reactions, 
which includes any such organic compound other than those non-precursor organic 
compounds listed in 5 1-3-140.89. 

[Adopted effectiw June 29, 1993. Amended effective Novembcr 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended Octobcr 12, 1995. Tentahsly revised as 
indicated on 5/14/97 and 5/27/98 as &d on Juty 29, 1998; revision6 remain contingent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision to the SIP as EPA- 
approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/%) and Le Dirbict's Title V program as approved at 61 Fed. Reg 55910 (10/30/%).] 



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 1. AIR QUALITY STAN DARDS 

2-1-010. Purpose 

The pu rpose of this a rticle is to establish a mbient co ncentrations  for specific air p ollutants which a re necessar y to

protect human health and public welfare.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 1. AIR QUALITY STAN DARDS 

2-1-020. Particulate matter 

A. The primary ambient air quality standards for particulate matter are:

1. 50 micrograms per cubic meter of PM10  annual arithmetic mean concentration.

2. 150 micrograms per cubic meter of PM1 0 24-hour average concentration.

B. The secondary ambient air quality standards for particulate matter are:

1. 50 micrograms per cubic meter of PM10  annual arithmetic mean concentration.

2. 150 micrograms per cubic meter of PM1 0 24-hour average concentration.

C. The primary and secondary annual ambient air quality standards for PM10 shall be considered attained

when the expected annual arithmetic mean concentration, as determined in accordance with 40 C.F.R. Part

50, Appendix K (1992 ), is less than or equal to 50 micrograms per cubic meter.

D. The primary and secondary 24-hour ambient air quality standards for PM10 shall be considered attained

when the expected number of days per calendar year with a 24-hour average concentration above 150

microgram s per cubic  meter, as de termined in a ccordan ce with 40 C .F.R. Part 5 0, Appe ndix K (1 992), is

less than or equal to one.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 1. AIR QUALITY STAN DARDS 

2-1-030. Sulfur oxide (sulfur dioxide) 

A. The primary ambient air quality standards for sulfur oxides, measured as sulfur dioxide, are:

1. 80 micrograms per cubic meter (0.03 ppm) annual arithmetic mean.

2. 365 micrograms per cubic meter (0.14 ppm) maximum 24-hour concentration not to be exceeded

more than once per year.

B. The secondary ambient air quality standard for sulfur oxides, measured as sulfur dioxide, is 1300

micrograms per cubic meter (0.5 ppm) maximum 3-hour concentration not to be exceeded more than once

per year.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 1. AIR QUALITY STAN DARDS 

2-1-040. Ozone 

A. The primary ambient air quality standard for ozone is 235 micrograms per cubic meter (0.12 ppm).

B. The secondary ambient air quality standard for ozone is 235 micrograms per cubic meter (0.12 ppm).

C. The stand ards are attain ed when the  expected  number o f days per ca lendar year w ith maximum  hourly

average concentrations above 235 micrograms per cubic meter (0.12 ppm) is less than or equal to one, as

determined by 40 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix H (19 92).
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 1. AIR QUALITY STAN DARDS 

2-1-050. Carbon monoxide 

A. The primary ambient air quality standards for carbon monoxide are:

1. 10 milligrams per cubic meter (9 ppm) maximum 8-hour concentration not to be exceeded more

than once per year.

2. 40 milligrams per cubic meter (35 ppm) maximum 1-hour concentration not to be exceeded more

than once per year.

B. An 8-hour average shall be considered valid if at least 75 percent of the hourly averages for the 8-hour

period are available.  In the event that only six or seven hourly averages are available, the 8-hour average

shall be computed on the basis of the hours available using six or seven as the divisor.

C. When  summarizin g data for co mparison  with the standar ds, average s shall be stated  to one dec imal place. 

Comparison of the data with the levels of the standards in parts per million shall be made in terms of

integers with fractional parts of 0.5 or greater rounding up.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 1. AIR QUALITY STAN DARDS 

2-1-060. Nitrogen dioxide 

A. The primary ambient air quality standard for nitrogen dioxide is 100 micrograms per cubic meter (0.053

ppm) annual arithmetic mean.

B. The secondary ambient air quality standard for nitrogen dioxide is 100 micrograms per cubic meter (0.053

ppm) annual arithmetic mean.

C. The standards are attained when the annual arithmetic mean concentration in a calendar year is less than or

equal to 0.053 ppm, rounded to three decimal places, with fractional parts equal to or greater than 0.0005

ppm rounded up.  To demonstrate attainment, an annual mean shall be based upon hourly data that is at

least 75 percent complete or upon data derived from the manual methods, that is at least 75 percent

complete for the scheduled sampling days in each calendar quarter.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 1. AIR QUALITY STAN DARDS 

2-1-070. Lead 

A. The prim ary ambien t air quality standa rd for lead a nd its comp ounds, me asured as e lemental lead , is 1.5

micrograms per cubic meter maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter.

B. The sec ondary am bient air qua lity standard for  lead and its co mpound s, measured  as elemental le ad, is 1.5

micrograms per cubic meter maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 2. AMB IENT AIR QUALITY M ONITORING M ETHODS AN D PROCED URES 

2-2-080. A ir quality monitor ing methods 

Only those methods which have been either designated by the Administrator as reference or equivalent methods or

approved by the Control Officer shall be used to monitor ambient air.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 2. AMB IENT AIR QUALITY M ONITORING M ETHODS AN D PROCED URES 

2-2-090. A ir quality monitor ing procedu res 

A. Quality assura nce, monito r siting, and sam ple prob e installation pro cedures sh all be in acco rdance with

procedures described in the Appendices to 40 C.F.R. Part 58.

B. The Control Officer may approve other procedures upon a finding that the proposed procedures are

substantially equivalent or superior to procedures in the Appendices to 40 C.F.R. Part 58.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.   Tentatively revised as indicated on 5/14/97;  revisions remain contingent upon co rresponding EPA-approval of a re vision to the SIP as EPA-appr oved at 61 FR
15717 (4/9/96).]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 3. INTERPRETATION  OF AM BIENT AIR QUALITY STA NDARDS 

                                     AND EVALUATION OF AIR QUALITY DATA

2-3-100. Inte rpretation of a mbient air qua lity standards 

Unless othe rwise specified , interpretation  of all ambien t air quality standa rds containe d in this chapte r shall be in

accordance with 40 C.F.R. Part 50 (1992).
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 3. INTERPRETATION  OF AM BIENT AIR QUALITY STA NDARDS 

                                     AND EVALUATION OF AIR QUALITY DATA

2-3-110. Evaluation of air quality data 

The evaluation of air quality data in terms of procedure, methodology, and concept is to be consistent with methods

described in Appendix 10 of the A.A.C. Title 18, Chapter 2.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.   Tentatively revised as indicated on 5/14/97;  revisions remain contingent upon co rresponding EPA-approval of a re vision to the SIP as EPA-appr oved at 61 FR
15717 (4/9/96).]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 4. ATTAINMENT AREA CLASSIFICATION 

2-4-120. Purpose 

The pu rpose of this a rticle is to identify the fed eral classification  status of the vario us geograp hic areas lying with in

the county.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 4. ATTAINMENT AREA CLASSIFICATION 

2-4-130. Adopted d ocument(s) 

A.A.C. R18-2-217, is hereby adopted by reference and made a part of this Code.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.   Tentatively revised as indicated on 5/14/97;  revisions remain contingent upon co rresponding EPA-approval of a re vision to the SIP as EPA-appr oved at 61 FR
15717 (4/9/96).]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 4. ATTAINMENT AREA CLASSIFICATION 

2-4-140. Area classifications within Pinal County 

A. Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. § 81.403 (1992), that portion of the Superstition Wilderness lying within Pinal

County is deemed  a mandatory federal C lass I area with respect to all criteria pollutants.

B. For each of the criteria pollutants, each of those areas lying within Pinal County having an Administrator-

approved designation as attainment or unclassified, and not otherwise having an area classification pursuant

to Subsection A. of this section or reclassified pursuant to the Clean Air Act § 174 (1990) and A.A.C. R18-

2-217, are deemed Class II areas pursuant to the Clean Air Act § 162 (1990) and A.A.C. R18-2-217.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.   Tentatively revised as indicated on 5/14/97;  revisions remain contingent upon co rresponding EPA-approval of a re vision to the SIP as EPA-appr oved at 61 FR
15717 (4/9/96).]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 4. ATTAINMENT AREA CLASSIFICATION 

2-4-150. Attainment status in Pinal County 

Acting pursuant to the Clean Air Act § 107 (1990), the Administrator has identified all portions of Pinal County as

being in compliance with the national ambient air quality standards for carbon monoxide, ozone and nitrogen dioxide

as of November 15, 1990.  Those portions of the county that have been designated nonattainment for total suspended

particulates, sulfur  dioxide an d PM 10 are ide ntified in 40 C .F.R. § 81 .303 (19 92). 
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 5. LIMITATION O F POLLUTAN TS IN CLASSIFIED ATTAINM ENT AREAS 

2-5-160. A mbient air increm ent ceilings 

Areas designated as Class I, II or III shall be limited to the following increases in air pollutant concentrations

occurring o ver the base line concen tration, prov ided that for a ny period o ther than an an nual period , the applicab le

maximum allowable increase may be exceeded once per year at any one location:

CLASS I

Maximum Allowable Increase ( �¼g/m3)

Particulate matter:  PM10

Annual arithmetic mean 4

24-hour maximum 8

Sulfur dioxide:

Annual arithmetic mean 2

24-hour maximum 5

3-hour maximum 25

Nitrogen dioxide:

Annual arithmetic mean 2.5

CLASS II

Particulate matter:  PM10

Annual arithmetic mean 17

24-hour maximum 30

Sulfur dioxide:

Annual arithmetic mean 20

24-hour maximum 91

3-hour maximum 512

Nitrogen dioxide:

Annual arithmetic mean 25

CLASS III

Particulate matter:  PM10

Annual arithmetic mean 34

24-hour maximum 60

Sulfur dioxide:

Annual arithmetic mean 40

24-hour maximum 182

3-hour maximum 700

Nitrogen dioxide:

Annual arithmetic mean 50

[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Amended February 22, 1995.  Amended October 12, 1995.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 5. LIMITATION O F POLLUTAN TS IN CLASSIFIED ATTAINM ENT AREAS 

2-5-170. Baseline concentration 

A. The baseline concentration shall be that ambient concentration level which exists in the baseline area at the

time of the applicable minor source baseline date.

1. A baseline concentration shall be determined for each pollutant for which there is a minor source

baseline date and shall include both:

a. The actual emissions representative of sources in existence on the minor source baseline

date, except as provided in Subdivision 2. of this section; and

b. The allowable emissions of major sources which commenced construction before the

major source baseline date, but were not in operation by the applicable minor source

baseline date.

2. The follo wing shall not b e included  in the baseline c oncentratio n and shall affec t the applicab le

maximum allowable increase:

a. Actual emissions from any major source on which construction commenced after the

major source baseline date; and

b. Actual emissions increases and decreases at any stationary source occurring after the

minor source baseline date.

B. The maximum allowable concentration of any air pollutant in any area to which § 2-5-160 applies shall not

exceed a  concentra tion for each  pollutant eq ual to the con centration p ermitted und er the amb ient air quality

standards c ontained in th is chapter.  
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 5. LIMITATION O F POLLUTAN TS IN CLASSIFIED ATTAINM ENT AREAS 

2-5-180. Baseline date 

A. The major so urce baseline date is:

1. January 6, 1975 for sulfur dioxide and particulate matter; and

2. February 8, 1988 for nitrogen dioxide.

B. The minor source baseline date shall be the earliest date after August 7, 1977 for sulfur dioxide and

particulate matter, and February 8, 1988 for nitrogen dioxide, that either:

1. A major source or major modification submits a complete permit application to the Administrator

under 40 C.F.R. § 52.21 (1992); or

2. A major source or major modification submits a complete permit application to the ADEQ

Director under A.A.C. R18-2-304; or

3. A major source or major modification submits a complete permit application to the Control Officer

under §3-3-250.

C. The baseline date shall be established for each pollutant for which maximum allowable increases or other

equivalent measures have been established if both:

1. The area in which the proposed source or modification would construct is designated as attainment

or unclassifiable for the pollutant on the date of its complete application under Subsection B.; and

2. In the case of a major sou rce, the pollutant would be em itted in significant amounts, or in the case

of a major  modificatio n, there would  be a significant ne t emissions incre ase of the po llutant.
[Adopted  effective June 29,  1993.  Amended O ctober 12 , 1995.  T entatively revised as  indicated on 5/ 14/97;  revisions  remain contingent  upon corr esponding EPA- approval of a r evision to the
SIP as EPA-approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/96).]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 5. LIMITATION O F POLLUTAN TS IN CLASSIFIED ATTAINM ENT AREAS 

2-5-190. Baseline area 

For new m ajor sourc es and ma jor mod ifications locate d in, and whic h would esta blish the mino r source ba seline date

in, Pinal County, the baseline area shall be the Central Arizona Intrastate Air Quality Control Region, as designated

by the Administrator at 40 CFR §81.271 (7/1/93) and comp rising Pinal and Gila Counties, at least insofar as any

portion of that region is designated as attainment or unclassifiable for the pollutant for which the minor source

baseline da te is established .The ba seline area sha ll also extend to  any other air q uality control re gion located  in

Arizona in w hich such a so urce establish ing a minor so urce base line date in Pin al County wo uld have an  air quality

impact equal to or greater than 1 �¼g/m3 (annu al average)  of the pollutan t for which the m inor source  baseline da te is

established.  Redesignations of an air quality control region under §107(d)(3)(D) of the Act, or area attainment status

under §107(d)(3)(E) of the Act, cannot intersect or be smaller than the 1 �¼g/m3 (annual average) area of impact of

any new major source or major modification which either:

1. Establishes a minor source baseline date; or

2. Is subject to e ither 40 C.F .R. § 52.2 1 or § 3-2 -250 and  would be  constructed  in Pinal Co unty.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Amended February 22, 1995.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 5. LIMITATION O F POLLUTAN TS IN CLASSIFIED ATTAINM ENT AREAS 

2-5-200. E xemptions 

For purp oses of dete rmining com pliance with the  maximum  allowable inc reases in amb ient concen trations of an air

pollutant, the fo llowing conc entrations of su ch pollutant sh all not be take n into acco unt:

1. The concentration of such pollutant attributable to the increase in emissions from major and

stationary sources which have converted from the use of petroleum products, or natural gas, or

both, by reason of a natural gas curtailment order which in effect under the provisions of the

Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act §§ 2(a) and (b), 15 U.S.C. § 792 (1974), over

the emissions from such sources before the effective date of such order;

2. The concentration of such pollutant attributable to the increase in emissions from major and

stationary sources which have converted from using gas by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan

in effect pursuant to the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 792-825r, over the emissions from such

sources before the effective date of the natural gas curtailment plan;

3. Concentrations of PM10 attributable to the increase in emissions from construction or other

temporary activities of a new or modified source;

4. The increase in concentrations attributable to new sources outside the United States over the

concentrations attributable to existing sources which are included in the baseline concentration;

and

5. Concentrations attributable to the temporary increase in emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen

oxides or  PM1 0 from ma jor source s when the follo wing cond itions are met:

a. The Permit to Operate issued to such sources specifies the time period during which the

temporary emissions increase of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides or particulate matter

would occur.  Such time period shall not be renewable and shall not exceed two years

unless a longer period is specifically approved by the Control Officer.

b. No emissions increase shall be approved which would either:

i. Impact any portion of any Class I area or any portion of any other area where an

applicable incremental ambient standard is known to be violated in that portion;

or

ii. Cause or contribute to the violation of a state ambient air quality standard.

c. The Permit to Operate issued to such sources specifies that at the end of the time period

described  in Paragra ph a. of this sub division, the em issions levels from  the sources w ould

not exceed the levels occurring before the temporary emissions increase was approved.

6. The exc eption gran ted with respe ct to increme nt consump tion under S ubdivisions  1. and 2. o f this

section shall not apply more than 5 years after the effective date of the order or natural gas

curtailment plan on which the exception is based.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Amended February 22, 1995.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 5. LIMITATION O F POLLUTAN TS IN CLASSIFIED ATTAINM ENT AREAS 

2-5-210. V iolations of maximu m allowab le increases  

A. The Control Officer shall review the adequacy of these rules on a periodic basis, and within 60 days of such

time as information becomes available that an applicable maximum allowable increase is being violated.

B. If the Admin istrator or the C ontrol Office r determine s that these rules ar e substantially inad equate to

prevent significant deterioration or that an applicable maximum allowable increase as specified in § 2-5-160

is being violated, these rules shall be revised to correct the inadequacy or violation.  These rules shall be

revised within 60 days of such a finding by the Control Officer or within 60 days following notification

from the Administrator, or by such later date as may be allowed by the Administrator, after consultation

with the Con trol Officer.  An y revision effecte d pursuan t to this section sha ll be followed  within 60 da ys

thereafter by a presentation of an app lication to amend the SIP  to reflect such change to these rules.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 6. VIOLATIONS 

2-6-220. V iolations of the na tional ambient a ir quality standa rds 

A. One exceedance per year of the ambient air quality standards prescribed in this chapter of this Code shall be

allowed for each pollutant at each monitoring site.

B. Each additional exc eedance at each site shall constitute a separa te violation of ambient air quality standards.

C. The provisions of Subsection A. of this section shall not apply to any of the following:

1. The annual and  quarterly standards.

2. The standards for ozone prescribed in § 2-1-040.

3. The primary and secondary 24-hour PM10 standards prescribed in § 2-1-020.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 7. AIR POLLUTION  EMERGE NCY EPISODES 

2-7-230. Purpose 

The purpose of this article is to establish criteria used to determine air pollution emergency episodes and the

appropriate control actions.  This article describes control and advisory procedures reached at each of the three

episode levels.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 7. AIR POLLUTION  EMERGE NCY EPISODES 

2-7-240. E pisode proce dures guidelines 

Guidelines for the procedures and communication steps to be followed during an air pollution episode are described

in "Procedures for Prevention of Emergency Episodes" (ADE Q, 1988).
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 7. AIR POLLUTION  EMERGE NCY EPISODES 

2-7-250. D efinitions 

For the pu rpose of this a rticle, the following  definition shall ap ply:

EMERG ENCY EPISO DE PLAN - A system designed to reduce the levels of air contaminants which may

reach or have reached the level which may be harmful to health, and to protect that portion of the

population at risk.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 7. AIR POLLUTION  EMERGE NCY EPISODES 

2-7-260. Sta ndards 

A. An air pollution alert, warning or emergency shall be declared when the following air pollutant

concentrations are exceeded at any monitoring site and when meteorological conditions indicate that there

will be a recurrence of those concentrations for the same pollutant(s) during the subsequent 24-hour period:

Episod e Level Cr iteria

Pollutant

Averaging

Time Alert Warning Emergency Significant

Harm

Sulfur Dioxide

( �¼g/m3)

24-hour 800 1,600 2,100 2,620

PM10 ( �¼g/m3) 24-hour 350 420 500 600

Ozone ( �¼g/m3) 1-hour 400 800 1,000 1,200

Nitrogen

Dioxide( �¼g/m3)

1-hour

24-hour

1,130

282

2,260

565

3,000

750

3,750

938

Carbon Monoxide

(mg/m3)

1-hr

4-hr

8-hr

--

--

17

--

--

34

--

--

46

144

86.3

57.5

B. When an air pollution alert, warning or emergency has been declared, one or more of the control actions as

applicable to the source emitting the pollutant of concern shall be implemented in the affected area.

1. Control Actions - Air Pollution Alert

a. All permits to burn shall be suspended until further notice.  The forest service shall be

notified to postpone slash burning in the affected area.

b. Incineration shall  be limited to  the hours  of 12:00 P.M. -  4:00 P.M.

c. Those manufacturing facilities with prearranged emission reduction plans as noted in the

"Proc edures for P revention o f Emergen cy Episod es" (AD EQ, 19 88) shall be  notified to

initiate alert stage control actions.  Other sources shall be notified to minimize emissions

by curtailing or deferring operations not on a required schedule and by maximizing the

collection efficiency of control equipment.  Emissions from batch operations shall be

l imited to  the hours  of 12:00 P.M. -  4:00 P.M.

d. The public shall be requested to voluntarily eliminate all unnecessary usage of motor

vehicles.

2. Control Actions - Air Pollution Warning

a. Burning of refuse, vegetation, trade wastes, and debris shall not be permitted by any

person.

b. Use of incinerators shall be prohibited.

c. Those manufacturing facilities with prearranged emission reduction plans as noted in the

"Proc edures for P revention o f Emergen cy Episod es" (AD EQ, 19 88) shall be  notified to

initiate warning stage control actions.  Other sources shall be notified to initiate a 40

percent o r greater red uction in emissio ns by curtailme nt or cessation  of operatio ns.  All

processing industries shall be requested to effect a maximum reduction in heat load

demands.

d. If possible, p ower plan t generating loa ds shall be tran sferred outsid e the affected a rea. 

Power plant production shall be reduced by purchase of available energy from

neighboring utilities.

e. Highway construction and paving activities shall be halted.  All soil removal or grading

operations at other construction sites shall be postponed.



f. Dust pro ducing cro p prepa ration and c ultivation activities sh all be postp oned.  A

maximum reduction in agricultural processing and handling operations shall be effected.

g. The public shall be requested to voluntarily reduce motor vehicle usage by use of

carpools and other means of transportation and elimination of unnecessary operation.

3. Control Actions - Air Pollution Emergency

a. Those manufacturing facilities with prearranged emission reduction plans as noted in the

"Proc edures for P revention o f Emergen cy Episod es" (AD EQ, 19 88) shall be  notified to

initiate emergency stage control actions.  Othe r manufacturing establishments shall cease

operations as directed by the Governor.

b. As directed by the Governor, all commercial, governmental, and institutional

establishments, except those vital for public safety and welfare and enforcement of the

emergency episode control actions, shall be closed.

c. Generating loads at power plants shall be reduced further, based upon reduced load from

industrial and commerc ial cutbacks.

d. All construction shall be halted as directed  by the Governor e xcept that which must

proceed to avoid emergent physical harm.

e. As directed  by the Go vernor, use o f motor veh icles shall be pr ohibited ex cept in

emergencies with approval of the local police.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

ARTICLE 7. AIR POLLUTION  EMERGE NCY EPISODES 

2-7-270. A dministrative requ irements 

A. Once declared, any status reached by application of these criteria shall remain in effect until the criteria for

that level are no longer met.  At such time, the next lower status will be assumed.

B. When the conditions justifying the proclamation of an air pollution alert, warning, or emergency are

determined to exist in any place in Pinal County, the Control Officer shall be guided by the following

criteria and cooperate directly with the ADEQ Director in all pertinent areas of control and surveillance.

1. If the average wind speed for 24 hours is greater than 9.0 miles per hour, the criteria levels for

particulates and sulfur dioxide and particulates combined shall not apply and no source control

actions shall be taken.

2. If, after an alert or warning episode level has been declared, and air pollution concentrations and

meteorological conditions do not deteriorate further, or improve after 48 hours and control actions

have been taken, the next higher episode shall be declared and its associated control actions

implemented.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]







2-8-300. Performance standards
A. The provisions of this Article shall only apply to a source that is all of the following:

1. An existing source, which for purposes of this rule means any source that does not
have an applicable new source pefformance standard adopted under Chapter 6 of this
Code;

2. A point source. For the purposes of this section, “point source” means a source of air
contaminants that has an identifiable plume or emissions point; and

3. A stationary source, which, for purposes of this rule, means any building, structure,
facility or installation subject to regulation pursuant to A.R.S. §49-426(A) which
emits or may emit any air pollutant. “Building,” “structure,” “facility,” or
“installation” means all of the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same
industrial grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties,
and are under the control of the same person or persons under common control.
Pollutant-emitting activities shall be considered as part of the same industrial
grouping if they belong to the same “Major Group” as described in the “Standard
Industrial Classification Manual, 1987”.

B. Except as otherwise provided in Chapter 5 of this code relating to opacity standards for
specific types of sources, the opacity of any plume or effluent, from a source described
in subsection (A), as determined by Reference Method 9 in 40 CFR 60, Appendix A,
shall not be:

1. Greater than 20% in an area that is nonattainment or maintenance for any particulate
matter standard, unless an alternative opacity limit is approved by the Control Officer
and Administrator as provided in subsections (C) and (1)), after June 2,’ 2005;

2. Prior to April 23, 2006 greater than 40% in an area that is attainment or
unclassifiable for each particulate matter standard; and

3. On and after April 23, 2006, greater than 20%. in any area that is attainment or
unclassifiable for each particulate matter standard except as provided in subsections
(C) and (D).

C. A person owning or operating a source may petition the Control Officer for an alternative
applicable opacity limit. The petition shall be submitted to the Control Officer by
September 15, 2005.

1. The petition shall contain:

a. Documentation that the affected facility and any associated air pollution control
equipment are incapable of being adjusted or operated to meet the applicable
opacity standard. This includes:

i. Relevant information on the process operating conditions and the control
devices operating conditions during the opacity or stack tests;

ii. A detailed statement or report demonstrating that the source investigated all
practicable means of reducing opacity and utilized control technology that is
reasonably available considering technical and economic feasibility; and
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iii. An explanation why the source cannot meet the present opacity limit
although it is in compliance with the applicable particulate mass emission
rule.

b. If there is an opacity monitor, any certification and audit reports required by all
applicable subparts in 40 CFR 60 and in Appendix B, Performance Specification
1.

c. A verification by a responsible official of the source of the truth, accuracy, and
completeness of the petition. This certification shall state that, based on
information and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the statements and
information in the document are true, accurate, and complete.

2. If the unit for which the alternative opacity standard is being applied is subject to a
stack test, the petition shall also include:

a. Documentation that the source conducted concurrent EPA Reference Method
stack testing and visible emissions readings or is utilizing a continuous opacity
monitor. The particulate mass emission test results shall clearly demonstrate
compliance with the applicable particulate mass emission limitation by being at
least 10% below that limit. For multiple units that are normally operated together
and whose emissions vent through a single stack, the source shall conduct
simultaneous particulate testing of each unit. Each control device shall be in good
operating condition and operated consistent with good practices for minimizing
emissions.

b. Evidence that the source conducted the stack tests according to § 3-1-170, and
that they were witnessed by the Control Officer or the Control Officer’s agent or
representative.

c. Evidence that the affected facility and any associated air pollution control
equipment were operated and maintained to the maximum extent practicable to
minimize the opacity of emissions during the stack tests.

3. If the source for which the alternative opacity standard is being applied is located in a
nonattainment area, the petitioner shall include all the information listed in
subsections C. 1 and C.2, and in addition:

a. In subsection C. 1 .a.ii, the detailed statement or report shall demonstrate that the
alternative opacity limit fulfills the Clean Air Act requirement for reasonably
available control technology; and

b. In subsection C.2.b, the stack tests shall be conducted with an opportunity for the
Administrator or the Administrator’s agent or representative to be present.

D. If the Control Officer receives a petition under subsection C the Control Officer shall
approve or deny the petition as provided below by February 15, 2006:

1. If the petition is approved under subsection C. 1 or C.2, the Control Officer shall
include an alternative opacity limit in a proposed significant permit revision for the
source under § 3-2-195 and § 3-1-107. The proposed alternative opacity limit shall be
set at a value that has been demonstrated during, and not extrapolated from, testing,
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except that an alternative opacity limit under this section shall not be greater than
40%. For multiple units that are normally operated together and whose emissions
vent through a single stack, any new alternative opacity limit shall reflect the opacity
level at the common stack exit, and not individual in-duct opacity levels.

2. If the petition is approved under subsection C.3, the Control Officer shall include an
alternative opacity limit in a proposed revision to the applicable implementation plan,
and submit the proposed revision to EPA for review and approval. The proposed
alternative opacity limit shall be set at a value that has been demonstrated during, and
not extrapolated from, testing, except that the alternative opacity limit shall not be
greater than 40%.

3. If the petition is denied, the source shall either comply with the 20% opacity limit or
apply for a significant permit revision to incorporate a compliance schedule under 3-
1-083(A)(7)(c)(iii) by April 23, 2006.

4. A source does not have to petition for an alternative opacity limit under subsection C
to enter into a revised compliance schedule under 3-1-083 (A)(7)(c).

E. The Control Officer, Administrator, source owner or operator, inspector or other
interested party shall determine the process weight rate, as used in this section, as
follows:

1. For continuous or long run, steady-state process sources, the process weight rate is
the total process weight for the entire period of continuous operation, or for a typical
portion of that period, divided by the number of hours of the period, or portion of
hours of that period.

2. For cyclical or batch process sources, the process weight rate is the total process
weight for a period which covers a complete operation or an integral number of
cycles, divided by the hours of actual process operation during the period.

[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.Amended May 18, 2005)
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Chapter 2. -Ambient Air Quality Standards 
Article 8 - Visibility Limiting Standard 

2-8-302. Performance Standards - Hayden PMlo Nonattainmcnt Area 
A. Subject to the exemption provided in subsection B, the provisions of this Section shall apply to 

new and existing sources of fugitive dust within the following a source categories: 
1. Construction; 
2. Roadway building, use and maintenance; 
3. BuIk material handling, storage and tramport. 

B. These performance standards shall not apply to any source or source category that the Control 
Officer and the A-tor both find has been shown to not contribute significantly to PMlO 
levels in excess of the NAAQS. 

C. This section shall apply within the Hayden planning area PMro nonattainment area, as defined at 
40 CFR 481.303. 

D. The opacity of any plume or effluent, h m  a source descnibed in subsection (A), shall not be 
greater than 20%. 







CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PR OVISIONS RELATING TO  PERMITS AND  PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-010. Purpose 

The purpose of this article is to provide an orderly procedure for the review of new sources of air pollution and for

the modifica tion and op eration of ex isting sources thr ough the issua nce of perm its.  The pro visions of this article

shall not apply to applicants for op en burning permits.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Amended effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PR OVISIONS RELATING TO  PERMITS AND  PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-030. D efinitions 

For the pu rpose of this c hapter, the follo wing definitions  shall apply:

1. AFFECTED SOURCE  - A source that includes one or more units which are subject to emission

reduction requirements or limitations under Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990).

2. AFFE CTE D ST ATE  - Any state whos e air quality may b e affected an d that is contiguo us to

Arizona; or that is within 50 miles of the permitted source.

3. ALTE RNAT IVE M ETH OD - An y method o f sampling and  analyzing for a n air pollutant w hich is

not a referen ce or equ ivalent metho d but which  has been d emonstrate d to prod uce results ad equate

for the Control Officer's determination of compliance in accordance with §3-1-160.D.

4. COMPLE TE - In reference to an application for a permit or permit revision, complete shall mean

that the applic ation contain s all the informatio n necessary fo r processin g the applica tion. 

Designating an application complete for purposes of permit processing does not preclude the

Control Officer from requesting or accepting any additional information.

5. DISP ERSIO N TE CHN IQUE  - Any techniqu e which attem pts to affect the co ncentration o f a

pollutant in the a mbient air b y:

a. Using that po rtion of a stack w hich excee ds good  engineering p ractice stack h eight.

b. Varying the rate of emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric conditions or

ambient co ncentrations  of that pollutan t.

c. Increasing final exhaust gas plume rise by ma nipulating source process p arameters,

exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters, combining exhaust gases from several existing

stacks into one stack, or other selective hand ling of exhaust gas streams so as to increase

the exhaust gas plume rise.  The preceding sentence does not include:

i. The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a pollution control system, for

the purpo se of returning th e gas to the tem perature at w hich it was origina lly

discharged from the facility generating the gas stream.

ii. The merging of exhaust gas streams where:

(1) The source owner or operator demonstrates that the facility was

originally designed and con structed with such merged gas stream s.

(2) After July 8, 1983, such merging is part of a change in operation at the

facility that includes the  installation of po llution contro ls and is

accomp anied by a n et reduction  in the allowab le emissions o f a

pollutant.  This exclusion from the definition of dispersion techniques

shall apply only to the emission limitation for the pollutant affected by

such change in operation; or

(3) Before July 8, 1985, such merging was part of a change in operation at

the facility that included the installation of emissions control equipment

or was carried out for sound economic or engineering reasons.  Where

there was an increase in the emission limitation or in the event that no

emission limitatio n was in existenc e prior to the  merging, an in crease in

the quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior to the merging, the

reviewing ag ency shall pre sume that me rging was significa ntly

motivated  by an intent to ga in emissions cr edit for greate r dispersion . 

Absent a demonstration by the source owner or operator that merging

was not significantly motivated by such intent, the reviewing agency

shall deny credit for the effects of such merging in calculating the

allowable emissions for the source.

iii. Smoke mana gement in agricultural or silvicultural prescribed bu rning programs.

iv. Episodic restrictions on residential woodburning and open burning.

v. Techniques under paragraph (c) above which increase final exhaust gas plume

rise where the resulting allowable emissions of sulfur dioxide from the facility do

not exceed 5,000 tons per year.



5a. EMISSIONS ALLOWAB LE UNDER THE  PERMIT - An enforceable permit term or condition

determined at issuance to be required by an applicable requirement that establishes an emissions

limit (including a work practice standard) or an enforceable emissions cap that the source has

assumed to  avoid an a pplicable  requireme nt to which the so urce would  otherwise b e subject.

6. EQUIPM ENT U SED IN N ORMA L FARM O PERAT IONS - Equipment used directly on farm

property for tilling, disking, fertilizing, harvesting, feeding, weed and pest controlling, crop or

animal handling, milking, sheep shearing, irrigating, or other direct farm operation for over 50% of

its use.  Fuel storage vessels are considered farm equipment if they meet all of the following

conditions:

a. Contain diesel, unleaded or leaded gasoline, propane or butane.

b. Are located on farm property which is zoned for agricultural use and assessed for

property tax purpo ses as being used for agricultural uses.

c. Have total capacities not more than 12,000 gallons for diesel, 8,000 gallons for gasoline,

2,000 gallons for propane or butane.

d. Are used to fuel equipment used on the same farm property on which they are located.

Equipm ent used on  a farm for a p urpose wh ich is normally d one off farm p roperty by a

farm supp ort comp any is not cons idered farm  equipme nt for norma l farm opera tions. 

Examp les include b ut are not limited  to long term g rain storage, c otton ginning , repair

services, and irrigation wells and equipment not located on the farm which they irrigate.

7. EXISTING STACK - The owner or operator had:

a. Begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical on-site construction of the

stack; or

b. Entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which could not be canceled

or modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a program of

construction of the stack to be completed in a reasonable time.

8. FINAL PERM IT - The version of a permit issued by the District after completion of all review

required by this Code.

9. GOOD  ENGINE ERING P RACTICE  (GEP) STA CK HEIG HT - A stack height meeting the

requirements described in §3-1-177.

10. HIGH TERRAIN - Any area having an elevation of 900 feet or more above the base of the stack of

a source.

11. INNOVATIVE CON TROL TECHN OLOGY - Any system of air pollution control that has not

been adequately demonstrated in practice, but would have a substantial likelihood of achieving

greater continuous emissions reduction than any control system in current practice, and of

achieving at lea st compar able redu ctions at lowe r cost in terms o f energy, econ omics, or no nair

quality environmental impacts.

12. LOW T ERRAIN - Any area other than high terrain.

13. LOWEST ACH IEVABLE EMISSION RATE (LAER) - For any source, the more stringent rate of

emissions based on the following:

a. The most stringent emissions limitation which is contained in the implementation plan of

any state for such class or category of stationary source, unless the owner or operator of

the proposed stationary source demonstrates that such limitations are not achievable; or

b. The most stringent emissions limitation which is achieved in practice by such class or

category of stationary sources.  This limitation, when applied to a modification, means the

lowest achievable emissions rate for the new or modified emissions units within a

stationary source.  In no event shall the application of the term permit a proposed new or

modified stationary source to emit any pollutant in excess of the amount allowable under

an applicable new source standard of performance or national emission standard for a

hazardo us air pollutan t.

14. PORTABLE SOU RCE - Any building, structure, facility or installation subject to regulation

pursuant to A.R.S. §49-480 (1992) which emits or may emit any air pollutant and is capable of

being operated at more than one location.

15. PRO POSE D PE RMIT  - The versio n of a perm it for which the co ntrol Officer o ffers public

participation under §3-1-107 or affected state review pursuant to §3-1-065.E.

16. PROPO SED FINA L PERM IT - The version of a Class A permit that the District proposes to issue



and forwards to the Administrator for review in compliance with §3-1-065.A.

17. REAS ONA BLY  AVAIL ABLE  CON TRO L TEC HNO LOG Y (RA CT) - Fo r sources sub ject to

Chapter 5. of this Code, the emissions limitation of the source performance standard.  For sources

not subjec t to Chapter  5. of this Cod e, the lowest em ission limitation tha t a particular so urce is

capable  of achieving b y the applicatio n of contro l technology th at is reasonab ly available

considering technological and economic feasibility.  Such technology may previously have been

applied to  a similar, but no t necessarily iden tical, source ca tegory.  RA CT for a  particular so urce is

determined on a ca se-by-case basis, considering the technolo gical feasibility and cost-effectiveness

of the applic ation of the co ntrol techno logy to the sou rce catego ry.

18. RESPON SIBLE OFF ICIAL - One of the following:

a. For a cor poration:  a  president, sec retary, treasurer , or vice-pres ident of the co rporation  in

charge of a principal business function, or any other person who performs similar policy

or decision-making functions for the corporation, or a duly authorized representative of

such person if the representative is responsible for the overall operation of one or more

manufacturing, production, or operating facilities applying for or subject to a permit and

either:

i. The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have gross annual sales or

expenditures exceeding $25 million (in second quarter 1980 dollars); or

ii. The delegation of authority to such representatives is approved in advance by the

Control Officer;

b. For a par tnership or so le proprie torship:  a gen eral partner  or the prop rietor, respec tively;

c. For a municipality, state, federal, or other public agency:  either a principal executive

officer or ranking elected official.  For the purposes of this Code, a principal executive

officer of a federal agency includes the chief executive officer having responsibility for

the overall operations of a principal geographic unit of the agency; or

d. For affected sources:

i. The designated representative in so far as actions, standards, requirements, or

prohibitions under Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990) or the regulations

promulgated thereunder are concerned; and

ii. The designated representative for any other purposes under 40 C.F.R. Part 70

(1992).

19. SIGNIF ICANC E LEVE LS - The following am bient concentrations for the enum erated pollutants:

Averaging

Time

Pollutant Annual 24-hour 8-hour 3-hour 1-hour

SO2 1 �¼g/m3 5 �¼g/m3 25 �¼g/m3

NO2 1 �¼g/m3

CO 0.5 mg/m3 2 mg/m3

PM10 1 �¼g/m3 5 �¼g/m3

Except for the annual pollutant concentrations, exceedance of significance levels shall occur when the ambient

concentrations of the above pollutants will be exceeded more than once per year at any one

location.  Significance levels shall be deemed not to have been exceeded for any of the above-

enumerated pollutants if such concentrations occur at a specific location and at a time when

Arizona ambient air quality standards for such pollutant would not be violated.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Amended effective November 3, 1993.]



3-1-040. Applicability and classes of permits 
A. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, no person shall commence construction of, 

operate, or make a modification to any source subject to regulation under this chapter, without 
first obtaining a permit or permit revision from the Control Officer. 

B. There shall be two classes of permits as follows: 
1. Class A permits shall be required for persons proposing to commence construction of or 

operate any of the following sources : 
a. Any major source. 
b. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard, limitation, or other 

requirement under $ 1 1 1 of the Clean Air Act (1 990) that has been adopted as an element 
of this Code, provided that the obligation under this subparagraph does not extend to any 
source which has been exempted by the Administrator from a Title V permit requirement 
or for which the Administrator has allowed a deferral of a Title V permit requirement, but 
then only for the duration of the allowable deferral period. 

c. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard or other requirement under 
$1 12 of the Clean Air Act (1990) that has been adopted as an element of this Code, 
provided that the obligation under this subparagraph does not extend to any source which 
has been exempted by the Administrator from a Title V permit requirement or for which 
the Administrator has allowed a deferral of a Title V permit requirement, but then only 
for the duration of the allowable deferral period, and further provided that a source is not 
required to obtain a permit solely because it is subject to regulations or requirements 
under $ 112(r) of the Clean Air Act (1990). 

d. An affected source. 
e. Solid waste incineration units required to obtain a permit pursuant to $ 1 29(e) of the Clean 

Air Act (1990). 
f. Any source in a source category designated by the Administrator and adopted by the 

Control Officer by rule. 
2. Unless a Class A permit is required, Class B permits shall be required for: 

a. A person to commence construction of or operate any of the following: 
i. Any source that has the potential to emit greater than de minimis amounts of regulated 

air pollutants. 
ii. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard, limitation, or other 

requirement under $ 1 1 1 of the Clean Air Act (1 990). 
iii. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard or other requirement under 

$ 1 12 of the Clean Air Act (1 990), further provided that a source is not required to obtain 
a permit solely because it is subject to regulations or requirements under $ 1 12(r) of the 
Clean Air Act (1 990). 

iv. Any source subject to a standard of performance under Chapter 5 of this Code. 
v. Any source burning used.oi1, used oil fuel, hazardous waste or hazardous waste fuel. 

vi. Incinerators. 
vii. Fuel burning equipment, other than incinerators, fired with a fuel other than commercial 

natural gas or propane, and rated at more than 500,000 Btu per hour. 
viii. Fuel burning equipment fired with commercial natural gas or propane, and rated at more 

than 2,500,000 BTU per hour. 
b. A person to make a modification to a source which would cause it to emit, or have the 

potential to emit, quantities of regulated air pollutants greater than those specified in 
Paragraph a.i. of this subdivision, unless such modification is authorized by other 
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provisions of this Code. 
C. Exemptions. 

1. The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to: 
a. Motor vehicles; 
b. Agricultural vehicles; 
c. Fuel burning equipment which, in the aggregate with other such equipment of the 

applicant at the same location or property other than a one- or two-family residence, is 
rated at less than 500,000 Btus per hour. 

2. Unless the source is a major source, or unless operation without a permit would result in a 
violation of the Clean Air Act (1990), the provisions of this chapter shall not apply to the 
following sources: 
a. Sources subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart AAA, "Standards of Performance for New 

Residential Wood Heaters" (1992). 
b. Sources and source categories that would be required to obtain a permit solely because 

they are subject to 40 CFR 861.145 (1992). 
c. Agricultural equipment used in normal farm operations. "Agricultural equipment used 

in normal farm operations" does not include equipment that would be classified as a 
source that would require a permit under Title V of the Clean Air Act (1990), or would 
be subject to a standard under 40 CFR Parts 60 or 61 (1992). 

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995.1 
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CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-042. Operating authority and obligations for a source subject to permit reopening 

In the event a permit issued under this Code must be reopened, such permit continues in effect and the source

remain s subject to th e obligatio ns of such  permit.  Su ch perm it also constitu tes continu ed autho rity to oper ate until

final action is taken on the reopened permit.  For purposes of this section, "final action" means the latest of the

issuance of the reopened permit, the expiration of the appeal period following the a refusal to issue a reopened

permit, o r the conc lusion of a ny app eal proce ss regardin g the refu sal to issue, or te rms of, th e reopen ed perm it.

[Adopted February 22, 1995.]



3-1-050. Permit application requirements 
A. Unless otherwise noted, this section applies to each source requiring a Class A or B permit or 

permit revision. 
B. To apply for a Class A permit, applicants shall complete the "Permit Application Form" and 

supply all information required by the "Filing Instructions" as shown in Appendix A. 
C. Unless otherwise required by $3- 1-045, a timely application is: 

1. For a source, other than a major source, applying for a permit for the first time, one that is 
submitted within 12 months after the source becomes subject to the permit program. 

2. For purposes of a Class A permit renewal, a timely application is one that is submitted at 
least 6 months, but not greater than 18 months prior to the date of permit expiration. 

3. For purposes of a Class B permit renewal, a timely application is one that is submitted at 
least 3 months, but not greater than 12 months prior to the date of permit expiration. 

4. For initial Phase I1 acid rain permits required pursuant to $3-6-565, one that is submitted to 
the Control Officer by January 1, 1996 for sulfur dioxide, and by January 1, 1998 for 
nitrogen oxides. 

5. Any existing source which becomes subject to a standard promulgated by the Administrator 
pursuant to $ 112(d) of the Clean Air Act (1990) shall, within twelve months of the date on 
which the standard is promulgated, submit an application for a permit revision demonstrating 
how the source will comply with the standard. 

D. If an applicable implementation plan allows the determination of an alternate emission limit, 
a source may, in its application, propose an emission limit that is equivalent to the emission 
limit otherwise applicable to the source under the applicable implementation plan. The source 
shall also demonstrate that the equivalent limit is quantifiable, accountable, enforceable and 
subject to replicable compliance determination procedures. 

E. Permit applications need not provide emissions data regarding insignificant activities. Activities 
which are insignificant pursuant to $ 1-3-140 need only be listed in Class A permit applications. 

F. If a permit applicant requests terms and conditions allowing for the trading of emission increases 
and decreases in the permitted facility solely for the purpose of complying with a federally 
enforceable emission cap that is established in the permit independent of otherwise applicable 
requirements, the permit applicant shall include in its application proposed replicable procedures 
and permit terms that ensure the emissions trades are quantifiable and enforceable. 

G. A source that has submitted information with a Class A permit application under a claim of 
confidentiality pursuant to A.R.S. $49-487 (1992) and $3-1-120 of this Code shall submit a 
copy of such claim and such information directly to the Administrator. 

H. Any applicant who fails to submit any relevant facts or who has submitted incorrect information 
in a permit application shall, upon becoming aware of such failure or incorrect submittal, 
promptly submit such supplementary facts or corrected information. In addition, an applicant 
shall provide additional information as necessary to address any requirements that become 
applicable to the source after the date it filed a complete application but prior to release of a 
proposed permit. 

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12. 1995.1 
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CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-055. Completeness determination 

A. Unless o therwise n oted, this sec tion applie s to each so urce req uiring a C lass A or B  permit o r permit

revision.

B. A complete application is one that satisfies all of the following:

1. To be c omple te, an app lication shall p rovide all in forma tion requ ired pursu ant to §3- 1-050 .B. 

Applications for permit revisions need supply such information only if it is related to the proposed

chang e, unless the  source's pr oposed  permit re vision w ill revise its perm it from a C lass B perm it

to a Class A  permit.  A  responsib le official shall c ertify the sub mitted info rmation  consistent w ith

§3-1-175.

2. An application for a new permit or permit revision shall contain an applicability assessment of the

requirements of Article 3 of this chapter.  If the applicant determines that the proposed new source

is a major source as defined in §3-3-203, or the proposed permit revision constitutes a major

modific ation as de fined in § 1-3-14 0.78., then  the applica tion shall co mply w ith all applicab le

requirements of Article 3.

3. An application for a new permit or a permit revision shall contain an applicability assessment of

the requirements of Chapter 7 of this Code.  If the applicant determines that the proposed new

source permit or permit revision is subject to the requirements of Chapter 7 of this Code, the

application shall comply with all applicable requirements of Chapter 7.

4. Except for proposed new major sources or major modifications subject to the requirements of

Article 3 of this chapter, an application for a new permit, a permit revision, or a permit renewal

shall be de emed  to be com plete unles s the Con trol Officer  notifies the ap plicant by  certified m ail

that the application is not complete within 60 days of receipt of the application.  For purposes of

sources su bject to the re quirem ents of A rticle 3 of this ch apter, the C lass A perm it application  will

be deem ed to be su bmitted o n the date  that the com pleteness d etermin ation is ma de pursu ant to

Article 3 of this chapter.

5. If, while processing an application that has been determined or deemed to be complete, the

Control Officer determines that additional information is necessary to evaluate or take final action

on that application, the Control Officer may request such information in writing, delivered by

certified mail and set a reasonable deadline for a response.  Except for minor permit revisions as

set forth in §3-2-190, a source's ability to operate without a permit, as set forth in this chapter,

shall be in ef fect from  the date the  application  is determin ed to be c omple te until the fina l permit

is issued, provided that the applicant submits any requested additional information by the deadline

specified b y the Co ntrol Offic er.  If the Co ntrol Offic er notifies an  applican t that its applicatio n is

not com plete und er Subd ivision 3. ab ove, the a pplication  may n ot be dee med au tomatica lly

complete until an additional 60 days after the next submittal by the applicant.  The Control Officer

may, af ter one su bmittal by  the applica nt pursua nt to this sub division, re ject an app lication that is

determ ined to be  still incomp lete and sh all notify the  applican t of the dec ision by ce rtified mail.

6. The co mpleten ess determ ination sha ll not apply  to revision s processe d throug h the m inor perm it

revision process.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.  Revised May 27, 1998 and ratified July 29, 1998;  revisions remain contingent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision to the SIP as EPA-

approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/96) and the District's Title V program as approved at 61 Fed. Reg. 55910 (10/30/96).]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-060. P ermit applica tion review p rocess 

A. Unless o therwise n oted, this sec tion applie s to each so urce req uiring a C lass A or B  permit o r permit

revision.

B. Action on application.

1. The Control Officer shall issue or deny each permit according to the provisions of §3-1-070.  The

Contro l Officer m ay issue a p ermit with  a comp liance sche dule for a  source th at is not in

compliance with all applicable requirements at the time of permit issuance.

2. In addition, a permit may be issued, revised, or renewed only if all of the following conditions

have be en met:

a. The ap plication re ceived b y the Co ntrol Offic er for a pe rmit, perm it revision, or  permit

renewal shall be complete according to §3-1-055.

b. Except for revisions qualifying as administrative or minor under §§3-2-185 and 3-2-190,

all of the requirements for public notice and participation under §3-1-107 shall have been

met.

c. For Class A permits, the Control Officer shall have complied with the requirements of

§3-1-065 for notifying and responding to affected States, and if applicable, other

notification requirements of §§3-3-210.2.e. and 3-3-280.C.2.

d. For Class A  and B p ermits, the c ondition s of the per mit shall req uire com pliance w ith all

applicable requirem ents.

e. For permits for which an application is required to be submitted to the Administrator

under §3-1-065.A., and to which the Administrator has properly objected to its issuance

in writing within 45 days of receipt of the proposed final permit and all necessary

supporting information from the Department, the Control Officer has revised and

submitted a proposed final permit in response to the objection and EPA has not objected

to this prop osed fina l permit.

f. For permits to which the Administrator has objected to issuance pursuant to a petition

filed under 40 CFR §70.8(d) (1992), the Administrator's objection has been resolved.

3. Omitted  from o riginal.

4. Omitted  from o riginal.

5. The Control Officer shall provide a statement that sets forth the legal and factual basis for the

proposed permit conditions including references to the applicable statutory or regulatory

provisions.  For Class A permits, the Control Officer shall send this statement to the Administrator

and for b oth Class A  and B p ermits, to an y other p erson w ho requ ests it.

6. Except as provided in 40 CFR §70.4(b)(11) (1992), §§3-1-045 and 3-3-210, regulations

promulgated under Title IV or V of the Clean Air Act (1990), or the permitting of affected sources

under the acid rain program, the Control Officer shall take final action on each permit application

(and request for revision or renewal) within 18 months after receiving a complete application.

7. Priority shall be given by the Control Officer to taking action on applications for construction or

modification submitted pursuant to Title I, Parts C and D of the Clean Air Act (1990 ).

8. A prop osed pe rmit decisio n shall be p ublished  within 9 m onths of r eceipt of a c omple te

application and any additional information requested pursuant to §3-1-055.B.5. to process the

application.  The Control Officer shall provide notice of the decision as provided in §3-1-107 and

any public hearing shall be scheduled as expeditiously as possible.

C. Except as noted under the provisions in §§3-2-180, 3-2-185 and 3-2-190, no source may operate after the

time that it is req uired to su bmit a tim ely and c omple te applicatio n, excep t in comp liance with  a prope rly

issued permit.  However, if a source submits a timely and complete application for permit issuance,

revision or renewal, the source's failure to have a permit is not a violation of this Code until the Control

Officer takes final action on the applica-tion.  This protection shall cease to apply if, subsequent to the

completeness determination, the applicant fails to submit, by the deadline specified in writing by the

Control Officer, any additional information identified as being needed to process the application.



[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.  Amended February 22, 1995.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-065. P ermit review  by the EPA  and affected  states 

A. Except as provided in §3-1-050.G. and as waived by the Administrator, for each Class A permit, a copy of

each of the follow ing shall be prov ided to the Ad ministrator as follows:

1. The applican t shall provide a com plete copy of the  application includin g any attachm ents,

compliance plans and other information required by §3-1-055 at the time of submittal of the

application to the Control Officer.

2. The Control Officer shall provide the proposed final permit after public and affected state review.

3. The Control Officer shall provide the final permit at the time of issuance.

B. The Control Officer may require the application information to be submitted in a computer-readable format

compatible with the Administrator 's  national database management system.

C. The Control Officer shall keep all records associated with all permits for a minimum of five years from

issuance.

D. No permit for which an application is required to be submitted to the Administrator under Subsection A. of

this section shall be issued if the Administrator properly objects to its issuance in writing within 45 days of

receipt of the proposed permit from the District and all necessary supporting information.

E. Review by  Affected States.

1. For each Class A permit, the Control Officer shall provide notice of each proposed permit to any

affected state on or before the time that the Control Officer provides this notice to the public as

required under §3-1-107 except to the extent §3-2-190 requires the timing of the notice to be

different.

2. If the Control Officer refuses to accept a recommendation of any affected state submitted during

the public or affected state review period, the Control Officer shall notify the Administrator and

the affected state in writing.  The notification shall include the Control Officer's reasons for not

accepting any such recommendation, and shall be provided to the Administrator as part of the

submittal of the proposed final permit.  The Control Officer shall not be required to accept

recom mend ations that ar e not base d on fed eral applica ble requir emen ts or require ments o f State

law.

F. Any person who petitions the Administrator pursuant to 40 CFR §70.8(d) (1992) shall notify the District by

certified m ail of such p etition as soo n as possib le, but in no  case mo re than 10  days follo wing su ch petition . 

Such notice shall include the grounds for objection and whether such objections were raised during the

public co mme nt period .  A petition f or review  does no t stay the effe ctiveness o f a perm it or its

requirem ents if the pe rmit was  issued after th e end of  the 45-d ay adm inistrative rev iew perio d and p rior to

the Administrator's objection.

G. If the Con trol Officer  has issued  a perm it prior to rece ipt of the A dministra tor's objectio n unde r this

section, and the Administrator indicates that it should be revised, terminated, or revoked and reissued, the

Control Officer shall respond consistent with §3-1-087 and may thereafter issue only a revised permit that

satisfies the Administrator's objection.  In any case, the source shall not be in violation of the requirement

to have submitted a timely and complete application.

H. Prohibition on Default Issuance.

1. No Class A permit, including a permit renewal or revision, shall be issued until affected states and

the Adm inistrator hav e had an  opportu nity to revie w the pro posed p ermit.

2. No permit or renewal shall be issued unless the Control Officer has acted on the application.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-07 0. Perm it applicat ion gra nt or den ial 

A. The Control Officer shall deny a permit or perm it revision if:

1. At a minimum, the Control Officer does not find that every such source described within the

purview of the application, the use of which may cause or contribute to air pollution, or the use of

which may eliminate or reduce or control the emission of air pollutants, is so designed, controlled,

or equipped with such air pollution control equipment that it may be expected to operate without

emitting o r withou t causing to  be emitted  air contam inants in vio lation of the  provision s of this

Code, Arizona Revised Statutes as amended by the Arizona Session Laws 1992, Chapter 299, the

Clean Air Act (1990), and the Arizona State Implementation Plan as set forth in 40 C.F.R. Part 52,

Subpart D.

2. In acting upon an application for a permit renewal, if the Control Officer finds that such source

has not b een con structed in a ccordan ce with an y prior pe rmit or rev ision issued  pursuan t to Article

2 of this chapter, he shall require the person to obtain a permit revision or deny the application for

such permit.  The Control Officer shall not accept any further application for a permit for such

source so constructed until he finds that such source has been reconstructed in accordance with the

prior permit or revision, or a revision to the permit has been obtained.

B. After decision on a permit or permit revision, the Control Officer shall notify the applicant and any person

who filed  a comm ent on the  permit o r the revision  pursuan t to §3-1-1 07 in w riting of the  decision, a nd if

the permit is denied, the reasons for such denial.  Service of this notification may be made in person or by

certified mail, and such service may be proven by the written acknowledgment of the persons served or

affidavit of the person  making the  service.  The Co ntrol Officer shall not acc ept a further application  unless

the applicant has corrected the reasons for the objections specified by the Control Officer as reasons for

such de nial.

[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Amended November 3, 1993.]



3-1-081. Permit conditions 
A. Each permit issued shall include the following elements: 

1. The date of issuance and the permit term. 
2. Enforceable emission limitations and standards, including those operational requirements and 

limitations that assure compliance with all applicable requirements at the time of issuance. 
a. The permit shall specify and reference the origin of and authority for each term or 

condition, and identify any difference in form as compared to the applicable requirement 
upon which the term or condition is based. 

b. The permit shall state that, where an applicable requirement of the Clean Air Act (1990) 
is more stringent than an applicable requirement of regulations promulgated under Title 
IV of the Clean Air Act (1990), both provisions shall be incorporated into the permit and 
shall be enforceable by the Administrator. 

c. Any permit containing an equivalency demonstration for an alternative emission limit 
submitted pursuant to 53-1 -050.D. shall contain provisions to ensure that any resulting 
emissions limit has been demonstrated to be quantifiable, accountable, enforceable, and 
based on replicable procedures. 

d. The permit shall speciQ applicable requirements for fugitive emission limitations, 
regardless of whether the source category in question is included in the list of sources 
contained in the definition of major source in 91-3-140. 

e. Emission limitations for batch processors shall be based on worst-case operational 
scenarios as adequately demonstrated by the permit applicant. 

3. Each permit shall contain the following requirements with respect to monitoring: 
a. All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or test methods required under the 

applicable requirements, including any procedures and methods promulgated pursuant to 
5 1 14(a)(3) or 504(b) of the Clean Air Act (1 990); 

b. Where the applicable requirement does not require periodic testing or instrumental or 
noninstrumental monitoring (which may consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as 
monitoring), periodic monitoring sufficient to yield reliable data from the relevant time 
period that are representative of the source's compliance with the permit as reported 
pursuant to Subdivision A.4, of this section. Such monitoring requirements shall assure 
use of terms, test methods, units, averaging periods, and other statistical conventions 
consistent with the applicable requirement. Recordkeeping provisions may be sufficient 
to meet the requirements of this paragraph; and 

c. As necessary, requirements concerning the use, maintenance, and, where appropriate, 
installation of monitoring equipment or methods. 

4. With respect to recordkeeping, the permit shall incorporate all applicable recordkeeping 
requirements and require, where applicable, the following: 
a. Records of required monitoring information that include the following: 

i. The date, place as defined in the permit, and time of sampling or measurements; 
ii. The date(s) analyses were performed; 

iii. The company or entity that performed the analyses; 
iv. The analytical techniques or methods used; 
v. The results of such analyses; and 

vi. The operating conditions as existing at the time of sampling or measurement; 
b. Retention of records of all required monitoring data and support information for a period 

of at least 5 years from the date of the monitoring sample, measurement, report, or 
application. Support information includes all calibration and maintenance records and all 
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original strip-chart recordings for continuous monitoring instrumentation, and copies of 
all reports required by the permit. 

5. With respect to reporting, the permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting requirements 
and require the following: 
a. Submittal of reports of any required monitoring at least every 6 months. All instances of 

deviations from permit requirements shall be clearly identified in such reports. All 
required reports shall be certified by a responsible official consistent with $63- 1- 175 and 
3-1-083.~.5. 

b. Prompt reporting of deviations from permit requirements, including those attributable to 
upset conditions as defined in the permit, the probable cause of such deviations, and any 
corrective actions or preventive measures taken. Within apermit the Control Officer shall 
define "prompt" in relation to the degree and type of deviation likely to occur and the 
applicable requirements, provided that no report under this subparagraph shall be due 
sooner than two days after the upset event, nor later than ten days after the upset event. 

6.  A permit condition prohibiting emissions exceeding any allowances that the source lawfully 
holds under Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990) or the regulations promulgated thereunder 
and incorporated pursuant to $3-6-565. 
a. No permit revision shall be required for increases in emissions that are authorized by 

allowances acquired pursuant to the acid rain program, provided that such increases do 
not require a permit revision under any other applicable requirement. 

b. No limit shall be placed on the number of allowances held by the source. The source may 
not, however, use allowances as a defense to non compliance with any other applicable 
requirement. 

regulations promulgated under Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1 990). 
d. Any permit issued pursuant to the requirements of this chapter and Title V of the Clean 

Air Act (1990) to a unit subject to the provisions of Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990) 
shall include conditions prohibiting all of the following: 

i. Annual emissions of sulfur dioxide in excess of the number of allowances to emit sulfur 
dioxide held by the owners or operators of the unit or the designated representative of 
the owners or operators. 

ii. Exceedances of applicable emission rates. 
iii. The use of any allowance prior to the year for which it was allocated. 
iv. Contravention of any other provision of the permit. 

7. A severability clause to ensure the continued validity of the various permit requirements in 
the event of a challenge to any portion of the permit. 

8. Provisions stating the following: 
a. The permittee shall comply with all conditions of the permit. The permit shall contain 

c. Any such allowance shall be accounted for according to the procedures established in 

all applicable requirements of Arizona air quality statutes and the air quality rules. Any 
permit noncompliance constitutes a violation of the Clean Air Act (1990) and is grounds 
for enforcement action; for a permit termination, revocation and reissuance. or revision; 
or for denial of a permit renewal application. 

b. It shall not be a defense for a in an enforcement action that it would have been 
necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain compliance with the 
conditions of this permit. 

c. The permit may be revised, reopened, revoked and reissued, or terminated for cause. The 
filing of a request by the permittee for a permit revision, revocation and reissuance, or 
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termination, or of a notification of planned changes or anticipated noncompliance does 
not stay any permit condition. 

d. The permit does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any exclusive privilege. 
e. The permittee shall furnish to the Control Officer, within a reasonable time, any 

information that the Control Officer may request in writing to determine whether cause 
exists for revising, revoking and reissuing, or terminating the permit or to determine 
compliance with the permit. Upon request, the permittee shall also furnish to the Control 
Officer copies of records required to be kept by the permit or, for information claimed to 
be confidential, the permittee shall furnish such records directly to the Administrator 
along with a claim of confidentiality. 

9. A provision to ensure that the source pays fees to the Control Officer pursuant to Article 7 of 
this chapter. 

10. A provision stating that no permit revision shall be required, under any approved economic 
incentives, marketable permits, emissions trading and other similar programs or processes for 
changes that are provided for in the permit. This provision shall not apply to emissions trading 
between sources as provided in the applicable implementation plan. 

11. Terms and conditions for reasonably anticipated operating scenarios identified by the source 
in its application as approved by the Control Officer. Such terms and conditions: 

a. Shall require the source, contemporaneously with making a change from one operating 
scenario to another, to record in a log at the permitted facility a record of the scenario 
under which it is operating; 

b. Shall extend the permit shield described in $3-1 -102 to all terms and conditions under 
each such operating scenario; and 

c. Shall ensure that the terms and conditions of each such alternative scenario meet all 
applicable requirements and the requirements of this chapter. 

Terms and conditions, if the permit applicant requests them, as approved by the Control 
Officer, for the trading of emissions increases and decreases in the permitted facility, to the 
extent that the applicable requirements provide for trading increases and decreases without a 
case-by-case approval of each emissions trade. Such terms and conditions: 

a. Shall include all terms required under Subsections A. and C. of this section to determine 
compliance; 

b. May extend the permit shield described in Subsection D. of this section to all terms and 
conditions that allow such increases and decreases in emissions; and 

1 

c. Shall meet all applicable requirements and requirements of this chapter. 
13. Terms and conditions, if the permit applicant requests them and they are approved by the 

Control Officer, setting forth intermittent operating scenarios including potential periods of 
downtime. If such terms and conditions are included, the county's emissions inventory shall 
not reflect the zero emissions associated with the periods of downtime. 

14. If a permit applicant requests it, the Control Officer shall issue permits that contain terms and 
conditions allowing for the trading of emissions increases and decreases in the permitted 
facility solely for the purpose of complying with a federally enforceable emission cap that is 
established in the permit independent of otherwise applicable requirements. The permit 
applicant shall include in its application proposed replicable procedures and permit terms that 
ensure the emissions trades are quantifiable and enforceable. The Control Officer shall not 
be required to include in the emissions trading provisions any emissions units for which 
emissions are not quantifiable or for which there are no replicable procedures to enforce the 
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emissions trades. The permit shall also require compliance with all applicable requirements. 
B. Federally-enforceable requirements. 

1. All terms and conditions in a Class A permit, including any provisions designed to limit a 
source's potential to emit, are enforceable by the Administrator and citizens under the Clean 
Air Act (1 990). 

2. Notwithstanding Subdivision B.1. of this section, the Control Officer shall specifically 
designate as not being federally enforceable under the Clean Air Act (1 990) any terms and 
conditions included in the permit that are not required under the Clean Air Act (1 990) or 
under any of its applicable requirements, provided that no such designation shall extend to 
any provision electively designated as federally enforceable pursuant to 93- 1-084. 

C. All permits shall contain a compliance plan that meets the requirements of $3-1 -083. 
D. Each permit shall include the applicable permit shield provisions set forth in 93-1-102. 
E. Emergency provision 

1. An "emergency" means any situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable 
events beyond the control of the source, including acts of God, which situation requires 
immediate corrective action to restore normal operation, and that causes the source to exceed 
a technology-based emission limitation under the permit, due to unavoidable increases in 
emissions attributable to the emergency. An emergency shall not include noncompliance to 
the extent caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of preventative maintenance, 
careless or improper operation, or operator error. 

2. An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an action brought for noncompliance 
with such technology-based emission limitations if the conditions of Subdivision 3. of this 
subsection are met. 

3. The affirmative defense of emergency shall be demonstrated through properly signed, 
contemporaneous operating logs, or other relevant evidence that: 
a. An emergency occurred and that the permittee can identify the cause(s) of the emergency; 
b. The permitted facility was at the time being properly operated; 
c. During the period of the emergency the permittee took all reasonable steps to minimize 

levels of emissions that exceeded the emissions standards or other requirements in the 
permit; and 

d. The permittee submitted notice of the emergency to the Control Officer by certified mail 
or hand delivery within 2 working days of the time when emission limitations were 
exceeded due to the emergency. This notice fulfills the requirement of Paragraph A.5.b. 
of this section. The notice shall contain a description of the emergency, any steps taken 
to mitigate emissions, and corrective action taken. 

4. In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to establish the occurrence of an 
emergency has the burden of proof. 

5. This provision is in addition to any emergency or upset provision contained in any applicable 
requirement. 

F. A Class A permit issued to a major source shall require that revisions be made pursuant to $3- 1- 
087 to incorporate additional applicable requirements adopted by the Administrator pursuant to 
the Clean Air Act (1990) that become applicable to a source with a permit with a remaining 
permit term of three or more years. No revision shall be required if the effective date of the 
applicable requirement is after the expiration of the permit. The revisions shall be made as 
expeditiously as practicable, but not later than eighteen months after the promulgation of such 
standards and regulations. Any permit revision required pursuant to this section shall comply 
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with provisions in 53-1-089 for permit renewal and shall reset the permit term. 
G. Any permit issued by the Control Officer to any person burning used oil, used oil fuel, 

hazardous waste, or hazardous waste fuel under this subsection shall contain, at a minimum, 
conditions governing: 
1. Limitations on the types, amounts and feed rates of used oil, used oil fuel, hazardous waste 

or hazardous waste fuel which may be burned. 
2. The frequency and type of fuel testing to be conducted by the person. 
3. The frequency and type of emissions testing or monitoring to be conducted by the person. 
4. Requirements for record keeping and reporting. 
5. Numeric emission limitations expressed in pounds p a  hour and tons per year for air 

contaminants to be emitted from the facility burning used oil, used oil fuel, hazardous waste 
or hazardous waste fuel. 

H. The Control Officer may waive specific requirements of this section for Class B permits if the 
Control Officer determines that the conditions would be unnecessary or unreasonable for a 
particular source or category of sources. 

[Adopted effective November 3. 1993, Amended August 11.1994. Amended February 22, 1995.1 

Counesy codification of 10/25/95 - including revisions of l0/12/95. 28 filename. 11~112-YS c d  (IO/LT/9S 9 3 2  am) 



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-082. E mission standa rds and limitatio ns 

Wher ever app licable requ iremen ts apply dif ferent stand ards or lim itations to a so urce for th e same item , all

applicable requirements shall be included in the permit.  The Control Officer shall enforce the most stringent

combina tion of the applicable re quiremen ts.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-084. Voluntarily Accep ted Federally Enforceable Em issions Limita-tions;  Applicability;  Re-opening; 

Effective  Date. 

1. A permit may, for the purpose of creating federally enforceable conditions that limit the potential

emissions of a source, designate as a "feder-ally enforceable provi-sion" ("FEP Limit") any

emission limit in conjunction with a production limit and/or operational limit ex-pressed in the

per-mit.  A FEP Limit mu st be per-manent, quan-ti-fia-ble and enforce-able as a practi-cal mat-ter,

and shall be at least as stringent as otherwise appli-cable limitations and re-quirements under

either the SIP or perti-nent provi-sion of the Clean Air Act (1990), and shall not operate to relieve

any other legal restriction o n emissions.

2. The Control Officer may include an FEP Limit in a permit pursuant to this section only if the

signed appli-cation clear-ly requests inclusion of such a provision.

3. In every permit including a FEP Limit, the Control Officer shall also in-clude provi-sions

obligating the permit-tee to affir-matively dem-on-strate com-pli-ance with the FEP Limit.  Every

such compliance-related provi-sion shall also consti-tute a FEP and be clearly designated as such

in the permit.  A compliance-re-lated FEP must include such obligations regarding re-cord-keep-

ing, mo ni-tor-ing , test-ing, and  re-porting  as may  be re-qu ired to ob ligate the pe rmittee to

objective ly dem onstrate co m-plian ce.  At a m in-i-mu m, the co mplian ce-related  FEP sha ll obligate

the per-mittee to sub-mit to the District semi-annual reports documenting compliance with or

deviation from each FEP Limit throughout the period.

4. Every  FEP sha ll:

a. be clearly  identified as  such;  

b. to the extent the FEP Limit pertains to con-ventional pollutants, be enforceable by the

Adminis-tra-tor pursuant to Clean Air Act §110 (1990);  and

c. to the extent the FEP Limit pertains to haz-ardous air pollutants, be enforceable by the

Admin-is-tra-tor pursu-ant to Clean Air Act §112 (199 0).

5. If a permit applicant requests inclusion of a FEP Limit within a permit, then, in addition to the

oth-er ap plicable pr oce-du ral re-quire -ments, in cluding  the require ment to  provide  an opp ortunity

for public participation pursuant to §3-1-107,the Control Officer shall provide to the Admin-

istrator by first-c lass mail:

a. a copy of the permit application, within ten (10) days of the filing of a request for such

permit;  3-1-081 Permit conditions

b. a copy of the draft per-mit, as made available to public at the time of publication of pub-

lic notice, to be mailed no later than that publication date;  and

c. a copy o f the final pe rmit.

6. If an applicant requests an authorization to operate under a general permit that in-cludes a FEP

Limit, then  in addition  to the othe r applicab le proce-d ural re-qu ire-men ts, the Con trol Officer  shall

provide  to the Ad -min-istrato r by first-class m ail:

a. a copy of the application, within ten (10) days of filing;  and

b. a copy of the authorization to operate.

7. The inclusion of a FEP Lim it in a permit shall not affect the timing or manner of issuance of a

permit, p rovided  that no pe rmit purp orting to co ntain a FE P Limit d esignated  pursuan t to this

section shall be issued if the Administrator gives notice prior to issuance of such permit that any

FEP Limit defined in the permit should be d eemed not "federally enforceable".

8. Subject to the limitation of paragraph 9 of this section, a FEP designated pursuant to this section

shall be federally enforceable from and after the latter of the issuance of a permit containing such

a provision, or:

a. with respect to the regulation of conventional pollut-ants, the date upon which the

Adminis-trator approves this section as an element of the Arizona State Imple-menta-tion

Plan;

b. with respect to the reg ulation of hazard ous air pollut-ants, the date u pon wh ich Adm inis-



trator approves this section pursuant to CAA §112(l).

9. If, prior to a relevant approval by or delegation from the Administrator contemplated under

subsectio n 8 of this se ction, an ap plicant files an  application  requesting  an individ ual perm it

containing an FEP or requesting authorization to operate under a general permit containing an

FEP, or an individual permit containing an FEP  is issued, or an authorization to operate under a

general permit containing an FEP is issued, then at the time of such approval by or delegation

from the Administrator, the Control Officer shall transmit to the Administrator each of the

requisite documents identified in either subsection 5 or 6 of this section, and the federal

enforceability of such an FEP shall arise upon the latter of:

a. the date specified under paragraph 8 of this section;  or

b. thirty (30) days after such mailing as is contemplated under this paragraph.

[Adopted August 11, 1994.  Amended February 22, 1995.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-085. N otice by building  permit age ncies 

All agencies of Pinal County or political subdivisions of Pinal County that issue or grant building permits or

approvals shall examine the plans and specifications submitted by an applicant for a permit or approval to determine

if an air pollution permit will be required, the agency or political subdivision shall give written notice to the

applicant to contact the Control Officer and shall furnish a copy of the notice to the Control Officer.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-087. Permit reopenings, reissuance and termination 

A. Reopenin g for Cause

1. Each issu ed perm it shall include  provision s specifyin g the con ditions un der wh ich the pe rmit shall

be reopened prior to the expiration of the permit.  A permit shall be reopened and revised under

any of the follow ing circumstan ces:

a. Addition al applicab le requirem ents und er the Clea n Air A ct (1990 ) becom e applicab le to

a major source with a remaining permit term of three or more years.  Such a reopening

shall be co mpleted  not later than  18 mo nths after p romu lgation of  the applica ble

requirem ent.  No su ch reop ening is req uired if the e ffective da te of the req uireme nt is

later than the date on which the permit is due to expire, unless the original permit or any

of its terms a nd con ditions has  been ex tended p ursuant to  §3-1-0 89.C.  A ny perm it

revision required pursuant to this section shall comply with provisions in §3-1-089 for

permit renewal and shall reset  the permit term.

§3-1-081 Permit conditions

b. Addition al requirem ents, includ ing exce ss emission s requirem ents, beco me app licable to

an affected source under the acid rain program.  Up on approval by the Ad ministrator,

excess em issions offse t plans shall b e deem ed to be in corpora ted into the  Class A p ermit.

c. The Control Officer or the Administrator determines that the permit contains a material

mistake or that inaccurate statements were made in establishing the emissions standards

or other ter ms or co nditions o f the perm it.

d. The Control Officer or the Administrator determines that the permit needs to be revised

or revoked  to assure comp liance with the app licable requireme nts.

2. Proceed ings to reo pen and  issue a perm it, including  appeal o f any fina l action relatin g to a perm it

reopening, shall follow the same procedures as apply to initial permit issuance and shall affect

only those parts of the permit for which cause to reopen exists.  Such reopening shall be made as

expeditiously as prac-ticable.

3. Reopenings under Subdivision A.1. of this section shall not be initiated before a notice of such

intent is provided to the source by the Control Officer at least 30 days in advance of the date that

the perm it is to be reop ened, ex cept that the  Contro l Officer m ay prov ide a shor ter time pe riod in

the case of an emergency.

4. When a permit is reopened and revised pursuant to this section, the Control Officer may make

appropriate revisions to the permit shield established pursuant to §3-1-102.

B. Within 10 days of receipt of notice from the Administrator that cause exists to reopen a Class A permit, the

Control Officer shall notify the source.  The source shall have 30 days to respond.  Within 90 days of

receipt of n otice from  the Adm inistrator that c ause exists to  reopen  a perm it, the Contro l Officer sh all

forward to the Administrator and the source a proposed determination of termination, revision, revocation

or reissuance of the permit.  Within 90 days of an EPA objection to the Control Officer's proposal, the

Contro l Officer sh all resolve th e objection  and act o n the perm it.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-089. Permit term, renewal and expiration 

A. Permits issued pu rsuant to this chapter shall be  issued for a period o f five years.

B. A perm it being ren ewed is su bject to the sa me pro cedural re quirem ents, includ ing any  for pub lic

participation and affected states and Administrator review, that would apply to that permit's initial issuance.

C. Excep t as provid ed in §3 -1-045 , permit ex piration term inates the so urce's right to  operate u nless a time ly

application for renewal, or a substitute application under §3-5-490, that is sufficient under A.R.S. §41-1064

has been  submitte d in acco rdance w ith §§3-1 -050, 3- 1-055  and 3-1 -060.  A ny sour ce relying  on a time ly

and com plete app lication as au thority to o perate after  expiration  of a perm it shall be lega lly boun d to

adhere and conform to the terms of the expired permit, subject only to such permit revisions as may be

allowed under this Code.  A failure to adhere and conform to the terms of the expired permit, or such

revisions a s may h ave bee n allowe d unde r this Code , shall constitu te a violation .  Any testin g that is

required for renewal shall be completed before the propo sed permit is issued by the Control Officer.

 D. The Control Officer shall act on an application for a permit renewal within the same time frames as on an

initial perm it.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.  Amended February 22, 1995.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-090. Permit transfer   

A. A perm it shall not be tra nsferable , whethe r by ope ration of law  or otherw ise, either from  one loca tion to

another, or from one piece of equipm ent to another.

B. The pro visions of S ubsection  A. shall no t apply to m obile or p ortable m achinery  or equip ment w hich is

transferred from one location to another after notification to the Control Officer of the transfer.

C. A permit may be transferred, wh ether by operation of law or otherwise, from one p erson to another,

provided that prior to the transfer, the person holding the permit notifies the Control Officer in writing at

least 30 days before.  The notice shall contain the following:

1. The permit number and expiration date.

2. The name, address and telepho ne number of the current perm it holder.

3. The na me, add ress and tele phone  numb er of the o rganizatio n to receiv e the perm it.

4. The name and title of the individual within the organization who is accepting responsibility for the

permit along with a signed statement by that person indicating such acceptance.

5. A description of the equipment to be transferred.

6. The effective date of the proposed transfer.

7. An agreement signed by the transferee stating a willingness to comply with all terms and

condition s of the per mit.

D. If the Control Officer determines that the transferee is not capable of operating the source in compliance

with the requirements of Article 3, Chapter 3, Title 49, Arizona Revised Statutes (1992), the provisions of

this Code and the conditions established in the permit, the transfer shall be denied.  In order for the denial

to be effec tive, notice o f the Con trol Officer 's denial, inclu ding the r easons fo r the denia l, shall be sent to

the original permit holder by certified mail within 10 working days of the Control Officer's receipt of the

notice of the proposed transfer.  If the transfer is not denied within 10 working days after receipt of the

notice, it shall be deemed approved.

E. To appeal the transfer denial, both the transferor and the transferee shall petition the air pollution Hearing

Board in the same manner as prescribed for denial of a permit in §3-1-080.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-102. P ermit shields 

A. Each C lass A or B  permit issu ed und er this chap ter shall spec ifically identify  all federal, Sta te, and loca l air

pollution  control req uireme nts applica ble to the so urce at the tim e the perm it is issued.  The  permit sh all

state that com pliance w ith the con ditions of th e perm it shall be dee med co mplian ce with an y applica ble

requirement as of the date of permit issuance, provided that such applicable requirements are included and

expressly identified in the permit.  The Control Officer may include in a permit determinations that other

requirements specifically identified are not applicable.  Any  permit under this chapter that does not

expressly state that a permit shield exists shall not provide such a shield.

B. Nothing in this section or in any permit shall alter or affect the following:

1. The provisions of §303 of the Clean Air Act (1990) (emergency orders), including the authority of

the Administrator under that section.

2. The liability of an owner or operator of a source for any violation of applicable requirements prior

to or at the time of permit issuance.

3. The ap plicable req uireme nts of the ac id rain pro gram, c onsistent w ith §408 (a) of the C lean Air

Act (1990).

4. The ability of the Administrator or the Control Officer to obtain information from a source

pursuant to §114 of the Clean Air Act (1990), or any provision of state law.

5. The au thority of th e Contro l Officer to re quire com pliance w ith new a pplicable  requirem ents

adopted after the permit is issued.

C. In additio n to the pro visions of § 3-1-08 7, a perm it may be  reopen ed by th e Contro l Officer an d the perm it

shield revised when it is determined that standards or conditions in the permit are based on incorrect

inform ation pro vided b y the app licant.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-103. Annual emissions inventory questionnaire 

A. Every  source su bject to a pe rmit requ iremen t under th is chapter, o r who o btains an a uthorizatio n to ope rate

under this chapter, shall complete and submit to the Control Officer an annual em issions inventory

questionnaire.  The questionnaire is due by March 31 or ninety days after the Control Officer makes the

inventory form available, whichever occurs later, and shall include emission information for the previous

calenda r year.  Th ese requir emen ts apply w hether or  not a perm it has been  issued and  whethe r or not a

permit application has been filed.

B. The questionnaire shall be on a form provided by the Control Officer and shall include the following

information:

1. The source's name, description, mailing address, contact person and contact person ph one number,

and physical ad dress and location , if different than the ma iling address.

2. Process information for the source, including design capacity, operations schedule, and emissions

control devices, their de scription and efficienc ies.

3. The actu al annua l quantity o f emission s, including  docum entation o f the meth od of m easurem ent,

calculation or estimation, of:

a. Any single regulated air pollutant in a quantity greater than one ton.

b. Any com bination of regu lated air pollutants in a quan tity greater than 2½ to ns.

C. The Control Officer may waive a requirement that specific information or data be submitted in the annual

emissions inventory questionnaire for sources requiring Class B permits if the Control Officer determines

that the submission or data would be unnecessary or unreasonable for a particular source or category of

sources and instead may require alternative information from which emissions may be determined.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.  Amended February 22, 1995.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-105. Permits containing the terms and conditions of federal delayed compliance orders (DCO) or consent

decrees 

A. The terms and conditions of either a DCO or consent decree shall be incorporated into a permit through a

permit revision.  In the event the permit expires prior to the expiration of the DCO or consent decree, the

DCO  or conse nt decree  shall be inco rporated  into any p ermit ren ewal.

B. The owner or operator of a source subject to a DCO or con-sent decree shall submit to the Control Officer

a quarterly report of the status of the source and construction progress and copies of any reports to the

Administrator required under the order or decree.  The Control Officer may require additional reporting

requirements and conditions in permits issued under this Article.

C. For the purpose of this chapter, sources subject to a con-sent decree issued by a federal court shall meet the

same requirements as those subject to a DCO.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-107. Public notice and participation 

A. The Control Officer shall provide public notice, an opportunity for public comment, and an opportunity for

a hearing befo re taking any o f the following ac tions:

1. A perm it issuance o r renew al of a perm it.

2. A significant permit revision.

3. Revoc ation and  reissuance  or reope ning of a  permit.

4. Cond itional orde rs that wou ld vary fro m a req uireme nt of a per mit.

B. The Control Officer shall provide public notice of receipt of complete applications for major sources by

publishing a notice in a newspaper of general circulation in Pinal County.

C. The Co ntrol Offic er shall pro vide no tice of prop osed pe rmits requ ired pursu ant to Sub section A . of this

section as follows:

1. The Control Officer shall publish the notice once each week for two consecutive weeks in two

newsp apers of g eneral circu lation in Pin al Coun ty. 

2. The Control Officer shall mail a copy of the notice to persons on a mailing list developed by the

Control Officer consisting of those persons who have requested in writing to be placed on such a

mailing list.

3. When the Control Officer has objective evidence that the preceding notice may not provide

adequate notice to the affected public, the Control Officer shall additionally give notice by such

other means as may be necessary to assure adequate notice.

D. The notice required by Subsection C. of this section shall include the following:

1. Identification of the affected facility.

2. Nam e and ad dress of the  permittee  or applica nt.

3. Name and address of the permitting authority processing the permit action.

4. The activity or activities involved in the permit action.

5. The em issions change inv olved in any p ermit revisions.

6. The air contaminants to be emitted.

7. A statem ent that any  person m ay subm it written com ments, o r a written re quest for a  public

hearing, or both, on the proposed permit action.

8. The name, address and telephone number of a person from the District from whom additional

information may be obtained.

9. Locatio ns whe re copies o f the perm it or perm it revision ap plication, the  propos ed perm it, and all

other materials available to the Control Officer that are relevant to the permit decision may be

reviewed, including the closest District office, and the times at which they shall be available for

public inspection.

E. The Control Officer shall hold a public hearing to receive comm ents on petitions for conditional orders

which would vary from requirements of the applicable implementation plan.  For all other actions

involving a proposed perm it, the Control Officer shall hold a public hearing only upon written request.  If a

public hearing is requested, the Control Officer shall schedule the hearing and publish notice as described

in §9-1-080 and Subsection C. of this section.  The Control Officer shall give notice of any public hearing

at least 30 days in advance of the hearing.

F. At the time the Control Officer publishes the first notice, the applicant shall post a notice containing the

inform ation requ ired in Sub section D . of this section  at the site wh ere the sou rce is or m ay be loc ated. 

Con sisten t with  Cou nty la w, th e pos ting s hall b e pro min ently  place d at a lo catio n un der th e app lican t's

legal control, adjacent to the nearest public roadway and visible to the public using the public roadway or

such other location as may be approved by the Control Officer.  If a public hearing is to be held, the

applicant shall place an additional posting providing notice of the hearing.  Any posting shall be

maintained until the public comment period is closed.

G. The Co ntrol Offic er shall pro vide a pe riod of at lea st 30 day s from th e date of its first n otice for pu blic

comment.  The Control Officer shall keep a record of the commenters and of the issues raised during the



public participation process and shall prepare written responses to all comments received.  At the time a

final decisio n is mad e, the recor d and co pies of the C ontrol O fficer's respo nses shall be  made a vailable to

the applicant and  all comme nters.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.  Amended February 22, 1995.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-109. Material permit condition 

For the purposes of A.R.S. §49-514(G) (1992), a "material permit condition" shall mean a condition which satisfies

all of the criteria established by the Director under A.A.C. R18-2-331.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.  Amended February 22, 1995.  Tentatively revised as indicated on 5/14/97;  revisions remain contingent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision

to the SIP as EPA-approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/96).]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-110. Investigative authority 

A. When the Control Officer has reasonable cause to believe that any person is violating any provision of

A.R.S. T itle 49, Cha pter 3, Ar ticle 3 (199 2), any p rovision o f this Code  or any re quirem ent of a pe rmit

issued pursuant to this Code he may request, in writing, that such person forthwith produce all existing

books, r ecords an d other d ocum ents evide ncing tests, in spections  or studies w hich m ay reason ably relate to

compliance or noncompliance with rules and regulations adopted pursuant to this Code.

B. Any person violating the provisions of this section or knowingly submitting false information, reports or

records to  the Boar d of Sup ervisors or  the Con trol Officer  is guilty of a p etty offen se and a v iolation of th is

Code.

[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Amended Subsection A. effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-120. C onfidentiality of rec ords 

A. Any re cords, rep orts or info rmation  obtained  from an y person  under th is Code, in cluding  records, re ports

or information obtained or prepared by the Control Officer or a county employee, shall be available to the

public, except that the information or any part of the information shall be considered confidential on either

of the following:

1. A showing, satisfactory to the Control Officer, by any person that the information or a part of the

information if made public would divulge the trade secrets of the person.

a. Any material which the applicant deems confidential shall be separately bound, and

incorporated by reference into the actual permit application.  To enable the Control

Officer to make an informed decision with respect to honoring any claim of

confidentiality, an applicant making such claim shall present such claim in writing, and

include therein:

i. A definition of the type, character and quantity of the information sought to be

protected.

ii. An explanation of the dam age the applicant would suffer if the information were

disclosed.

iii. An exp lanation o f the mea sures that the  applican t has prev iously take n to

maintain the confidentiality of the information.

b. Within 30 days of receipt of a notice of confidentiality that complies with Paragraph 1.a.

of this subsection, the Control Officer will review the claim and respond in writing,

either accepting or denying the claim.  The claim of confidence will be honored if the

Control Officer fin ds the justification reasonab le and adequ ate.  A copy o f any adverse

response will be mailed to the applicant.  In any case, both the claim and the response by

the C ontro l Offi cer w ill be in clud ed w ith the  pub licly a vaila ble p ortio ns of  the ap plica nt's

file.

c. The written response by the Control Officer denying the claim of confidentiality may be

considered a final administrative action.  To allow opportunity to seek judicial review,

the claim , the respon se, and the  inform ation cov ered by  the claim w ill be preserv ed in

confidence for 30 days following the m ailing of the response by the Control Officer.

2. A determination by the County Attorney that disclosure of the information or a particular part of

the information would be detrimental to an ongoing criminal investigation or to an ongoing or

contem plated civil e nforcem ent action u nder this C ode in su perior co urt.

B. Notwithstanding Subsection A. of this section, the following information shall be available to the public:

1. The name and address of any permit applicant or permittee.

2. The ch emical co nstituents, co ncentratio ns and am ounts of a ny em ission of an y air conta minan t.

3. The ex istence or lev el of a con centration  of an air po llutant in the e nvironm ent.

[Adopted June 29, 1993 and effective September 1, 1993.  Amended Subsection A.1.b. effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-132. Permit imposed right of entry 

The Board hereby declares that an essential provision of any permit issued under this Code shall be the grant by the

permit holder of a right of entry in favor of the Control Officer, provided that no such right of entry shall arise under

the terms of this section with respect to the interior of any structure used as a private residence.  Inspections under

authority of the right of entry defined by this section shall be limited to purposes of verifying compliance with the

terms of the permit and compliance with this Code.  The right of entry shall extend to allow access to, upon or

through any premises covered by a permit.  The right of entry shall arise upon the presentation of the credentials of

the Control Officer or his representative.  Upon entering any premises covered by a permit, the Control Officer or

his representative shall observe reasonable standard safety requirements, as set forth by the owner or operator of

such source, suc h as donning  a hard hat, safety glasses an d safety shoes.

[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL  PROVISIONS RELA TING TO PERM ITS AND PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-140. Permit revocation 

A. Whereas the Board of Supervisors finds that an effective County permit program constitutes an essential

element in the fulfillment of the Board's responsibility to control the release of contaminants into the

atmosphere, and that any such permit program rests upon the candor of owners and operators in presenting

applications, the Board hereby grants to the Control Officer the authority to revoke issued permits, for the

causes and in the manner set forth in this section.

B. The Control Officer may issue a notice of intent to revoke a perm it issued pursuant to this Code if:

1. The Control Officer has reasonable cause to believe that the permit was obtained by fraud or

material misrepresentation.

2. The pe rson app lying for th e perm it failed to disclo se a mate rial fact requ ired by th e perm it

application  form o r the regu lation app licable to the  permit, o f which  the applica nt had o r should

have had knowledge at the time the application was submitted.

3. The terms and conditions of the permit have been or are being violated.

C. If the Control Officer discovers cause to revoke permit under this section, the Control Officer shall send the

permittee a 30 day notice of intent to revoke the permit, which notice shall be served on the applicant or

permittee either personally or by certified mail, return receipt requested.  The notice shall be a statement

detailing the grounds for the action sought and calling upon the permittee to refute the factual basis upon

which the Control Officer proposes to revoke the perm it.  The notice shall be effective upon mailing.  If,

within the 30 day notice period, the permittee shall fail to refute or correct to the satisfaction of the Control

Officer the grounds for the pending revocation, the Control Officer shall forthwith issue a notice of

revocation which shall become effective upon the lapse of the appeal period specified in Subsection D.

D. For a per iod of 15  days follo wing th e delivery  of a notice  of revoc ation to the  permittee , the perm ittee shall

be entitled to  appeal th e revoca tion to the H earing B oard, in the  same m anner as a  denial of a  permit

application.  The notice of revocation shall be served on the permittee by certified mail, return receipt

requested.  In the event of such an appeal, the revocation shall be held in abeyance pending a final decision

by the Board.

E. Such fa cts as will justify th e revoca tion of a pe rmit und er this section  shall also co nstitute a vio lation of this

Code.

[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Amended Subsections B. and C. effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PR OVISIONS RELATING TO  PERMITS AND  PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-150. Monitoring  

A. The Control Officer may require, as a permit condition or by order in the manner specified in subsections B.

or C. of this sec tion, any sourc e of air conta minants to mo nitor, sample  or perform  other studies to  quantify

emissions o f air contamina nts or levels of air  pollution that m ay reasona bly be attributa ble to that sou rce, if

the Control Officer either:

1. Determines that monitoring, sampling or other studies are necessary to determine the effects of the

facility on levels of air pollution.

2. Has reasonable cause to believe a violation of this Code, rules adopted pursuant to this Code or a

permit issued pursuant to this Code has been committed.

3. Determines that those studies or data are necessary to accomplish the purposes of this article, and

that the monitoring, sampling or other studies by the source are necessary in order to assess the

impact of the source on the e mission of air contaminants.
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B. To the extent that a source m ay be reasonably exp ected to emit particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, V OCs,

carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, lead, or any other air contaminant subject to regulation under an

existing source performance standard set forth in A.A.C. Title 18, Article 5, under a work-practice

requireme nt set forth in A.A .C. Title 18 , Article 4, und er a new sou rce perfor mance stan dard set for th in

A.A.C. Title 18, Article 8, or under a hazardous air pollutant standard set forth in A.A.C. Title 18, Article 9,

the Contro l Officer may re quire such so urce of air co ntaminants to m onitor, samp le or otherw ise quantify

affected emissions.  The B oard of Superviso rs expressly finds that the best means for conside ring the cost

and effectiveness of any requirement for monitoring, sampling or other quantification method with respect

to any specific source of air contaminants will be by having the Control Officer first review the need for

such mon itoring, samp ling or other stu dies on a ca se-by-case ba sis.  Before im posing any sp ecific

requirement upon a source, the Control Officer shall make a written need of justification, setting forth the

scientific feasibility of the requirement, the costs expected to be incurred by the source, the nature and

extent of the impact of the emissions from the specific source upon air quality within the District, the

expected accuracy of the data to be produced, the use to be made of that data, and a finding that the cost of

the method  is reasonab le in light of the use to  be made  of the data. 

C. For those so urces of air co ntaminants no t subject to m andatory re quiremen ts under sub section B. o f this

section, the Control Officer may require a source of air contaminants, by permit or order, to perform

monitoring, sampling or other quantification of its emissions or air pollution that may reasonably be

attributed to such a source.  Before requiring such monitoring, sampling or other quantification by permit or

order, the Control Officer shall consider the relative cost and accuracy of any alternatives which may be

reasonable under the circumstances such as emission factors, modeling, mass balance analyses or emissions

projectio ns.  The C ontrol Office r may require  such monito ring, sampling  or other qu antification by p ermit

or order  if the Control O fficer determin es in writing that all of the  following co nditions are m et:

1. The actual or potential emissions of air pollution may adversely affect public health or the

environm ent.

2. An adequate scientific basis for the mo nitoring, sampling or quantification method  exists.

3. The monitoring, sampling or quantification method is technically feasible for the subject

contaminant and the source.

4. The monitoring, sampling or quantification method is reasonably accurate.

5. The cost of the method is reasonable in light of the use to be made of the data.

D. Orders issued or permit conditions imposed pursuant to this section shall be appealable to the Hearing

Board in the same manner as that prescribed for orders of abatement in §§ 8-1-030 and 9-1-020 and for

permit conditions in § 3-1-080.

E. Unless a req uirement to m onitor, samp le or perfor m other stud ies to quantify em issions of air co ntaminants

or levels of air pollution is rescinded by the Hearing Board, the refusal of an owner or operator of a source

to perform such monitoring, sampling or studies pursuant to this section constitutes a violation of this Code.

F. When an existing, relevant EPA protocol exists, any monitoring, sampling or quantification requirement

imposed  under this sectio n shall follow suc h protoco l.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.  Tentatively revised as indicated on 5/14/97;  revisions remain contingent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision to the SIP as EPA-approved at 61



FR 15717 (4/9/96).]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PR OVISIONS RELATING TO  PERMITS AND  PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-160. T est methods an d procedu res 

A. Except as otherwise specified in this Code, the applicable procedures and testing methods contained in the

Arizona Testing Manual; 40 CFR Part 52, Appendices D and E; 40 CFR Part 60, Appendices A through F;

and 40 C FR Par t 61, App endices B  and C sha ll be used to d etermine co mpliance w ith the requirem ents

established in this Code or contained in permits issued pursuant to this chapter.

B. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the opacity of visible emissions shall be determined by

Reference Method 9 of the Arizona Testing Manual.  A permit may specify a method, other than Method 9,

for determining the opacity of emissions from a particular emissions unit, if the method has been

promulgated by the Administrator in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A.

C. Except a s otherwise sp ecified in this cha pter, the heat c ontent of solid  fuel shall be de termined ac cording to

ASTM method D-3176-89, "Practice for Ultimate Analysis of Coal and Coke" and ASTM method D-2015-

91, "Test Method for Gross Calorific Value of Coal and Coke by the Adiabatic Bomb Calorimeter".

D. Except fo r ambient air m onitoring an d emissions  testing required  under Ch apters 6 an d 7, alternate

sampling techniques or other means to determine opacity, rate, composition, and/or concentration of

emissions in any test plan submitted to the Control Officer may be approved by the Control Officer for the

duration o f that plan pro vided that the  following four  criteria are me t:

1. The alternative or equivalent test method measures the same chemical and physical characteristics

as the test method it is intended to replace.

2. The altern ative or equ ivalent test metho d has substa ntially the same o r better reliab ility, accuracy,

and precision as the test method it is intended to replace.

3. Applicable quality assurance procedures are followed in accordance with the Arizona Testing

Manual, 40 CFR P art 60 or other methods approved by the Control Officer.

4. This approval does not include nondelegable functions of the EPA Administrator, including but

not limited to approval of alternative or equivalent test methods.  As used in 40 C.F.R. 60:

 � Administrator �  means the Control Officer of the Pinal County Air Quality Control District, except

that the Control Officer shall not be autho rized to approve  alternate or equivalent test methods,

alternative standards or work practices, equivalency determinations or innovative technology

waivers as covered in Section 111(h)  � Design, equipment, work practice, or operational standard;

alternative emission limitation, �  and Section 111 (k)  � Innovative technological systems of

continuous emission reduction � of the FCAA.

[Adopted  effective November 3 , 1993;  Tent atively  revised as indicat ed on 5/14/ 97 and 12/13 /00;  revisions re main contingent up on corres ponding EPA-a pproval of a r evision to the  SIP as EPA-
approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/96).]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PR OVISIONS RELATING TO  PERMITS AND  PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-170. P erformanc e tests 

A. Within 6 0 days after a so urce subje ct to the perm it requireme nts of this chapte r has achieve d the capa bility

to operate  at its maximum  produc tion rate on a s ustained ba sis but no later tha n 180 d ays after initial start-

up of such source and at such other times as may be required by the Control Officer, the owner or operator

of such sour ce shall cond uct perform ance tests and  furnish the Co ntrol Officer a  written repor t of the results

of the tests.

B. Performance tests, whether required in support of a permit application or as permit conditions, shall be

conducted at the source's or facility's maximum capacity, unless otherwise specified by the Control Officer,

and data reduced in accordance with the test method and procedures contained in the Arizona Testing

Manual for Air Pollutant Emissions unless the Control Officer:

1. Specifies or  approv es, in specific cas es, the use of a re ference me thod with min or change s in

methodo logy;

2. Approves the use of an equivalent method;

3. Appro ves the use of a n alternative m ethod the re sults of which he h as determin ed to be a dequate

for indicating whether a specific source is in compliance; or

4. Waives the requirement for performance tests because the owner or operator of a source has

demon strated by oth er means to  the Contro l Officer's satisfaction tha t the source o r facility is in

compliance with the standard.

5. Nothing in this section shall be construed to abrogate the Control Officer's authority to require

testing.

C. Performance tests shall be conducted under such conditions as the Control Officer shall specify to the plant

operato r based o n represen tative perform ance of the so urce.  The  owner or o perator sha ll make availab le to

the Contro l Officer such re cords as m ay be nece ssary to determ ine the cond itions of the per formance  tests. 

Operations during periods of start-up, shutdown, and malfunction shall not constitute representative

conditions of performance tests unless otherwise specified in the applicable standard.

D. The owner or operator of a permitted source shall provide the Control Officer two weeks prior notice of the

performa nce test to afford  the Contro l Officer the op portunity to ha ve an obse rver presen t.

E. The owner or operator of a permitted source shall provide, or cause to be provided, performance testing

facilities as follows:

1. Sampling  ports ade quate for test m ethods ap plicable to su ch facility.

2. Safe sampling platform(s).

3. Safe access to sampling platform(s).

4. Utilities for samp ling and testing e quipmen t.

F. Each pe rformance  test shall consist of thre e separate r uns using the ap plicable test m ethod.  Ea ch run shall

be conducted for the time and under the conditions specified in the applicable standard.  For the purpose of

determining  complian ce with an ap plicable stan dard, the ar ithmetic mea ns of results of the thr ee runs shall

apply.  In the ev ent that a samp le is accidenta lly lost or cond itions occur in  which one o f the three runs is

required to  be discon tinued bec ause of force d shutdow n, failure of an irrep laceable p ortion of the sa mple

train, extreme  meteoro logical cond itions, or other  circumstanc es beyond  the owner o r operato r's control,

compliance may, upon the Control Officer's approval, be determined using the arithmetic means of the

results of the two other runs.  If the Control Officer is present, tests may only be stopped with the Control

Officer's approval.  If the Control Officer is not present, tests may only be stopped for good cause, which

includes forced shutdown, failure of an irreplaceable portion of the sample train, extreme meteorological

conditions, or other circumstanc es beyond the ope rator's control.  Termination of testing without goo d cause

after the first run is com menced  shall constitute a failu re of the test.

G. Except as provided in Subsection H., compliance with the emission limits established in this Code or as

prescribe d in permits issu ed pursua nt to this Cod e shall be de termined b y the perform ance tests spe cified in

this section or in th e permit.

H. In addition to performance tests specified in this section, compliance with specific emission limits may be

determine d by:

1. Opacity tests.



2. Emission limit compliance tests specifically designated as such in the regulation establishing the

emission limit to be complied with.

3. Continuous emission monitoring or any equivalent method approved by the EPA or Control

Officer, wher e applicab le quality assuran ce proce dures are fo llowed and  where it is design ated in

the permit or in an applicable requirement to show compliance.

I. Nothing in this section shall be so construed as to prevent the utilization of measurements from emissions

monitoring  devices or  techniques n ot designate d as perfor mance tests a s evidence  of comp liance with

applicable good  maintenance and o perating requirements.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Amended effective November 3, 1993.  Tentatively revised as indicated on 5/14/97;  revisions remain contingent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision
to the SIP as EPA-approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/96).]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PR OVISIONS RELATING TO  PERMITS AND  PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-173. Quality assurance 

Facilities subje ct to the perm it requireme nts of this chapte r and those  which are req uired to pe rform tests sub ject to

the requirem ents of this Cod e shall submit a q uality assurance  plan to the C ontrol Office r that meets the re quiremen ts

of the Arizona Testing Manual, 40 C.F.R. Part 60 or other methods approved by the Control Officer within 12

months of the effective date of this section.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.  Tentatively revised as indicated on 5/14/97;  revisions remain contingent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision to the SIP as EPA-approved at 61
FR 15717 (4/9/96).]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PR OVISIONS RELATING TO  PERMITS AND  PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-17 5. Certific ation of t ruth, acc uracy a nd com pleteness. 

Any application form, report or compliance certification submitted pursuant to this Code shall contain certification

by a responsible official of truth, accuracy and completeness.  This certification and any other certification required

under this Ch apter shall state tha t, based on  information a nd belief form ed after reaso nable inqu iry, the statements

and information in the document are true, accurate and complete.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PR OVISIONS RELATING TO  PERMITS AND  PERMIT REV ISIONS 

3-1-177. Stack height limitation   

 A. The limitations set forth herein shall not apply to stacks or dispersion techniques used by the owner or

operator prior to December 31, 1970, for which the owner or operator had:

1. Begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical on-site construction of the stack;

2. Entered into building agreements or contractual obligations, which could not be canceled or

modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a program of construction

of the stack to be completed in a reasonable time; or

3. Coal fired steam electric generating units, subject to the provisions of the Clean Air Act §118

(1990) which commenced op eration before July 1, 1975, with stacks constructed under a

construction contract awarded before February 8, 1974.

B. GEP  stack height is calc ulated as the gr eater of the follo wing four num bers in Sub divisions 1. thro ugh 4.:

1. 213.25 feet (65 meters).

2. For stacks in e xistence on J anuary 12 , 1979 a nd for which  the owner o r operato r had obta ined all

applicable preconstruction permits or approvals required under 40 C.F.R. Parts 51 and 52 (1992)

and §3-3-220, Hg = 2.5H.

3. For all other stacks,

Hg = H + 1.5L, where
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Hg = good  engineering practice stack height, measure d from the ground-level eleva tion at the base

of the stack,

H = height of nearby structure measured from the ground-level elevation at the base of the stack,

L = lesser dimension (height or projected width) of nearby structure, provided that the EPA or

District may require the use of a field study or fluid model to verify GEP stack height for the

source; or

4. The height demonstrated by a fluid model or a field study approved by the Control Officer, which

ensures that the  emissions from  a stack do n ot result in exce ssive conce ntrations of any a ir

pollutant as a re sult of atmosp heric dow nwash, wake s, or eddy effe cts created b y the source itself,

nearby structures, or nearby terrain ob stacles.

5. For a specific structure or terrain feature, "nearby" shall be:

a. For purposes of applying the formulae in Subdivisions 2. and 3. of this subsection, that

distance up to five times the lesser of the height or the width dimension of a structure but

not greater than 0.8 km (one half mile).

b. For conducting demonstrations under Subdivision 4. of this subsection, means not greater

than 0.8 km (one half mile).  An exception is that the portion of a terrain feature may be

considered to be nearby which falls within a distance of up to ten times the maximum

height (H+) of the feature, not to exceed two miles if such feature achieved a height (H+)

0.8 km from the stack. The height shall be at least 40 percent of the GEP stack height

determined by the formula provided in Subdivision 3. of this subsection, or 85 feet (26

meters), whichever is greater, as measured from the ground-level elevation at the base of

the stack.

6. "Excessive concentrations" means, for the purpose of determining good engineering practice stack

height under Subdivision 4. of this subsection:

a. For sources seeking credit for stack height exceeding that established under Subdivisions

2. and 3. of this subsection, a maximum ground-level concentration due to emissions from

a stack due in whole or in part to downwash, wakes, and eddy effects produced by nearby

structures or nearby terrain features which individually is at least 40 percent in excess of

the maximum concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash, wakes, or

eddy effects a nd which co ntributes to a to tal concentra tion due to e missions from  all

sources that is greater than an ambient air quality standard.  For sources subject to the

requirements for permits or permit revisions under Article 3 of this chapter, an excessive

concentra tion alternatively m eans a max imum grou nd-level con centration d ue to

emissions from a stack due in whole or part to downwash, wakes or eddy effects produced



by nearby stru ctures or nea rby terrain featu res which ind ividually is at least 40  percent in

excess of the maximum concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash,

wakes or eddy effects and g reater than the applicable ma ximum allowable increase

contained  in Chapter 2 , Article 5 of this C ode.  Th e allowable  emission rate  to be used  in

making demonstrations under Subdivision 4. of this subsection shall be prescribed by the

new source performance standard which is applicable to the source category unless the

owner or operator demonstrates that this emission rate is infeasible.  Where such

demonstrations are approved by the Control Officer, an alternative emission rate shall be

established in consultation with the source owner or operator;

b. For sourc es seeking cre dit after Octo ber 11, 1 983, for inc reases in existing  stack heights

up to the heights established under Subdivisions 2. and 3. of this subsection, either:

i. A maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or in part to downwash,

wakes, or eddy effects as provided in Paragraph a. of this subdivision, except

that emission rate specified by any applicable SIP shall be used; or

ii. The actual presence of a local nuisance caused by the existing stack, as

determined by the Control Officer; and
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c. For sources seeking credit after January 12, 1979, for a stack height determined under

Subdivisio ns 2. and 3 . of this subsectio n, where the C ontrol Office r requires the u se of a

field study or fluid model to verify GEP stack height, for sources seeking stack height

credit after Novemb er 9, 1984, base d on the aerodynam ic influence of cooling towers,

and for sources seeking stack height credit after December 31, 1970 based on the

aerodyna mic influence o f structures not ad equately rep resented b y the equation s in

Subdivisio ns 2. and 3 . of this subsectio n, a maximu m ground -level conce ntration due  in

whole or in part to dow nwash, wakes, or eddy effects that is at least 40 perc ent in excess

of the maximum concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash, wakes, or

eddy effects.

C. The degree of emission limitation required of any source after the respective date given in Subsection A. of

this section for control of any pollutant shall not be affected by so much of any source's stack height that

exceeds good engineering practice or by any other dispersion technique.

D. The good engineering practice (GEP) stack height for any source seeking credit because of plume impaction

which results in co ncentrations  in violation of na tional ambie nt air quality stand ards or ap plicable

prevention of significant deterioration increments can be adjusted by determining the stack height necessary

to predict the same maximum air pollutant concentration on any elevated terrain feature as the maximum

concentration associated with the emission limit which results from modeling the source using the GEP

stack height as determined herein and assuming the elevated terrain features to be equal in elevation to the

GEP  stack height.  If this ad justed GE P stack heig ht is greater than th e stack height the  source pro poses to

use, the source's emission limitation and air quality impact shall be determined using the proposed stack

height and the actual terrain heights.

E. Before the District issues a permit or permit revision under this chapter to a source based on a good

engineering practice stack height that exceeds the height allowed by Subsection B. of this section, the

District shall notify the public of the availability of the demonstration study and provide opportunity for

public hearing in accordance with the requirements of §3-3-210.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Former Section 3-2-290 renumbered without change as Section 3-1-177 effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 2. PERMIT AM ENDME NTS AND REV ISIONS 

3-2-180. F acility changes a llowed w ithout permit rev isions 

A. A facility with a per mit may mak e changes w ithout a perm it revision if all of the follo wing apply:

1. The changes are not modifications under any provi-sion of Title I of the Clean Air Act (1990) or

§1-3-14 0.78. 

2. The changes do not exceed the emissions allowable under the permit whether expressed therein as

a rate of emissions or in terms of total emissions.

3. The cha nges do no t violate any ap plicable req uirements o r trigger any ad ditional app licable

requirements.

4. The changes meet all requirements for processing as a minor permit revision under §3-2-190.

5. The changes do not contravene federally enforceable permit terms and conditions that are

monitoring (including test methods), recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance certification

requirements.

B. The substitution of an item of process or pollution control equipment for an identical or substantially similar

item of proc ess or pollutio n control eq uipment sha ll qualify as a chan ge that doe s not require  a permit

revision, if it meets all of the requirements of Subsections A., D. and E. of this section.

C. Except for sources with authority to operate under general permits, permitted sources may trade increases

and decreases in emissions within the permitted facility, as established in the permit pursuant to §3-1-

081.A.12., where an applicable implementation plan provides for such emissions trades, without applying

for a perm it revision and  based on  the 7 workin g days notice  prescribe d in Subse ction D. of this se ction. 

This provision is available in those cases where the permit does not already provide for such emissions

trading, and shall not include any emission units for which emissions are not quantifiable or for which there

are no replicable pro cedures to enforce the em issions trades.

D. For each  such chang e under Su bsections A . through C. o f this section, a written n otice by certified  mail

shall be received by the Control Officer and, for sources requiring Class A permits, the Administrator a

minimum of 7 working days in advance of the change.  Notification of changes associated with emergency

conditions, such as malfunctions necessitating the replacement of equipment, may be provided less than 7

working days in advance of the change but must be provided as far in advance of the change as possible, or

if advance notification is not practicable, within 3 working days of the change.

E. Each notification shall include:

1. When the proposed change will occur.

2. A description of each such change.

3. Any change in emissions of regulated  air pollutants.

4. The po llutants emitted su bject to the e mis-sions trade , if any.

5. The provisions in the implementation plan that provide for the emissions trade with which the

source will comply and any other information as may be required by the provisions in the

implementation plan authorizing the trade.

6. If the emissions tra ding prov isions of the imp lementation  plan are invo ked, then the p ermit

requireme nts with which the so urce will com ply.

7. Any permit term or condition that is no longer applicable as a result of the change.

F. The permit shield described in §3-1-102 shall not apply to any change made pursuant to Subsections A.

through C of this section.  Compliance with the permit requirements that the source will meet using the

emissions trade shall be determined according to requirements of the implementation plan authorizing the

emissions trade.

G. Except a s otherwise p rovided  for in the perm it, making a cha nge from o ne alternative o perating sce nario to

another as provided under §3-1-081.A.11. shall not require any prior notice under this section.

H. Notwithstanding any other part of this section, the Control Officer may require a permit to be revised for

any change  that when co nsidered to gether with any o ther change s submitted b y the same sou rce under  this

section over the term of the permit, do not satisfy Subsection A.

I. The Co ntrol Officer sh all make ava ilable to the pu blic monthly su mmaries o f all notices rece ived unde r this

section.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 2. PERMIT AM ENDME NTS AND REV ISIONS 

3-2-185. A dministrative perm it amendmen ts 

A. Except for provisions pursuant to Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990), an administrative permit amendment

is a permit revision that does any of the following:

1. Corrects typograph ical errors;

2. Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone number of any person identified in the permit, or

provides a similar minor administrative change at the source;

3. Requires more frequent monitoring or reporting by the permittee;

4. Allows for a change in ownership or operational control of a source as approved under §3-1-090

where the Control Officer determines that no other change in the permit is necessary, provided that

a written agreement con-taining a specific date for transfer of permit responsibility coverage and

liability between the current and new permittee has been submitted to the Control Officer;

B. Administrative permit amendments to Title IV provisions of the permit shall be governed by regulations

promulgated by the Administrator under Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990).

C. The Co ntrol Officer sh all take no mo re than 60 d ays from rece ipt of a reque st for an adm inistrative perm it

amend-ment to take final action on such request, and may incorporate such changes without providing

notice to the public or affected states provided that it designates any such permit revisions as having been

made pursuant to this section.

D. The Control Officer shall submit a copy of Class A permits revised under this section to the Administrator.

E. Except for administrative permit amendments in-volving a transfer under §3-1-090, the source may

implement the changes addressed in the request for an administrative amendment immediately upon sub-

mittal of the requ est.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 2. PERMIT AM ENDME NTS AND REV ISIONS 

3-2-190. M inor permit rev isions 

A. Minor permit revision procedures may be used only for those changes at a source that satisfy all of the

following:

1. Do not v iolate any app licable requ irement;

2. Do not involve substantive changes to exist-ing monitoring, reporting, or recordkeeping

requireme nts in the perm it;

3. Do not require or change a case-by-case determination of an emission limitation or other standard,

or a source specific determ i-nation of ambient im-pacts, or a visibility or increment analysis;

4. Do not seek to establish or change a permit term or condition for which there is no cor-responding

underlying ap plicable req uirement and  that the source  has assumed  in order to a void an ap plicable

requirement to which the source would otherwise be subject.  Such terms and conditions include:

a. A federally en forceable  emissions ca p which the so urce would  assume to av oid

classification as a modification under any provision of Title I of the Clean Air Act (1990);

b. An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant to regulations promulgated under

§112(i)(5) of the Clean Air Act (1990);

5. Are not m odifications u nder any p rovision of T itle I of the Clean  Air Act (19 90) that wo uld result

in a significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to regulation under this Code;

6. Are not modifications under Chapter 7., Article 2. of this Code;

7. Are not ch anges in fuels no t represented  in the permit ap plication or p rovided  for in the perm it;

8. The increase in the source's potential to emit for any regulated pollutant is not significant as

defined in §1-3-140.

9. Are not required to be processed as a significant revision under §3-2-195.

B. As approved by the Control Officer, minor permit revision procedures may be used for permit revisions

involving the use of economic incentives, marketable per-mits, emissions trading, and other similar

approaches, to the extent that such minor permit revision procedures are explicitly provided for in an

applicable implementation plan or in applicable requirements promulgat-ed by the Administrator.

C. An applic ation for mino r permit revisio ns shall be on  the standard  application  form conta ined in Ap pendix

A. and include the follow-ing:

1. A descrip tion of the chan ge, the emissio ns resulting from  the change, a nd any new a ppli-cable

requirements that will apply if the change occu rs;

2. For Class A  sources, the so urce's suggested  draft permit;

3. Certification by a responsible official, consistent with standard p ermit application requireme nts,

that the proposed revision meets the criteria for use of minor permit revision procedures and a

request that such procedures be used.

D. For Class A permits, within 5 working days of receipt of an application for a minor permit revision, the

Control O fficer shall notify the A dministrator a nd affected sta tes of the requ ested perm it revision in

accordance with §3-1-065.

E. The Co ntrol Officer sh all follow the follo wing timetable  for action on  an applica tion for a mino r permit

revision:

1. For Class A permits, the Control Officer shall not issue a final permit revision until after the

Administrator's 45-day review period or until the Administrator has notified the Control Officer

that the Adm inistrator will not o bject to issua nce of the pe rmit revision, wh ichever is first,

although the Control Officer may approve the permit revision prior to that time.  Within 90 days of

the Contro l Officer's receipt o f an applicatio n under m inor perm it revision pro ce-dures, o r 15 days

after the end of the Administrator's 45-day review period, whichever is later, the Control Officer

shall do one or more of the following:

a. Issue the permit revision as proposed.

b. Deny the permit revision application.

c. Determine that the proposed permit revision does not meet the minor permit revision

criteria and should be review ed under the significant revision proce dures.

d. Revise the proposed permit revision and transmit to the Administrator the new proposed



permit revision as required in §3-1-065.

2. Within 9 0 days of the C ontrol Office r's receipt of an ap plication for a  revision of a C lass B perm it

under this section, the Control Officer shall do one or more of the following:

a. Issue the permit revision as proposed.

b. Deny the permit revision application.

c. Determine that the permit revision does not meet the minor permit revision criteria and

should be reviewed  under the significant revision procedu res.

d. Revise and issue the proposed permit revision.

F. The sou rce may ma ke the chang e propo sed in its minor  permit revi-sio n applicatio n immedia tely after it

files the application.  After the source makes the change allowed by the preceding sen-tence, and until the

Control O fficer takes any o f the actions spe cified in Subs ection E. o f this section, the sou rce shall com ply

with both the applicable requirements gov-erning the change and the proposed revised permit terms and

conditions.  During this time period, the source need not comply with the existing permit terms and

conditions it seeks to modify.  However, if the source fails to comply with its proposed permit terms and

conditions during this time period, the existing permit terms and conditions it seeks to revise may be

enforced  against it.

G. The permit shield und er §3-1-102 shall no t extend to minor perm it revision-s.

H. Notwithstanding any other part of this section, the Control Officer may require a permit to be revised under

§3-2-195 for any change that, when considered together with any other changes submitted by the same

source under this section or §3-2-180 over the life of the permit, do not satisfy Subsection A.

I. The Control Officer shall make available to the public monthly summaries of all applications for minor

permit revisions.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 2. PERMIT AM ENDMENTS A ND REVISIONS 

3-2-195. Sig nificant perm it revisions 

A. Significant revision procedures shall be used for applications requesting permit revisions that do not

qualify as minor revisions or as administrative amendments.  Every significant change in existing

monitoring permit terms or conditions and every relaxation of reporting or recordkeeping permit terms or

conditions shall follow  significant revision proc edures.

B. All major modifications to major sources of conventional air pollutants, and any reconstruction of a source,

or a process or production unit, under section 112(g) of the Act and  regulations promulgated thereunder,

shall follow  significant re vision pro cedures  and shall m eet the app ropriate req uireme nts of Ch apter 3.,

Article 3. of this Code.

C. All modifications to major sources of federally listed hazardous air pollutants shall follow significant

revision procedures and shall meet the appropriate requirements of Chapter 7, Article 1.  A physical change

to a sourc e or chan ge in the m ethod o f operatio n of a sou rce that com plies with § 112(g )(1) of the  Clean A ir

Act (1990) shall be a modification required to be processed under this section but not for the purposes of

requiring maximum achievable control technology.

D. All modification s to sources subject to C hapter 7, Article 2 sha ll follow significant revision p rocedures.

E. Significant permit revisions shall meet all requirements of this article for applications, public participation,

review b y affected  States and  review b y the Ad ministrato r as they ap ply to per mit issuan ce and re newal.

F. When  an existing  source ap plies for a sign ificant perm it revision to re vise its perm it from a C lass B perm it

to a Class A  permit, it sha ll submit a C lass A perm it application  in accord ance w ith the prov isions of this

Code.  T he Con trol Officer  shall issue the  entire perm it, and not ju st the portion  being rev ised, in

accordance with Class A permit-content and permit-issuance requirements, including requirements for

public, affected state, and EPA review, as set forth in this Code.

G. The Control Officer shall process the majority of significant permit revision applications within 9 months

of receipt of a com plete permit app lication but in no case lon ger than 18 m onths.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.  Revised May 27, 1998 and ratified July 29, 1998;  Revised July 29, 1998;  revisions remain contingent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision to

the SIP as EPA-approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/96) and the District's Title V program as approved at 61 Fed. Reg. 55910 (10/30/96).]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR

MODIFICAT IONS TO EXISTING M AJOR SOUR CES 

3-3-200. Purpose 

The purpose of this article is to provide an orderly procedure for the review of new major sources of air pollution

and of the major modification of existing major sources through the issuance of permits.  No person shall commence

construction  of a new ma jor source  or the majo r modificatio n of a source  without first obtain ing a permit o r a permit

revision from the Control Officer.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993. former Section 3-2-180 renumbered as Section 3-3-200 and amended effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR

MODIFICAT IONS TO EXISTING M AJOR SOUR CES 

3-3-203. D efinitions 

For purp oses of this article, th e following d efinitions shall app ly:

1. ADVER SE IMPA CT ON  VISIBILITY  - Visibility impairment which interferes with the

management, pro tection, preservation, or enjoym ent of the visitor's visual experience of a Class I

area, as determined according to §3-3-280.

2. MAJ OR SO URCE  - 

a. Any stationary s ource loc ated in a non attainment are a which emits, o r has the pote ntial to

emit, 100 tons per year o r more of any conven tional air pollutant, except as follows:

Pollutant Emitted Nonattainment Pollutant and

Classification

Quantity T hreshold

tons/year or more

Carbon Monoxide (CO) CO, Serious, with stationary

sources as more than 25% of

source inventory

50

Volatile Organic Compounds

(VOC)

Ozone, Serious 50

VOC Ozone, Severe 25

PM10 PM10, Serious 70

or

b. Any stationary source located in an attainment or unclassifiable area which emits, or has

the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more of any conventional air pollutant if the

source is classified as a categorical source, or 250 tons per year or more of any pollutant

subject to regulation under the C lean Air Act (1990 ) if the source is not classified as a

categorical source; or

c. Any chang e to a minor  source whic h would inc rease its emissio ns to the qualifying  levels

specified under Paragraphs a. or b. of this subdivision; or

d. Any stationary source which emits, or has the potential to emit, five or more tons of lead

per year; or

e. Any source classified as major undergoing modification that meets the definition of

reconstruction.

f. A major source that is major for volatile organic compounds shall be considered major

for ozone.

g. A major  source that is m ajor for ox ides of nitroge n shall be co nsidered m ajor for oz one in

nonattainment areas classified as marginal, moderate, serious or severe.

3. RESOU RCE REC OVERY  PROJEC T - Any facility at which solid waste is processed for the

purpose of extracting, converting to energy, or otherwise separating and preparing solid waste for

reuse.  Only energy conversion facilities that utilize solid waste which provides more than 50

percent of the heat input shall be considered a resource recovery project under this article.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR

MODIFICAT IONS TO EXISTING M AJOR SOUR CES 

3-3-205. A pplication requ irements 

A. An application for every permit or permit revision under this article shall, in addition to meeting all other

applicable requirements of Chapter 3 of this Code, clearly set forth how the person proposing to commence

construction of a major source or make a major modification to a major source proposes to effect

complian ce with each a pplicable  requireme nt of:

1. The more stringent of the applicable new source performance standards in Chapter 6 of this Code

or any performance standard or emissions limitation applicable to Pinal County under the Arizona

SIP;

2. The visibility protection requirements contained in §3-3-280;

3. The fugitive emission limitations set forth in Chapter 4 of this Code.

4. Any emission limitation, design, equipment, work practice or operational standard, or combination

thereof that is applicable to the source or modification provided that the degree of emission

limitation required for control of any pollutant under this Code shall not be affected in any manner

by:

a. Stack height in excess of GEP stack height except as provided in §3-1-177; or,

b. Any other dispersion technique, unless implemented prior to December 31, 1970.

5. The applicable standards for hazardous air pollutants contained in Chapter 7 of this Code.

6. A stationary so urce that will emit 5  or more to ns of lead pe r year will not viola te the ambie nt air

quality standards for lead as contained in §2-1-070.

B. Except for assessing air quality impacts within Class I areas, the air impact analysis required to be

conducted in connection with the filing for a permit or permit revision shall initially consider only the

geographical area located within a fifty (50) kilometer radius from the point of greatest emissions for the

new major source or major modification.  The Control Officer (on his own initiative or upon receipt of

written notice from any person) shall have the right at any time to request an enlargement of the

geographical area for which an air quality impact analysis is to be performed by giving the person applying

for the perm it or permit rev ision written notic e thereof, spe cifying the enlarge d radius to b e so consid ered. 

In performing an air impact analysis for any geographical area with a radius of more than fifty (50)

kilometers, the  person ap plying for the  pe rmit or perm it revision may us e monitorin g or mod eling data

obtained from major sources having comparable emissions or having emissions which are capable of being

accurately use d in such de monstration , and which a re subjecte d to terrain an d atmosp heric stability

conditions which are comparable or which may be extrapolated with reasonable accuracy for use in such

demonstration.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993. Former Section 3-2-200 renumbered as Section 3-3-205 amended effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR

MODIFICAT IONS TO EXISTING M AJOR SOUR CES 

3-3-210. A pplication review  process 

In addition to or in lieu of the requirements of Article 1 of this chapter, the Control Officer shall comply with the

following requirements:

1. Within sixty d ays after receip t of an applica tion for a per mit or perm it revision subje ct to this

article, or any addition to such application, the Control Officer shall advise the applicant of any

deficiency by mail.  The date of receipt of a the application shall be, for the purpose of this section,

the date on which the Control Officer received all required information.  The permit application

shall not be d eemed c omplete if the  Control O fficer fails to meet the  requireme nts of this

paragraph.

2. Within 6 months of the receipt of a complete permit or permit revision application, the Control

Officer shall take preliminary action on the application.  Such preliminary action shall include:

a. Making a preliminary determination whether construction should be approved, approved

with conditions, or disapproved;

b. Making available in at least one location in the District a copy of all materials the

applicant submitted, a copy of the preliminary determination, and a copy or summary of

other materials, if any, considered in making the preliminary determination;

c. Scheduling at least one public hearing for interested persons to appear and submit written

or oral comments on the air quality impact of the source, alternatives to it, the control

technology required, and  other appropriate co nsiderations;

d. Notifying the public, by prominent advertisement in a newspaper of general circulation

within the District, the availability of the application materials for review, the preliminary

determination, the degree of increment consumption that is expected from the source or

modification, and of the opportunity for the public to comment at the public hearing(s) as

well as in writing within a time period of 30 days, or such longer duration as may be set

forth in the notice;

e. Providin g written notice, in cluding eac h of the eleme nts included  in the publishe d public

notice, to the permit applicant, the Administrator, the ADEQ Director and to other

officials and agencies having cognizance over the location where the proposed

construction  would oc cur, including  at least:

i. The County Manager;

ii. The city or town managers of the city or town within which, and any city or town

the boundaries of which are within 5 miles of the proposed or existing source

that is the subject of the permit or permit revision application is located;

iii. Any region al land use p lanning agen cy with authority for  land use pla nning in

the area where the proposed or existing source that is the subject of the permit or

permit revision application is located; and

iv. Any state, Federal Land Manager, or Indian governing body whose lands may be

affected by emissions from the proposed source or modification.

3. Within 12 months of the receipt of a complete permit or permit revision application, the Control

Officer shall take final action on the application.  A final action may be preceded by additional

public hearings.  Such final action shall include:

a. Conside ring all written com ments receiv ed within the d efined time p eriod, as we ll as all

oral comments received at the public hearing(s);

b. Making available, at the same location in the District where the applicant's materials were

made available, all public comments received;

c. Preparing a written determination as to whether the application should be approved,

approved with conditions, or disallowed;

d. Notifying the applicant, by copy of the written final determination;



e. Making available, at the same location in the District where the applicant's materials were

made available, a copy of the written final determination.

4. The Control Officer shall terminate a permit or permit revision issued under this section if the

propo sed constru ction or ma jor mod ification is not be gun within 18  months of issua nce, or if

during the construction or ma jor modification, work is suspend ed for more than 18  months.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Former Section 3-2-210 renumbered as Section 3-3-210 and amended effective November 3, 1993.  Amended February 22, 1995.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR

MODIFICAT IONS TO EXISTING M AJOR SOUR CES 

3-3-250. P ermit and per mit revision require ments for sour ces located in atta inment and u nclassifiable areas 

A. Except as provided in Subsections B. through G. in this section and §3-3-270, Innovative Control

Technology, no permit or permit revision under this article shall be issued to a person proposing to construct a new

major source or make a major modification to a major source that would be constructed in an area designated as

attainment or unclassifiable for any pollutant unless the source o r modification meets the following co nditions:

1. A new major source shall apply best available control technology (BACT) for each

conventio nal air pollutan t for which the p otential to em it is significant.

2. A major modification shall apply BACT for each conventional air pollutant for which the

modification would result in a significant net emissions increase at the source.  This requirement

applies to e ach prop osed em issions unit at which  a net emission s increase in the  pollutant wo uld

occur as a r esult of a physica l change or c hange in the m ethod of o peration in the  unit.

3. For phased construction projects, the determination of BACT shall be reviewed and

modified a s approp riate at the latest rea sonable tim e which occ urs no later than  18 mon ths prior to

commencement of construction of each independent phase of the project.  At such time the owner

or operator of the applicable stationary source may be required to demonstrate the adequacy of any

previous determination of best available control technology for the source.

4. The pe rson app lying for the perm it or permit rev ision under th is article perform s an air

impact analysis and monitoring as specified in §3-3-260 and such analysis demonstrates that

allowable e mission incre ases from the  propos ed new m ajor sourc e or majo r modificatio n, in

conjunction with all other applicable emission increases or reductions, including secondary

emissions, for all pollutants listed in §2-5-160, and minor and mobile sources for oxides of

nitrogen and PM10:

a. Wou ld not cause  or contribu te to air pollutio n in violation o f any applicab le

maximum allowable increase over the baseline concentration in Chapter 2, Article 5 of

this Code for any attainment or unclassified area; or

b. Would not contribute to an increase in ambient concentrations for a pollutant by

an amount in excess of the significance level for such pollutant in any area in which

Arizona primary or secondary ambient air quality standards for that pollutant are being

violated.  A new major source of volatile organic compounds or oxides of nitrogen, or a

major modification to a major source of volatile organic compounds or oxides of nitrogen

shall be presumed to contribute to violations of the Arizona ambient air quality standards

for ozone if it will be located within fifty (50) kilometers of a nonattainment area for

ozone.  T he presum ption may b e rebutted fo r a new maj or source  or major  modificatio n if

it can be satisfacto rily demonstr ated to the C ontrol Office r that emissions o f volatile

organic compounds or oxides of nitrogen from the new major source or major

modification will not contribute to violations of the Arizona ambient air quality standards

for ozone in adjacent nonattainment areas for ozone.  Such a demonstration shall include

a showing that topographical, meteorological or other physical factors in the vicinity of

the new maj or source  or major  modificatio n are such tha t transport of vo latile organic

compounds emitted from the source are not expected to contribute to violations of the

ozone standard s in the adjacent nonattainment area s.

5. Air quality models:

a. All estimates of ambient concentrations required under this section shall be

based o n the applica ble air quality m odels, data  bases, and  other requ irements spe cified in

the "Guideline on Air Quality Models (Revised)" EPA-450/2-78-027R, U.S.

Environmental Pro tection Agency, Office of Air Q uality Planning and Standard s,

Research Triangle Park, NC  27711, July 1986), and "Supplement B to the Guideline on

Air Quality M odels" (U .S. Environ mental Pro tection Age ncy, Septem ber 199 0).  Both



documents shall be referred to hereinafter as "Guideline" and are adopted by reference

and on file with th e District.

b. Where an air quality impact model specified in the "Guideline" is inappropriate,

the model may be modified or another model substituted.  Such a change shall be subject

to notice and opportunity for public comment.  Written approval of the EPA

Administrator shall be obtained  for any modification or substitution.  Me thods like those

outlined in the "Workbook for the Comparison of Air Quality Models" (U.S.

Environmental Pro tection Agency, Office of Air Q uality Planning and Standard s,

Research Triangle Park, N.C. 27711, M ay 1978) should be used to determine the

comparability of air quality mode ls.

B. The requirements of this section shall not apply to a new major source or major modification to a

source with respect to a particular pollutant if the person applying for the permit or permit revision under

this article demonstrates that, as to that pollutant, the source or modification is located in an area designated

as nonattainm ent for the po llutant.

C. The req uirements o f this section shall no t apply to a ne w major so urce or ma jor mod ification of a

source if such source or modification would be a major source or major modification only if fugitive

emissions, to the extent quantifiable, are considered in calculating the potential emissions of the source or

modificatio n, and the so urce is not eithe r among the  categorica l sources listed in  §1-3-14 0.25. or b elongs to

the category of sources for which new source performance standards under 40 C.F.R. Part 60 (1992) or

national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants under 40 C.F.R. Part 61 (1992) adopted by the

Administrator prior to August 7, 1980.

D. The requirements of this section shall not apply to a new major source or major modification to a

source when the owner of such source is a nonprofit health or educational institution.

E. The requirements of this section shall not apply to a portable source which would otherwise be a

new major source or major modification to an existing source if such portable source is temporary, is under

a permit or permit revision issued under this chapter, is in compliance with the conditions of that permit or

permit revisio n, the emission s from the sou rce will not imp act a Class I ar ea nor an a rea where a n applicab le

increment is known to be violated, and reasonable notice is given to the Control Officer prior to the

relocation id entifying the pro posed ne w location a nd the pro bable du ration of op eration at the ne w location. 

Such notice shall be given to the Control Officer not less than 10 calendar days in advance of the proposed

relocation unless a different time duration is previously approved by the Control Officer.

F. Special rules applicable to F ederal Land M anagers:

1. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a Federal Land Manager may present

to the Control Officer a demonstration that the emissions attributed to such new major source or

major modification to a source will have significant adverse impact on visibility or other

specifically defin ed air quality re lated values o f any federal m andatory C lass I area de signated in

Chapter 2, Article 4 of this Code regardless of the fact that the change in air quality resulting from

emissions attrib utable to suc h new majo r source or  major mo dification to a so urce in existenc e will

not cause or contribute to concentrations which exceed the maximum allowable increases for a

Class I area. If the Control Officer concurs with such demonstrations, the permit or permit revision

under this article shall be denied.

2. If the owner or operator of a proposed new major source or a source for which major

modificatio n is propo sed dem onstrates to the  Federal L and M anager that the  emissions attrib utable

to such maj or source  or major  modificatio n will have no sig nificant adver se impact o n the visibility

or other specifically defined air quality related values of such areas and the Federal Land Manager

so certifies to the Control Officer, the Control Officer may issue a permit or permit revision under

this article notwithstanding the fact that the change in air quality resulting from emissions

attributable to  such new m ajor sourc e or majo r modificatio n will cause or c ontribute to

concentrations which exceed the maximum allowable increases for a Class I area.  Such a permit or

permit revision under this article shall require that such new major source or major modification

comply with such emission limitations as may b e necessary to assure that emissions will not cause

increases in ambient concentrations greater than the following maximum allowable increases over

baseline concentrations for such p ollutants:



Maxim um Allow able Increase

(Micrograms per cubic meter)

Sulfur Oxide

Period of exposure

Low terrain areas:

24-hour maximum 36
§ 3 -3 - 2 5 0  A t t a i n m e n t / u n c la s s i f i a b l e  p e r m i t  r e q u i r e me n t s

3-hour maximum 130

High terrain areas:

24-hour maximum 62

3-hour maximum 221

G. The issuance of a permit or permit revision under this article in accordance with this section shall not

relieve the owner or operator of the responsibility to comply fully with applicable provisions of the SIP and

any other requirements under County, State, or federal law.

H. At such time tha t a particular so urce or mo dification be comes a m ajor sourc e or majo r modificatio n solely

by virtue of a relaxation in any enforceable limitation which was established after August 7, 1980, on the

capacity of the source or modification otherwise to emit a pollutant, such as a restriction on hours of

operation, then the requirements of this section shall apply to the source or modification as though

construction had not yet commenced on the source or modification.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Former Section 3-2-250 renumbered as Section 3-3-250, amended effective November 3, 1993, amended February 22, 1995.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR

MODIFICAT IONS TO EXISTING M AJOR SOUR CES 

3-3-260. A ir quality impact a nalysis and mo nitoring requ irements 

A. Any application for a permit or permit revision under this article to construct a new major source or major

modification to a major source shall contain an analysis of ambient air quality in the area that the new major

source or major m odification would affect for each of the following  pollutants:

1. For the new  source, eac h pollutant that it wo uld have the  potential to em it in a significant amo unt;

2. For the modification, each pollutant for which it would result in a significant net emissions

increase.

B. With resp ect to any such  pollutant for w hich no Ariz ona amb ient air quality stand ard exists, the an alysis

shall contain such air quality monitoring data as the C ontrol Officer determines is necessary to a ssess

ambient air q uality for that polluta nt in any area tha t the emissions o f the pollutant wo uld affect.

C. With respect to any such pollutant (other than nonmethane hydrocarbons) for which such a standard does

exist, the analysis shall contain continuous air quality monitoring data gathered for purposes of determining

whether emissions of that pollutant would cause or contribute to a violation of the standard or any maximum

allowable increase.

D. In general, the continuous air quality monitoring data that is required shall have been gathered over a period

of at least one ye ar and shall re present at leas t the year prec eding rece ipt of the app lication, excep t that, if

the Control Officer determines that a complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished with monitoring

data gather ed over a  period sho rter than one  year (but no t to be less than fo ur months), the  data that is

required shall have been gathered over at least that shorter period.

E. For any application which becomes complete, except as to the requirements of Subsection C. of this section,

prior to February 9, 1982, the data that Subsection C. of this section requires shall have been gathered over

at least the period from February 9, 1981, to the date the application becomes otherwise complete, except

that:

1. If the new sour ce or mo dification wo uld have b een majo r for that polluta nt under §3 -3-250 as in

effect on October 2, 1979, any monitoring data shall have been gathered over at least the period

required by those regulations.

2. If the Contro l Officer deter mines that a co mplete and  adequa te analysis can b e accom plished with

monitoring data over a shorter period (not to be less than four months), the data that Subsection C.

requires shall have been gathered over that shorter period.

3. If the monitoring data would relate exclusively to ozone and would not have been required under

§3-3-25 0 as in effect on  Octobe r 2, 1979 , the Contro l Officer may w aive the other wise applica ble

requireme nts of this subsec tion to the exten t that the applica nt shows that the m onitoring da ta

would be unrepresentative of air quality over the full year.

F. The ow ner or op erator of a p roposed  stationary sour ce or mo dification to a so urce of vola tile organic

compo unds who  satisfies all conditio ns of 40 C .F.R. 51, A ppendix  S §IV (1 992), ma y provide p ost-

approval monitoring data for ozone in lieu of providing preconstruction data as required under Subsections

B., C., and D. of this section.

G. The owner or operator of a new major source or major modification shall, after construction of the source or

modification, conduct such ambient monitoring as the Control Officer determines is necessary to determine

the effect emissions from the new source or modification may have, or are having, on air quality in any area.

H. The owner or operator of a new major source or major modification shall meet the requirements of 40

C.F.R. Part 58, Appendix B, during the operation of monitoring stations for purposes of satisfying

Subsections B. through G. of this section.
§ 3 -3 - 2 5 0  A t t a i n m e n t / u n c la s s i f i a b l e  p e r m i t  r e q u i r e me n t s

I. The requirements of Subsections B. through H. of this section shall not apply to a new major source or

major m odification to  an existing sour ce with respe ct to monito ring for a par ticular pollutan t if:

1. The emissions increase of the pollutant from the new source or the net emissions increase of the

pollutant from the modification would cause, in any area, air quality impacts less than the

following amounts:



Carbon Monoxide - 575 �¼g/m3, 8-hour average;

Nitrogen Dioxide - 14 �¼g/m3, annual average:

PM10 - 10 �¼g/m3, 24-hour average;

Sulfur Dioxide - 13 �¼g/m3, 24-hour average;

Lead - 0.1 �¼g/m3, 24-hour average;

Fluorides - 0.25 �¼g/m3, 24-hour average;

Total Reduced Sulfur - 10 �¼g/m3, 1-hour average;

Hydrogen Sulfide - 0.04 �¼g/m3, 1-hour average;

Reduced Sulfur Compounds - 10 �¼g/m3, 1-hour average;

Ozone - increased emissions of less than 100 tons per year of volatile organic compounds

or oxides of nitrogen; or,

2. The concentrations of the pollutant in the area that the new source or modification would affect are

less than the concentrations listed in Subdivision 1. of this subsection.

J. Any application for a permit or permit revision under this article to construct a new major source or major

modification to a source shall contain:

1. An analysis of the impairment to visibility, soils and vegetation that would occur as a result of the

new sourc e or mod ification and ge neral com mercial, resid ential, industrial an d other gro wth

associated with the new source or modification.  The applicant need not provide an analysis of the

impact on vegetation having no significant commercial or recreational value.

2. An analysis of the  air quality impa ct projecte d for the area  as a result of gen eral comm ercial,

residential, industrial and other growth associated with the new source or modification.
[Adopted  effective June 29,  1993.  For mer Section 3- 2-260 renu mbered as Sect ion 3-3-260  and amended effect ive November 3, 1 993.  Tent atively revised as indicat ed on 5/14/ 97;  revisions
remain contingent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision to the SIP as EPA-approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/96).]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR

MODIFICAT IONS TO EXISTING M AJOR SOUR CES 

3-3-270. Innovative control technology 

A. Notwithstanding the provisions of §§3-3-250.A.1., 3-3-250.A.2. and 3-3-250.A.3. the owner or operator of

a proposed new major source or major modification may request that the Control Officer approve a system

of innovative control technolo gy rather than the best available control techno logy requirements otherwise

applicable to the new source or modification.

B. The Control Officer shall approve the installation of a system of innovative control technology if the

following co nditions are m et:

1. The owner or operator of the proposed source or mo dification satisfactorily demonstrates that the

proposed control system would not cause or contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health,

welfare, or safety in its operation or function;

2. The ow ner or op erator agre es to achieve  a level of con tinuous emissio ns reduction  equivalent to

that which would have been required under §3-3-250.A.2. by a date specified in the permit or

permit revision under this article for the source.  Such date shall not be later than four years from

the time of start-up or seven years from permit or permit revision issuance under this article;

3. The source or modification would meet requirements equivalent to those in § 3-3-250.A. based on

the emissions rate that the stationary source employing the system of innovative control technology

would be required to meet on the date specified in the permit or permit revision under this article.

4. Before the date specified in the permit or permit revision under this article, the source or

modificatio n would no t:

a. Cause or contribute to any violation of an applicable State ambient air quality standard;

or,

b. Impact any portion of any Class I area; or

c. Impact an y portion of a ny other area  where an ap plicable am bient increm ental standar d is

known to be violated in that portion.

5. All other applicable requirements, including those for public participation contained in §3-3-210

have bee n met.

6. The Contro l Officer receives the consent of the gove rnors of other affected states.

C. The Control Officer shall withdraw any approval to employ a system of innovative control technology made

under this sec tion if:

1. The proposed system fails by the specified date to achieve the required continuous emissions

reduction rate; or,

2. The pro posed syste m fails before  the specified d ate so as to co ntribute to an u nreasona ble risk to

public health, welfare, or safety; or,

3. The Control Officer decides at any time that the proposed system is unlikely to achieve the

required le vel of contro l or to prote ct the public h ealth, welfare, o r safety.

D. If the new source or major modification fails to meet the required level of continuous emissions reduction

within the specified time period, or if the approval is withdrawn in accordance with Subsection C. above,

the Control Officer may allow the owner or operator of the source or modification up to an additional three

years to mee t the requirem ent for the app lication of bes t available co ntrol techno logy through  use of a

demon strated system o f control.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Former Section 3-2-270 renumbered as Section 3-3-270 and amended effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR

MODIFICAT IONS TO EXISTING M AJOR SOUR CES 

3-3-275. A ir quality models 

A. Wher e the Contro l Officer requ ires a perso n requesting a  permit or p ermit revision u nder this article to

perform air quality impact modeling to obtain such permit or permit revision under this article, the modeling

shall be performed in a manner consistent with the "Guideline".

B. Wher e the perso n requesting a  permit or p ermit revision u nder this article c an demo nstrate that an air

quality impact model specified in the Guideline is inappropriate, the model may be modified or another

model sub stituted.  How ever, befor e such mo dification or su bstitution can o ccur the Co ntrol Officer sh all

make a written  finding that:

1. No mo del in the Gu ideline is app ropriate for  a particular p ermit or pe rmit revision un der this

article under consideration; or

2. The data base required for the appropriate model in the Guideline is not available; and

3. The mo del prop osed as a su bstitute or mo dification is likely to p roduce re sults equal or su perior to

those obtained by models in the Guideline; and

4. The model proposed  as a substitute or modification has been approved by the Administrator.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Former Section 3-1-160 renumbered without change as Section 3-3-275 effective November 3, 1993.]



CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR

MODIFICAT IONS TO EXISTING M AJOR SOUR CES 

3-3-280. Visibility protection 

A. For any new major source or major modification subject to the provisions of this chapter, no permit or

permit revision under this article shall be issued to a person proposing to construct or modify the source

unless the applicant has provided:

1. An analysis of the anticipated impacts of the proposed source on visibility in any Class I area

which may be affected by the  emissions from that source; and

2. Results of monitoring of visibility in any Class I area near the proposed source for such purposes

and by such means as the Control Officer determines is necessary and appropriate.

B. A determination of an adverse impact on visibility shall be made based on consideration of all of the

following factors:

1. The times of visitor use of the Class I area.

2. The freq uency and  timing of natura l conditions in th e Class I area  that reduce v isibility.

3. All of the following visibility impairment characteristics:

a. Geogra phic extent.

b. Intensity.

c. Duration.

d. Frequen cy.

e. Time o f day.

4. The correlation between the characteristics listed in Subdivision 3. of this subsection and the

factors described in Subdivisions 1. and 2. of this subsection.

C. The Co ntrol Officer sh all not issue a pe rmit or perm it revision pursu ant to this article or  Article 1 of this

chapter for any new major source or major modification subject to this Code unless the following

requireme nts have bee n met:

1. The Control Officer shall notify the individuals identified in Subdivision 2. of this subsection

within 30 days of receipt of any advance notification of any such permit or permit revision

application under this article.

2. Within 30 days after receipt of the permit or permit revision application under this article for a

source whose emissions may affect a Class I area, the Control Officer shall provide written

notification of the  application  to the Fede ral Land M anager and  the federal o fficial charged w ith

direct respo nsibility for mana gement of a ny lands within an y such area.  T he notice sha ll:

a. Include a copy of all information relevant to the permit or permit revision application

under this article;

b. Include an analysis of the anticipated impacts of the proposed source on visibility in any

Class I area which may be affected by emissions from the source; and

c. Provide for no less than a 30 day period within which written comments may be

submitted.

3. The Co ntrol Officer sh all consider a ny analysis pro vided by the  Federal L and M anager that is

received within the comment period provided in Subdivision 2. of this subsection.

a. Where the Control Officer finds that the analysis provided by the Federal Land Manager

does not demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Control Officer that an adverse impact on

visibility will result in the Class I area, the Control Officer shall, within the public notice

required by §3-3-210, either explain the decision or specify where the explanation can be

obtained.

b. When the Control Officer finds that the analysis provided by the Federal Land Manager

demon strates to the satisfac tion of the Co ntrol Officer tha t an adverse  impact on  visibility

will result in the Class I  area, the Co ntrol Officer sh all not issue a pe rmit or perm it

revision under this article for the proposed major new source or major modification.

4. When the proposed permit decision is made pursuant to §3-3-210 and available for public review,



the Contro l Officer shall pro vide the indiv iduals identified  in Subdivisio n 2. of this subse ction with

a copy of the  propos ed perm it decision and  shall make av ailable to them  any materials use d in

making that determination.
[Adopted effective June 29, 1993.  Former Section 3-2-280 renumbered as Section 3-3-280 and amended effective November 3, 1993.]



initial Class I and 11 permits governed by 53-1-040 or significant permit revisions 
, final action on the permit or permit revision shall be taken within 120 days after 

3. None of the surcharges permlt processing shall be applied toward the applicable maximum 
permit fee. 

[ A d u p l d c l Y ~ r l \ ~ V o ~ r m h r  1. I*'>? A m c d d  A u p n  li. 2001 1 

3-7-1540, Review of final bill 

Disposition of  the informal review shal l  be mailed to the reque ten working days af ter  the informal 
review. 

R. The Control Officer's decision after the informal review shall become final within thirty days after receipt 
of the decision the applicant requests in writing a hearing pursuant to 53-1-080. 

IAdopldfln. lnc\ iovemk I. 1991 Y 1 1 8 d l u l )  12. 2[ln, u l h  rhar~grronllngoa vplrn IFPA .ppro,nl ollnlrnm TlllcV pro&Tmlwproiil *I hl 6R 35910 iIO'301'M)j 

3-7-650. Late fee charge 
Owners or operators of permitted sources shall owe a late charge of 1.5% per month for 
30 days after they are due. 
[Adopld~rrrr l lve hnirmkr 1. 1991. A n l ~ n d d  iehmarj ii. i W 5  Amendrd A u e u ~ l  I ? .  2m1 I 

3-7-660. Hearing Board appeal fee 
Subject to  the exception set forth in $3-1-080.D., the appeal fee for appealing the grant, denial or  t 
o r  permit  r e v ~ s i o n ,  or  an adverse  app l i cab~ l i ty  decision regarding eligibility fo r  an  authorizat ion to 
general permit, to the Hearing Board shall be the greater of $100.00 or 2% of  the fee for the perm 
t h e  Control Officer or  otherwise provided by these rules, which the Board of Supervisors finds to be 
just estimate of the actual costs incurred by the District in conducting a hearing before the Hearing Board. 
[Adnptd rCTec~re\io~cntlrr 3. 1991 Amtndd F&- 22. 1595.) 

ARTICLE 8. OPEN BURNING 

3-8-700. General provisions 
A. Applicability 

I .  General Prohibition 
Notwithstanding the provisions of any other rule in this Chapter, and subject to the exemptions set forth in this 
section, it is unlawful for any person to ignite, cause to be ignited, permlt to be ignited, or suffer, allow or  
malntain any open outdoor fire. 

2. Conditional Statutory Exemptions 
Provided a public officer, as  defined in the subsections below, gives permission in writing for a fire, and 
immediately transmits a copy o f  such wri t ten permission t o  the Director  o f  the Department o f  Environmental 
Quality and to the Control Officer, and further provided that the setting of any such fire shall be conducted in 
a manner and at such time as approved by the Control Officer, unless doing so would defeat the purpose of the 
exemption, the following fires are exempt from this Article: 

a. Any fire set or permitted by any public officer in the performance of official duty. if such fire is set or 
per-mission given for the purpose-  o f  weed abatement, t h e -  prevention of a fire hazard, or instruction in the 
methods of fighting fires. 

b. Fires set by or permitted by the state entomolorist or countv acricultural agents of the county for the oumose . - . . 
of disease and pest prevention. 

c. Fires set by or permitted by the state or any of its agencies, departments or  political subdivisions, for the 
purpose of watershed rehabilitation or control through vegetative manipulat~on. 

3. Other Statutory Exemptions 
The following fires are exempt from regulation under this Article: 

a. Fires used only for cooking of food or  for providing warmth for human beings or for recreational purposes 
or  the branding of animals. For purposes of this exemption. a "recreational purpose" fire is an  outdoor fire, 
which burns material other than household waste or  prohibited materials, and has a total fuel area of 3 feet 
or less in diameter and 2 feet or less in height. 

b. Fires set by or permitted by the federal government or any of its departments, agencies or agents. 
4. Regulatory Exemptions 

For the purposes of this rule and article, the following shall neither be regarded as nor deemed open burning: 
a. The subterranean detonation of explosives. 
b. The  d i sp lay  of f i r eworks  for  recreat ional  purposes o r  pyrotechnics  f o r  musical  o r  cinematicl theatr ical  

functions, provided any person detonating such fireworks or  pyrotechnics has a permit approved by the Pinal 
County Board of Supervisors 

c. Fires for the ceremonial destruction of flags. 
5. Default Em~ssion Rate Assumption 

Unless specif ical ly authorized under  the preceding defini t ions o f  permit-authorized fires, f i res  set for  the 
disposal  o f  materials shal l  be presumed t o  have a potent ial  to  emi t  greater  than "de  minimis amounts"  o f  
regulated air pollutants and shall require a stationary source permit as specified under 53-1-040. 

B. Definitions. 
"Agricultural Burning" means burning of vegetative materials related to the production and harvesting of crops 
and raising of animals for the purpose of marketing for a profit, or  providing a livelihood, but not including the 
burning of household waste or prohibited materials. Burning may be conducted in fields, piles, ditch banks, fence 
rows. or canal laterals for purposes such as weed control, disease and pest prevention, or site preparation. 
"Air curtain destructor" means an incineration device which operates by forcefully projecting a curtain of alr across 
an open chamber or open p ~ t  in which combustion occurs. 

Courteav codification inc lud>ne  revisions through May 18.2005 52 lilewm- ~ a y 1 8 n ) l u l  



"Approved waste burner" means an incinerator constructed o f  fire resistant material w i th  a top cover or screen, 
which is closed when in  use having opening in  the sides or top no greater than one inch in  diameter. 
"Class I Area" means any one o f  the Arizona mandatory Federal Class I Areas defined in  A.R.S. $49-401.01. 
"Control OWcer" has the same meaning as in  A.R.S. 949-471. 
"Date of  Issuance" the actual date that the open burning application is sipned by  the Control Off icer or hisiher - . .  
representative. 
"Dangerous material" is any substance or  combination o f  substances that is capable o f  causing bodi ly  harm or  
property loss unless neutralized. consumed or otherwise disposed of in a safe and controlled manner. 
"Delegated authority" means any o f  the following: 
I. A county, city, town, alr pollution control district, or fire district that has been delegated authority to issue 

open burning permits by the Director under A.R.S. $49-Sol(£): or 
2. A private fire protection servlce provider that has been assigned authority to issue open burning permits by 

one o f  the authorities listed in the preceding subsection of  this definition. 
"De Minimis amount" is the lesser of: the potential o f  a source to emit I ton per year of any air pollutant; or the 
potential o f a  source to emit 5.5 Ibslday o f  any air pollutant. 
"Director" means the Director o f  the Department o f  Environmental Quality, or hislher designee. 
"Effective date of Permit" is the actual date that open burning operations may commence, which w i l l  be no later 
than 10 days after the "Date o f  Issuance." 
"Emission reduction techniaues" are techniaues for contro l l inr  emissions f rom open outdoor fires to min imize the 
amount of emissions output per unit o f  area burned. 
"Household waste" means any solid waste including garbage. rubbish and sanitary waste from septic tanks that is 
generated f r o m  househo lds  i n c l u d i n g  s ing le  and  m u l t i p l e  f a m i l y  residences, bunkhouses,  ranger  s tat ions,  c r e w  
quar te rs ,  c a m p g r o u n d s ,  p i c n i c  g rounds ,  a n d  d a y  use r e c r e a t i o n a l  areas, n o t  i n c l u d i n g  c o n s t r u c t i o n  debr i s ,  
landscaping rubble or demolition debris. 
"Open outdoor fire", as used i n  this rule, means any combustion o f  combustible material o f  any type outdoors, i n  
the open where the products of combustion are not dlrected through a flue. "Flue", as used i n  this rule, means any 
duct or passage for air, gases or the like, such as a stack or chimney. Open outdoor fires can include agricultural, 
res iden t ia l .  commerc ia l ,  and p resc r ibed  bu rn ing .  Purposes for  f i res can inc lude  p reven t ion  o f  a f i re  hazard, 
instruction in the methods of fighting fires, watershed rehabilitation, disease and pest prevention. 
"Prescribed burning"  means the burning of  vegetative mater ia l  I n  predominant ly  undeveloped land to  improve 
forested, open range or watershed condition. 
"Prohib i ted materials" means nonpaper garbage from the processing, storage, service, o r  consumption o f  food; 
chemically treated wood; tires: explosives or  ammunit ion; oleanders; asphalt shingles; tar paper; plastic and 
rubber products, i n c l u d i n g  bot t les f o r  household chemicals;  p last ic  grocery and  re ta i l  bags; waste pe t ro leum 
products; such as waste crankcase oil ,  transmission o i l  and o i l  filters; transformer oils; asbestos; batteries; anti- 
freeze; aerosol spray cans; electrical w i re  insulation: thermal insulation; polyester products; hazardous waste 
products such as paints, pesticides. cleaners, and solvents. stains and varnishes and other flammable l iquids; plastic 
oest ic ide baes and containers: and hazardous mater ia l  containers i n c l u d i n a  those that conta ined lead. cadmium. - 
mercury, or arsenic compounds. 
"Residential burning" means open burning o f  vegetative materials that is generated only f rom that property and 
conducted b y  o r  for the occupants of  residential dwell ings, but does not  include the burning o f  household waste 
or prohibited materials. 

C. Permit-authorized fires. 
Provided a permit is first obtained from the Control Officer, no prohibited wastes or household wastes are burned 
unless otherwise specified, and a site map of the burn site is provided, the fo l l ow ing  f ires are a l lowed under this 
Section: 
I. Permitted residential fires: 

a. Generally Allowable Combustible Materials: Residential fires set for the disposal o f  leaves, lawn clippings, 
tree t r immings and other ho r t i cu l tu ra l  warte, p rov ided  that n o  mater ia ls  that generate tox ic  fumes, such as 
oleander leaves or branches, may be burned. Resident~al  bu rn ing  must be conducted on a single contiguous 
property designed for and used exclusively as a private residence. 

b. Conditional,Approval to Bum Domestic Household Waste 
Fires set In  an approved waste burner for the disposal of those portions o f  domestic household waste generated 

at a private residence. Such fires are allowed: 
I. On farms and ranches o f  40 acres or more where no refuse collection and disposal rervice is available; or 
ii. For household waste generated on-site. where no household waste collection and disposal service is available, 

and where the nearest other dwelling unit is at least 500 feet away. 
Unless a permit is specifically endorsed by  the Control Officer to ver i fy  that waste pickup service is not 
available, and to  e ~ p r e s s l y  a l low burning o f  domestic household waste. burn ing o f  such waste is PROHIBITED. 

C. Small Scale Residential Permit: Under a "small scale" residential open burning permit, the quantlty o f  
material that may be burned dur ing the one-month permi t  shall not  exceed 10 cubic yards o f  non-compacted 
material. A "smal l  scale" residential permi t  be renewed on a month- to-month basis, wi thout  l imi tat ion.  

d. Large Scale Residential permi t :  Under a ?&e scale': residential open burning permit, the quantity o f  
mater ia l  that may be burned dur ing  the one-month pe rm i t  term shal l  not  exceed 20 cubic yardr o f  non-  
compacted material. A "large scale" residential permit may only be issued for a single location. defined by  
an assessor's parcel number, twice in  a calendar year. 

2. Permitted commercial fires: 
a. Generally Allowable Combustible Materials: Commercial Fires may be set for the disposal o f  leaves, lawn 

cl ippings, tree tr immtngs and other hor t icu l tura l  waste. prov ided that no mater ia ls  that generate tox ic  fumes, 
such as oleander leaves o r  branches, may be burned. Commercia l  bu rn ing  must be conducted on a single 
contiguous property designed for and used exclusively as a single business. 

b. Small Scale Commercial Permit: Under a "small scale" commercial open burning permit, the quantity o f  
mater ia l  that may be burned dur ing  the one-month pe rm i t  term shal l  not  exceed 10 cubic yards of  non- 
compacted material. A "small scale" commercial permit may be renewed on  a month-to-month basis, wi thout  
limitation. 

c. Large Scale Commercial Permit: Under "large scale" commerc~a l  open burning permit, the quantity o f  
mater ia l  that may  be burned dur ing  the one-month pe rm i t  te rm shal l  not  exceed 20 cubic yards o f  non-  
compacted material. A "large scale" commercial permit may only be issued for a single location, defined by  
assessor's parcel number, twice in  a calendar year. 

d. Commercial Land Clearing Permit: 
I. Open  b u r n i n g  a c t i v i t i e s  w h i c h  tnc lude one- t ime  l a n d - c l e a r i n g  opera t ions  tha t  i n v o l v e  non-compac ted  

vegetative materials greater than those allowed above in section 2.a. through 2.c. 
2. Land clearing burns may be authorized by written permission from the Control Off icer if the burning w i l l  

not adversely affect publ ic  health or  safety, and w i l l  not  cause or  contribute to a nuisance, traffic hazard, 
or to a violation o f  any air quality standard. 

(a) The applicant shall submit a non-refundable application fee, as specified in  Appendix C. 
(b) The applicant shall also pay an additional non-refundable per-acre fee, as also specified in Appendix C. 

3. Authorization for  the land clearing burn may be revoked by  the Control Officer i f  the burning causes 
nulsance condi t ions,  i s  not  conducted i n  accordance w i t h  the speci f ied condi t ions,  v io lates any p rov is ion  
of an applicable permit, or causes a violation of any air quality standard. 

4. If the permittee wishes to use an air curtain destructor for land clearing, such device should be operated 
pursuant to the manufacturer's specifications and the following limitations: 

(a) Ai r  curtain destructors shall not be operated closer than 500 feet from the nearest dwelling. 
(b) A i r  curtain destructors must also comply wi th the applicable requirements o f  40 C.F.R. Section 60.2245 

to 60.2260. 
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3. Permitted agricultural fires: 
Fires set for weed control or abatement, clearing fields or ditches o f  vegetation, or the disposal of other naturally 
grown products o f  horticulture, provided that no materials that generate toxic fumes. such as oleander leaves or 
branches, may be burned. 

4. Permitted trainlng exercise fires (non-governmental agenciesicompanies): 
Fires set for the instruction o f  fire fighting methods. 

5. Permitted building-demolition, or building-material demolition fires: 
Fires set for the disposal o f  abandoned buildings or building materials, provided that no such permit shall be 
issued un t i l  after an on-site inspection b y  the District. Bui ld ing demolit ion burns may be authorized by wr i t ten 
permission from the Control Officer if there is no practical alternative, and i f  the burning w i l l  not adversely affect 
public health or safety, and w i l l  not cause or contribute to a nuisance, traffic hazard, or to a violation of  any air 
quality standard. 

(a) The applicant shall submit a non-refundable pre-permit inspection fee, as specified in Appendix C. 
(b) The applicant shall pay an additional permit issuance fee, as also specified in  Appendix C. 

6. Permitted fires for the destruction o f  dangerous materials: 
Fires set for  the destruct~on o f  dangerous or hazardous materials are allowed when the materials are too 
dangerous to store and transport, p rov~ded  that no such permit shall be issued unt i l  after an on-site inspection by 
the District. Fires set for the destruction of  dangerous materials shall only be allowed where there is  no safe 
a l ternat ive method o f  disposal, and when the burn ing  o f  such mater ia ls  does not resul t  I n  the emission o f  
hazardous or toxic substances either d i rect ly  or as a product o f  combustion in amounts that w i l l  endanger health 
or safety. 

(a) The applicant shall submit a non-refundable pre-permit inspection fee, as specified in Appendix C 
(b) The applicant shall pay an additional permit issuance fee, as also specified in  Appendix C. 

7. Bonfire Permits: 
Provided no prohibited materials or household wastes, as defined in  $3-8-700.B., are burned: a city, town, county 
statutory districts, o r  other po l i t i ca l  subdiv is ion established b y  statute may obtain a no-cost bon f i re  permit  fo r  
a community or clvlc event. 

a. A written request from the public entity is required. 
b. The quantity o f  material that may be burned during the permit term shall not exceed 20 cubic yards of non- 

compacted material. 
D. Pemut conditions. 

Al l  oermits shall include the followinr: 
I. Contact Information 

A means of contacting the permittee - .  
2. Permit term 

The term o f  Lhe temporary open burning permit, which shall: 
a. For a resrdential or commercial permit, not exceed one month from the effective date: 
b. For an agricultural permit, not exceed one year from the effective date; 
c. For a demolition permit or a destruction of hazardous materials permit, not exceed sixty (60) days from the 

effective date; 
d. Not, regardless o f  term, authorize any violation o f  any burning ban that a local fire departmentidistrict may 

impose for purposes o f  public safety or other purposes. 
e. For a training exercise permit, not exceed a permit specified 7-day period from the effective date. 
f For a commercial land clearing bum permit, not exceed sixty (60) days from the effective date, provided that 

the permittee may. upon application but wlthout cost, be allowed one sixty (60) day extension o f  such a land 
clearing permit. 

g. For a bonfire, not exceed a 3-day period, which dates shall be specified in  the permit. 
h. No  person affected by a "no bum" restriction or permit suspension shall be entitled to an extension o f  the bum 

oermit term. . ~~~~ 

3. Permits subject to suspension orders. 
A l l  permits shall note that all burning be extinguished at the discretion o f  the Control Officer or his authorized 
representative during periods o f  inadequate atmospheric smoke dispersion, including: 

a. When an air stagnation advisory is issued by the Director of ADEQ or the National Weather Service: 
b. When an air pollution emergency episode alert, warning, or emergency as required by 552-7-230 to 2-7-720 

is declared; 
c. Dur ing  periods o f  excessive v i s i b i l i t y  impairment wh ich  cou ld  adversely affect publ ic  safety o r  ~ m p a i r  

visibility in Class I areas; or 
d. During periods o f  extreme fire danger, or during periods when smoke IS blown into populated areas so as lo  

create or threaten to create a public nuisance. 
4. Emission Reduction Techniques 

The permit applicant shall note on the permit applicationiperm~t form the types o f  emission reduction techniques 
that the permittee wi l l  use to minimize fire emissions. 

5.  Burn Management Provisions 
A l l  permits shall also contain the following conditions: 

a. Materials that may be burned. 
b. Allowable bum times are: 

8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. April I through September 30 
9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. October I through March 31 

c. Wind speed while burning shall not be less than 5 miles per hour (mph) or greater than 15 mph. I f  the wind 
increases dur lng  burning, a l l  f ireslsmoke must be extinguished completely u n t i l  the w ind  speed i s  a g a ~ n  I n  
the range o f  5 mph to 15 mph. 

d. The fire must be constantly attended, with reasonable control tools (water or dirt) on hand at all times, and 
the person conducting the bum must have a copy o f  the bum permit on-site during open burning. 

e. When the burn is completed, the fire must be completely extinguished. A l l  burning must cease by the times 
noted above. 

f. A requirement that each open bum be started using items that do not cause the production o f  black smoke. 
g. A requirement that the burning pit, burning pile, or approved waste burner be at least 50 feet from the nearest 

other dwelling unit. 
h. The person conducting the open burning must not i fy  the local fire-fighting agency, f ire district or municipal 

fire department, or i f  none in existence, the state forester, pnor to commencement o f  open burning. 
i. O ~ e n  bumine shall be conducted onlv durine atmos~heric conditions which: 

I. ' ~ r c t c n t  dkpenlun o f  make Into p o p u ~ a l ~  xed\; 
11. Prc\cnl vlr~oll l ty Impalrmcnt on Ird\elcJ r o d \  ur dt dlrpun, thdt rebult .n ,dfcr, hd/drd: . . . 
111. Do not create a bubllc nuisance or adverselv affect oubiic safetv: 
\ Do nut zauw dny dd\cr,e .mpd~.t to \~s lb~ l r t y  rn C Id\, I dred. dnd 

\ Do not wu3c uncuntrul.dhlc \preddrnl: c~fthc fire 

j. , 
The permittee shall not conduct open burning when: 

I. The National Weather Service has issued an air stagnation advisory for the affected area; 
li. During periods when smoke can he expected to accumulate to the extent that i t  w i l l  significantly impair 

... visibility i n  Class I areas; or 
111. When any stage air pollution episode is declared under Code 552-7-230 to 2-7-720. 

k. The permit shall include a copy of  the activities proh~bited and the criminal penalties for reckless burning 
included In A.R.S. 613-1706. 

E. Permit Reporting ~ e ~ u i r e i e n t s  
The following information shall be provided to the Control Officer for each date open burning occurred, either on 
a daily basis on the day of the fire, or after the hum permit period ends, or in  an annual report prior to April I. The 
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report shall be submitted in a fonnat provided by the Director or Control Officer and include: 
1. The date of the bum; 
2. The type and quantity of fuel burned for each date open burning occurred; 
3. The fire type, such as pile or windrow, for each date open burning occurred; 
4. For each date open burning occurred, the legal location, to the nearest township, range and section; or latitude 

and longitude. to the nearest demee minute; or street address; or parcel number. 
F. Permissible xelegation of authority - 

I. The Control Officer  may delegate the authority for  the issuance o f  allowable open burning permits to 
responsible  de lega ted  au thor i t i e s  a s  defined in 93-8-700.8.  Anyone  delegated the  authori ty for  issuance o f  
open burning permits  shal l  maintain a copy o f  al l  cu r ren t ly  e f fec t ive  permits  issued ~ n c l u d i n g  a means o f  
contacting the person authorized by the permit to set an open fire in the event that an order for extinguishing 
of open burning i s  issued. This  includes a no burn restriction when monitoring or  forecasting indicates the 
carbon monoxide s tandard i s  likely to be exceeded in Area A, as  defined in A.R.S. 49-541, and Chapter  4, 
Article 3,4-3-060.C of the Pinal County Air Quality Control District (PCAQCD) Code of Regulations. 

G. Open Bum Permit Suspensions 
I. A "no burn" restriction shall be imposed with respect to open burning regulated by Pinal County, whenever 

monitoring or  forecasting indicates the carbon monoxide standard is likely to be exceeded. Such a "no burn" 
restriction applies  to  al l  burning regulated under this Code,  even including burning by persons who may hold 
an otherwise valid open burning permit issued by Pinal County. 

2. That  "no burn" restr ic t ion shall arlse by operation o f  law whenever  the Maricopa County Environmental 
Services or ADEQ declares such a "no bum" restriction in neighboring Maricopa County. 

H. Violations 
Failure to obtain a permit, or  failure to comply with the conditions of a permit, shall be subject to civil andlor 
criminal penalties in any o f  the following statutes: A.R.S. 9913.1706, 49-502,  49-511, 49-512, 49-513,  or  49-514. 

I. Limited scope of rule. 
Nothing in this rule shall authorize or permit any practice, which is a violation of any statute, ordinance, rule or 

regulation. 
[Ad-ud eTTccorr h n c  29. IWI F o m  Sccnon 1 6 5 6 3  mumboodxrWul r- u kua 1.8120 rTTccUrr N o m b c r  1. lWl L~nudeffcncve Feb- 12. 1W5 -drd F c b w  11.2001 h e d d  OElobn 17, >OM I 

8 .  Signature and acknowledgement 
, and that signature shall constitute an 

set pursuant to the permit; 
2. The issuance by the Control Officer g Permit does not release the permittee from 

restricted by a fire de fees paid are non-refundable, 

from the Control Officer 

CHAPTER 4. EMISSIONS FROM EXISTING AND NEW NON-POINT SOURCES 

ARTICLE 1. ADOPTED DOCUMENT(S) 

6 is hereby adopted by reference and made a part of this Code 

ARTICLE 2. FUGITIVE DUST 

4-2420. General 
The purpose o f  this ar t ic le  regulate operations which periodical ly may cause fugitive dust emissions 
into the atmosphere. 
[ ~ d ~ ! d ~ f f ~ ~ , r ~  lux 29 IPVI nlvlr.d 1zidi2m1 I 

4-2-030. Definitions 
For the purpose of this article, the following definitions 

a temporary or permanent nature. 
[Adwed rffcc~lur June 19. 1991 Rcvlvd l l Y i l m i  j 

a r ea ,  vacant  lot o r  sa l e s  lot, or  a n  urban or  suburban open  area to be 
demolished, cleared, or  leveled, or  the earth to be moved or excavated, or fill 
reasonable precautions to effectively prevent fugitive dust from becormng airborne. 

B. No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit a vacant lot, or an urban or suburban op 
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G. Open Burn Permit Suspensions 
I. A "no burn" restriction shall be ' 

Maricopa County Environmental 

3-8-710. Permit provisions and administration 
A. Burn permit fees 

I. Required fees 
A fee shall be charged for a Temporary Open Burning permit according to the fee schedules found in Appendix 

n 
C .  

2. No Refunds 
No person affected by a permit suspension or "no bum" restriction as allowed under these rules shall be entitled 
to a refund of any monies paid for an open burning permit. 

B. Signature and acknowledgement 
Every open burning permit shall be signed by the person obtaining the permit, and that signature shall constitute an 
acknowledgement that: 
I. The person obtaining the permit bears responsibility for any failure to properly and adequately control any fire 

set pursuant to the permit; 
2. The issuance by the Control Officer of a Temporary Open Burning Permit does not release the permittee from 

any  o f  the r equ i rement s  o f  a f i r e  departmentldis tr ic t  having ju r i sd ic t ion ,  a n d  a permit  s o  issued must be 
validated by said fire departmentldistrict to be effective. The permittee is solely responsible for complying with 
such fire departmentldistrict requirements or restrictions. 

3. Even though burning may be separately restricted by a fire departmentldistrict; all fees paid are non-refundable, 
and bum permits will not be extended due to an open burning restriction. 

4. Open burning at a time or In a manner contrary to the terms of the permit or an order from the Control Officer 
shall constitute one or more violations as set forth in 53-8-700. 

C. Storage of materials prone to spontaneous combustion 
Outdoor disposal or deposition of any non-agricultural materials (100 cubic yards or  greater) capable of igniting 
spontaneously, with the exception o f  fossil fuels (coal), shall not be allowed, without providing adequate fire-fighting 
materials, such as sand, dirt, or water. 

[~doprrd r r . r~ i i r  ~ u n r  m. IWI ~ o m r r s n a r n  3.6570 murnbcd u santon 3-8-710 md -6.drffc.c1vc~ovcmbr I,  1991 *mcndrd~drulni22.  19% ~ n r o 6 . d ~ e ~ ~ b . r  11.2000 h m d r d  F I ~ -  I i .  2 0 ~  *mmdrd 0 r ~ h r 2 1 .  zmr 1 

CHAPTER 4. EMISSIONS FROM EXISTING AND NEW NON-POINT SOURCES 

ARTICLE I. ADOPTED DOCUMENT@) 

6 is hereby adopted by reference and made a part of this Code. 

\ ARTICLE 2. FUGITIVE DUST 

4-2-020. General 
The purpose of this  article reasonably regulate operat ions w h ~ c h  periodical ly may cause fugitive dust  e m ~ s s i o n s  
into the atmosphere. 
LAdwlodmT.rlln June 29. 1991 R c l l d  121111032 1 

thousand pounds that is designed for 

dust  f rom becoming airborne which 
technology that is reasonably available 

land surrounding a substantial urban 
ich, though near o r  within the limits 

contains no buildings or  structures of 

4-2-040. Standards 
A. No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or  permit a building or its appurtenances, ubdivision site, driveway, parking 

area,  vacant  lot  o r  sa l e s  lot ,  or  an  urban o r  suburban open area to be c o n s t  ted,  used,  a l tered,  repaired,  
demolished, cleared, or  leveled, or the earth to be moved or  excavated, or 
reasonable orecautions to effectivelv orevent fueitive dust from becomine airborne. 

\deposited, without taking - 
B. No persdn shall cause, suife'r, allow: or  permit a vacant lot, or an urban or suburban open 

o r  used by motor vehicles, such as  but not limited to all-terrain vehicles, trucks, cars, 
without taking reasonable precautions to effectively prevent fugitive dust from becoming airborne. 

C. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or  permit the performance of agricultural practices 
to  tilling o f  land and applicat ion of fer t i l izers  without taking reasonable precaut ions to 
from becoming airborne. 

D. No person shall disturb or  remove soil or natural cover from any area without taking 
effectively prevent fugitive dust from becoming airborne. 
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CHAPTER 4. EMISSIONS F'ROM EXISTING AND 
NEW NON-POINT SOURCES 

ARTICLE 1. ADOPTED DOCUMENT(S) 

ARTICLE 2. FUGITIVE DUST 

42-020. General 
The purpose of this article is to reasonably regulate operations which periodically may cause 
fugitive dust emissions into the atmosphere. 
[AQpBd~~Jum29.1993.Rcv*od12NCt00Z.] 

4-2-030. Dcdnitlons 
For the purpose of this article, the following defmitions shall apply: 

1. MOTOR VEHICLE - A self-propelled. vehicle weighing less than six thousand 
pounds that is designed for canying persons or properly on a street or highway. 

2. REASONABLE PRECAUTION - Measures taken to prevent fugitive dust h m  
becoming airborne which result in the lowest emission limitation by the 
application of contml technology that is reasonably available considering 
technological and economic feasibility. 

3. URBAN or SUBURBAN OPEN AREA - An unsubdivided tract of land 
surrounding a substantial urban development of a residential, industrial, or 

a commercial nature and which, though near or within the limits of some city or 
town, may be used for agriculture, be uncultivated, or lie fallow. 

4. VACANT LOT - A subdivided residential or commercial lot which contains no 
buildings or structures of a temporary or permanent nature. 

[ A d o p o d ~ 1 ~ 2 9 . 1 9 9 3 . ~ 1 2 / 4 / r o 0 2 . ]  

becoming airborne. 

ly prevent fugitive dust 
dle or convey materials 

a 
124 



4-2-040. Standards 
A. No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit a building or its appurtenances, subdivision 

site, driveway, parking area, vacant lot or sales lot, or an urban or suburban open area to be 
constructed, used, altered, repaired, demolished, cleared, or leveled, or the earth to be moved 
or excavated, or fill dirt to be deposited, without taking reasonable precautions to effectively 
prevent fugitive dust from becoming airborne. 

B. No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit a vacant lot, or an urban or suburban open 
area, to be driven over or used by motor vehicles, such as but not limited to all-terrain 
vehicles, trucks, cars, cycles, bikes, or buggies, without taking reasonable precautions to 
effectively prevent fugitive dust from becoming airborne. 

C. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit the performance of agricultural practices 
including but not limited to tilling of land and application of fertilizers without taking 
reaso'nable precautions to prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. 

D. No person shall disturb or remove soil or natural cover from any area without taking 
reasonable precautions to effectively prevent fugitive dust from becoming airborne. 

E. No person shall crush, screen, handle or convey materials or cause, suffer, allow or permit 
material to be stacked, piled or otherwise stored without taking reasonable precautions to 
effectively prevent fugitive dust from becoming airborne. 

F. Stacking and reclaiming machinery utilized at storage piles shall be operated at all times with 
a minimum fall of material and in such manner, or with the use of spray bars and wetting 
agents, as to prevent el~cessive amounts of particulate matter from becoming airborne. Other 
reasonable precautions shall be taken, as necessary, to effectively prevent fugitive dust from 
becoming airborne. 

G. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit transportation of materials likely to give rise 
to fugitive dust without taking reasonable precautions to prevent fugitive dust from becoming 
airborne. Earth and other material that is tracked out or transported by trucking and earth 
moving equipment on paved streets shall be removed by the party or person responsible for 
such deposits. Removal of earth from paved streets shall not violate the visibility standard 
in Chapter 2. 

H. No person shall operate, maintain, use or pennit the use of any commercial feedlot or 
commercial livestock area for purposes of feeding or displaying animals, or engage in other 
activity such as racing and exercising, without taking reasonable precautions to effectively 
prevent fugitive dust from becoming airborne. 

I. No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit the use, repair, construction or reconstruction 
of any road or alley without taking every reasonable precaution to effectively prevent fugitive 
dust from becoming airborne. 

[Mopled ~Ecctiw June 29. 1993.1 



4-2-050. Monitoring and records 
A. The adequacy of the precautions set fortb in 84-2-040. shall be determined by reference to 

the visible opacity limitations in Chapter 2, Article 8. Opacity observations shall not be made 
or additional preventive measures required when the wind speed instantaneously exceeds 25 
rnph or when the average wind speed is greater than 15 mph. 

B. Opacity observations for visible emissions of fugitive dust shall be conducted in accordance 
with techniques specified in Reference Method 9 in the Arizona Testing Manual for Air 
Pollutant Emissions. 

C. The average wind speed determination shall be on a 60 minute average from the nearest Air 
Quality Control District monitoring station or by a wind instrument located at the site being 
checked. 

[Adopt4 dfcctivc hmc 29, 1993. R n i s d  Uay 14. 1997.1 
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4-4-140. Recordkeeping and Records Retention

A. Requirement to furnish records upon request. Upon verbal or written request by the Control
Officer, the log or the records and supporting documentation required under this Article shall be
provided as soon as possible but no later than 48 hours, excluding weekends. If the Control
Officer is at the Site where requested records are kept, records shall be provided without delay.

B. Records Retention. Any person subject to a record-keeping requirement shall retain copies of
approved control measure implementation records, and all supporting documentation for at least
two years from the date such records were initiated.
[Adopted June 3, 2009]

ide 5 - Nonattainment Area Rules; Stabilization for Residential Parking and Drives

4-5-15 . Stabilization for Residential Parking and Drives; Applicability

A. Geographic Applicability.

The ‘affect area under this rule includes the Pinal-County-portion of the Phoenix Plann Area Serious
PM10 nonattain ent Area, identified as Township 1 North, Range 8 East, Gila & S River Base and
Meridian.

-

B. Affected Parcels, esidential Property.

Property subject to this rule:

1. Includes any parcel, tiguous parcels, or any roximate combination of parcels actually
used coordinated fashion d having four o ewer residential rental units;

2. Includes any common parking a a otherwise affected parcel;

3. Excludes any right-of-way le y es lished and actually maintained for travel by the
public or to provide vehicu access to p ic utilities; and

4. Excludes earthmovi activity at a site, or that rtion of a site, covered by mitigation
requirements und dust registration issued by the P 1 County Control Officer.

C. Affected Surfaces a Residential Property.

1. Aff ed surfaces include any areas in excess of 3,000 square utilized on a regular
sis for parking, maneuvering or ingress and egress of on- or off-roa vehicles.

2. Undisturbed surfaces are not affected surfaces, but only if those undisturbe urfaces are
fenced or otherwise clearly distinguished from affected surfaces. Delineated ng-term
storage stalls, where a vehicle, trailer or other item is stored and not normally re oved
and replaced more than once in a sixty-day period shall also be considered undistur d
surfaces.
[Adopted effective September 10, 2008. Amended June 3, 2009]

-5-160. Residential Parking Control Requirement
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November 3, 1993. Amended August 29, 1994. Arne 

ARTICLE 4. PM-10 NONATTAINMENT AREA RULES; DUSTPROOFING AND 
STABILIZATION FOR COMMERCIAL UNPAVED PARKING, DRIVES AND WORKING 
YARDS 

4-4-100. General Provisions 
A. Intent. The intent of this Article is to avoid violations of the prevailing PMlo standard and additionally 

minimize nuisance impacts by improving control of excessive fugitive dust emissions from unpaved 
parking lots. 

B. Relationship to other rules. The provisions of this Article supplement and do not supplant the other 
provisions of these rules. 

C. Effective Date. Other than as specifically provided, rules set forth in this Article, and the repeal of any rules 
rescinded in conjunction with the amendment of this Article, shall become effective 60 days after final 
publication of a corresponding Notice of Final Rulemaking in the Arizona Administrative Register. 

D. Geographic Applicability 
This Article applies in the Pinal County portion of the Phoenix PM,, Serious Nonattainment area, more 

specifically Township 1 North, Range 8 East, Gila & Salt River Base and Meridian ("TIN R8E"). 
E. Violations 

Failure by any person to comply with the applicable requirements of this Article shall constitute a violation 
subject to penalty as provided in these rules and A.R.S. Title 49, Chapter 3, Article 3, A.R.S. 849-471 et 
seq. 
[Adopted effective September 10,2008, Amended June 3,20091 

4-4-1 10 Definitions 

As used in this Article: 

A. Hierarchy of definitions 

For purposes of this Article definitions shall be based on the following order of precedence: 
1. Enumerated definitions under this rule; 
2. Definitions in 84-7-21 0; 
3. Definitions set forth elsewhere in these rules; and 
4. ' The common and ordinary meaning of the term. 

B. Lot - A parcel of land identified on a final or parcel map recorded in the office of the Pinal County recorder 
with a separate and distinct number or letter. 

C. Low use unpaved parking lot - A lot on which vehicles are parked no more than thirty-five (35) days during 
a calendar year. 

D. Motor vehicle - A self-propelled vehicle for use on the public roads and highways of the State of Arizona 
and required to be registered under the Arizona State Uniform Motor Vehicle Act, including any non- 
motorized attachments, such as, but not limited to, trailers or other conveyances which are connected to or 
propelled by the actual motorized portion of the vehicle. 
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Owner and/or operator - Any person who owns, leases, operates, controls, maintains or supervises an 
unpaved parking lot surface subject to the requirements of this Article. 

Pavement - A traffic-bearing surface consisting of any of: 
1. asphalt, 
2. recycled asphalt, 
3. concrete, 
4. Penetration treatment of bituminous material and a seal coat of bituminous binder and mineral 

aggregate, commonly known as "double chip seal" or "asphalt rock dust palliative" ("ARDP"), 
5. asphaltic concrete, 
6 .  rubberized asphalt, or 
7. other similar material. 

Property line - The boundaries of an area in which either a person causing the emission or a person 
allowing the emission has the legal use or possession of the property. Where such property is divided into 
one or more sub-tenancies, the property line(s) shall refer to the boundaries dividing the areas of all sub- 
tenancies. 

Unpaved commercial parking lot - Any area that is not paved and that is used for parking, maneuvering, 
material handling, or storing motor vehicles and equipment. An unpaved commercial parking lot includes, 
but is not limited to, automobile impound yards, wrecking yards, automobile dismantling yards, salvage 
yards, material handling yards, and storage yards. For the purpose of this definition, maneuvering shall not 
include military maneuvers or exercises conducted on federal facilities. For purposes of Article 4, an 
unpaved commercial parking lot does not include parking, maneuvering, ingress and egress areas at 
residential buildings with four or fewer units, which residential parking lots separately regulated under 
Article 5. 
[Adopted effective September lO,2008. Amended June 3,20091 

4-4- 120. Objective Standards 

An Owner and/or Operator shall stabilize any affected unpaved commercial parking lot surface such that: 

A. [Silt ContentJSilt Loading Limitations] Every unpaved commercial parking lot shall show 
compliance at all times with one of the following objective standards as assessed in accord with 
Article 9, $4-9-320.A: 

1. Silt loading shall not exceed 0.33 oz/ftA2; or 

2. Silt content shall not exceed 8% for parking areas. 

B. [Opacity Limitations] Observed opacity shall not exceed either of: 

1. 20% Internal Opacity Limitation. For any fugitive dust plume caused by vehicular 
movement, a limit of 20 percent opacity based on an intermittent opacity method, as 
determined by the applicable test method of Article 9. See $4-9-340.D.; or 

2. 0% Property Line Wind-Driven Opacity Limitation. The net opacity contribution from 
any unpaved commercial parking lot shall not violate a 0% opacity standard beyond the 
property line within which the emissions are generated for more than 30 seconds in any 
continuous six-minute period. For purposes of this limitation, opacity shall be 
determined based on a time-aggregation method. See Article 9, $4-9-340.F. 
[Adopted effectwe September 10,2008. Amended June 3.20091 

4-4-130. Work Practice Standards 

A. Commercial Unpaved Parking Lots 



At any unpaved commercial parking lot other than a low-use unpaved commercial parking lot, the 
Owner andor Operator shall: 

1. Restrict vehicle access to only those areas for which control measures have been taken. 

2. Dustproof the unpaved commercial parking lot with one of the following control 
measures: 

a. Pave; 
b. [Gravel surfacing] Uniformly apply and maintain surface gravel; or 
c. [Dust suppressants & trackout control] Apply dust suppressants other than 

water and install, maintain, and use a suitable trackout control system that 
controls and prevents trackout andor removes particulate matter from the tires 
and the exterior surfaces of motor vehicles that traverse the site. 

3. Make a record of the dustproofing action taken. 

B. Low-Use Unpaved Commercial Parking Lots 

At any low-use unpaved commercial parking lot, the Owner andlor Operator shall: 

1. Restrict vehicle access to only those areas for which control measures have been taken. 

2. Dustproof the unpaved commercial parking lot with one of the following measures: 
a. Pave; 
b. [Gravel surfacing] Uniformly apply and maintain surface gravel; 
c. [Dust suppressants & trackout control] Apply dust suppressants other than 

water and install, maintain, and use a suitable trackout control system that 
controls and prevents trackout andlor removes particulate matter from the tires 
and the exterior surfaces of motor vehicles that traverse the site; or 

d. [Water & trackout control] Apply water and install, maintain, and use a suitable 
trackout control device that controls and prevents trackout andlor removes 
particulate matter from the tires and the exterior surfaces of motor vehicles that 
traverse the site. 

3. Make a record of the dustproofing action taken. 

C. Compliance Determination 

Implementation of the work practice standards required under this section shall be deemed 
inadequate until the Owner andlor Operator achieves compliance with the objective standards of 
$4-4-120. 

D. Trackout Cleanup Requirement 

If trackout occurs, the Owner andlor Operator shall: 

1. Repair andlor replace the control measure(s); 

2. Clean-up immediately such trackout from paved areas accessible to the public including 
curbs, gutters, and sidewalks when trackout exceeds a cumulative distance of 25 lineal 
feet; 

3. Clean-up all visible trackout from paved areas accessible to the public at the end of the 
day. 
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A. On and after the effective date, the owner andlor operator of any residential property shall install and 
maintain stabilized surfacing for all affected surfaces. For purposes of this rule, "owner or operator" means 
any person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or supervises an affected area. 

B. For purposes of this rule, a stabilized surface shall consist of one of the following, implemented in a 
manner that meets the maintenance standard of this rule: 

1. Paving with asphaltic concrete; 

2. Paving with Portland cement based concrete; 

3. Surfacing with a penetrating asphalt and a gravel surface, commonly known as chip sealing; 

4. Surfacing with and uniformly maintaining a two-inch deep layer of rock having a nominal size of 
114" or larger; 

5. Surfacing with a two-inch deep layer of recycled asphalt; 

6 .  Watering with sufficient frequency so as to maintain a crust on the surface; 

7. Surfacing with any other surface treatment that has been approved by the Pinal County Control 
Officer; or 

8.  Initially, and at such other times as may be requested by the Control Off~cer, demonstrating to the 
satisfaction of the Pinal County Control Officer on a form as required by the Control Officer and 
pursuant to a test method approved by the Control Officer, that the average threshold friction 
velocity of the native soil surface, corrected for non-erodible elements, is at least 100 cmlsecond. 
Threshold friction velocity shall be assessed in accord with $4-9-320.B.2. 

C. Maintenance 

Surface stabilization shall be maintained in a manner that-prevents-visible track-out in excess of ten feet in 
length 

[Adopted effective September 10,2008. Amended June 3,20091 

4-7-2 10. Definitions 

As used in this Article: 
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4-4-140. Recordkeep 

A. Requirement to fu request by the Control 
Officer, the log or der this Article shall be 

lng weekends. If the Control 
Officer is at the Site where r rovided without delay. 

Article 5 - Nonattainment Area Rules; Stabilization for Residential Parking and Drives 

4-5-150. Stabilization for Residential Parking and Drives; Applicability 

A. Geographic Applicability. 

The "affected area" under this rule includes the Pinal-County-portion of the Phoenix Planning Area Serious 
PMlo nonattainment Area, identified as Township 1 North, Range 8 East, Gila & Salt River Base and 
Meridian. 

B. Affected Parcels; Residential Property. 

Property subject to this rule: 

1. Includes any parcel, contiguous parcels, or any proximate combination of parcels actually 
used coordinated fashion and having four or fewer residential rental units; 

2 .  Includes any common parking area at an otherwise affected parcel; 

3. Excludes any right-of-way legally established and actually maintained for travel by the 
public or to provide vehicular access to public utilities; and 

4. Excludes earthmoving activity at a site, or that portion of a site, covered by mitigation 
requirements under dust registration issued by the Pinal County Control Officer. 

C. Affected Surfaces at a Residential Property. 

1. Affected surfaces include any areas in excess of 3,000 square feet utilized on a regular 
basis for parking, maneuvering or ingress and egress of on- or off-road vehicles. 

2.  Undisturbed surfaces are not affected surfaces, but only if those undisturbed surfaces are 
fenced or otherwise clearly distinguished from affected surfaces. Delineated long-term 
storage stalls, where a vehicle, trailer or other item is stored and not normally removed 
and replaced more than once in a sixty-day period shall also be considered undisturbed 
surfaces. 
[Adopted effective September 10,2008. Amended June 3.20091 

4-5-160. Residential Parking Control Requirement 
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A. On and after the effective date, the owner andlor operator of any residential property shall install and 
maintain stabilized surfacing for all affected surfaces. For purposes of this rule, "owner or operator" means 
any person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or supervises an affected area. 

B. For purposes of this rule, a stabilized surface shall consist of one of the following, implemented in a 
manner that meets the maintenance standard of this rule: 

1. Paving with asphaltic concrete; 

2. Paving with Portland cement based concrete; 

3. Surfacing with a penetrating asphalt and a gravel surface, commonly known as chip sealing; 

4. Surfacing with and uniformly maintaining a two-inch deep layer of rock having a nominal size of 
114" or larger; 

5. Surfacing with a two-inch deep layer of recycled asphalt; 

6 .  Watering with sufficient frequency so as to maintain a crust on the surface; 

7. Surfacing with any other surface treatment that has been approved by the Pinal County Control 
Officer; or 

8. Initially, and at such other times as may be requested by the Control Officer, demonstrating to the 
satisfaction of the Pinal County Control Officer on a form as required by the Control Officer and 
pursuant to a test method approved by the Control Officer, that the average threshold friction 
velocity of the native soil surface, corrected for non-erodible elements, is at least 100 cmlsecond. 
Threshold friction velocity shall be assessed in accord with $4-9-320.B.2. 

C. Maintenance 

Surface stabilization shall be maintained in a manner that-prevents-visible track-out in excess of ten feet in 
length 

[Adopted effective September 10,2008. Amended June 3,20091 

4-5- 170. Deferred enforcement date 

The Control Officer shall commence enforcement of the requirements of this Article no sooner than 
October 1,2009. 
[Adopted effective September 10,2008. Amended June 3,20091 

As used in this Article: 

ect size the relevant 



i I.... !,

4-7-218. Applicability; Development Activity

A. The objective standards of §4-7-226 and the work practice requirements of §4-7-230 shall apply to
Development Activity at any Site, regardless of the size of the disturbed area.

B. Unless Development Activity qualifies for coverage under an Area Block Permit, the Site Permit
requirements of §4-7-234 and 4-7-238 apply to any Site which includes an aggregate area of more than
0.1 acres that has been or will be disturbed by Development Activity.

C. The Area Block Permit requirements under §4-7-234 and 4-7-242 apply to any political subdivisions and
Public Utility Corporations which will regularly engage in Development Activity that will disturb an area
of 0.1 acres or more.
[Adopted June 3,20091

-7-2’22. UWHeI utid/pi 8yil tiaUility

A. Onset. Compliance with the requirements of this Article shall commence on or before the dat en
evelopment Activity begins on the Site.

B. Dura n and Termination. Obligations continue until all of the following occur:
1. evelopment Activity has ceased.
2. Al •sturbed portions of the Site have been stabilized as required und 4-7-226.
3. The C trol Officer approves closure of the construction permit.

C. Obligations. With res ct to any Site, an Owner and/or Operator shal
1. Obtain, or cause be obtained, and be liable for any fail to obtain, a Permit pursuant to §4-7-

238 or 4-7-242 for Site with a disturbed area excee g 0.1 acres.
2. Until termination as p vided in this section, compl ith or cause compliance with, and be liable

for any person’s violating failing to comply wit , any of:
a. The applicable obje ve site standard f §4-7-226.
b. The applicable obligato site wor ractice standards of §4-7-230.
c. The requirement that a te rmit be approved prior to any person engaging in

earthmoving that will cause e than 0.1 acre of disturbed area.
d. The provisions of any Sit e for the Site approved pursuant to §4-7-238 or 4-7-

242, including the req ements o the Dust Management Plan included within that
permit.

D. Affirmative Defense for Wind-Dri n Opacity Violations

An Owner and/or Operator all have an affirmative defense to y enforcement action for opacityviolations resulting solely m wind acting upon a stabilized surface, pr ided that:
1. The Owner an or Operator can show that the prevailing wind s ed exceeded 25 m.p.h. when

averaged ov one hour, as measured by:
a. inal County Air Quality monitoring station in the affected a;
b. Any other certified meteorological station in the affected area; or
c. A wind-speed instrument calibrated to the manufacturer’s standards a operated on-site.

2. Th wner and/or Operator can show through written records or otherwise that:
The requirements of the Site dust control plan were being met; and
The offending areas of the Site were maintained in a condition adequate to eet relevant
stabilization requirements under §4-7-226.C and 4-7-226.D.

3. The Owner and/or Operator can show that for any areas subject to any Development Act ity that
ntnnec during windy conditions, including but nnt Iimit tn rth”.-, j.
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of this rule, a stabilized surface shall consist of one of the following, 
the maintenance standard of this rule: 

aving with asphaltic concrete; 

2. ~av* Portland cement based concrete; / 
3 .  penetrating asphalt and a gravel surface, 

4. maintaining a two-inch having a nominal size of 
114" or larger; 

5 .  Surfacing with a two-inch d\layer of recycled asph# 

6 .  Watering with sufficient crust on the surface; 

7. Surfacing with any other surface treatmxthat has been approved by the Pinal County Control 
Officer; or 

C. Maintenance \ 
a manner that-prevents-visible track-out in 

length 

4-5- l v e f e r r e d  enforcement date \ 
The Control Officer shall commence enforcement of the requirements of this Article no sooner than 

[Adopted effective September 10,2008 Amended June 3,20091 

ARTICLE 7. CONSTRUCTION SITES IN NONATTAINMENT AREAS - FUGITIVE DUST 

4-7-210. Definitions 

As used in this Article: 

1. "Aggregate area" means, for purposes of assessing either disturbed area or overall project size, the relevant 
area or areas under common control and contained within a planned area development, within a legal 
subdivision, and/or adjoining parcels undergoing concurrent Development Activity. Parcels shall be 
considered adjoining if they are either contiguous or separated only by a privately or publicly owned 
easement or right-of-way. 
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"Bulk material" as used in this rule, means any material including but not limited to earth, rock, silt, 
sediment, sand, gravel, soil, fill, aggregate less than 2 inches in length or diameter, dirt, mud, grubbed 
materials, cinders, pumice, demolition debris, and dry concrete, which are capable of producing fugitive 
dust at an industrial, institutional, commercial, governmental, construction and/or demolition site. 

"Construction" means building, maintaining or modifying a capital improvement resting upon, connected to 
or buried in the earth. Construction includes, but is not limited to, building construction, installing 
underground utilities, installing above-ground utilities, and building physical infrastructure including roads, 
highways, railways, flood structures, drainage works and irrigation works. Notwithstanding any other 
exemption under these rules, weed abatement by discing or blading and conducted for the purpose of 
enabling Development Activity or maintaining a Site shall qualify as construction. 
"Development Activity" or "Development Activities" are defined as follows: 

A. Development Activity includes: 

1. Earthmoving; 

2. Construction; 

3. When conducted on a Site, any of: 
a. Use of vehicles or self-propelled equipment for material handling or storage off 

of a dustproof paved surface; 
b. Use of vehicles or self-propelled equipment for transporting materials or 

personnel off of a dustproof paved surface; 
c. Parking a vehicle or self-propelled equipment off of a dustproof paved surface; 

4. Generating trackout as a result of any other Development Activity. 

B. Notwithstanding subparagraph A., Development Activities shall not include: 

1 .  Normal farm cultural practices, including leveling of fields. 

2. Permit-regulated non-fugitive emission points and permit-regulated fugitive emission 
sources at any stationary facility operating under authority of a permit issued pursuant to 
ARS $$49-426 or 49-480, provided that this Article shall apply to Development Activity 
not sp~cifically regulated under the permit. 

Permit-regulated non-fugitive emission points at a portable source operating on a Site in 
support of Development Activity otherwise regulated under this Article pursuant to a 
permit issued pursuant to ARS $$49-426 or 49-480, except to the extent that operation of 
such portable source is conducted in support of Development Activity otherwise 
regulated under this Article, in which case this Article shall still apply to such a permitted 
portable source with respect to fugitive emissions from any source-specific Development 
Activity as defined under this Article. 

4. Emergency response activities that may disturb the soil conducted by any utility or 
government agency in order to prevent public injury or to restore critical utilities to 
functional status. For purposes of this subsection, an emergency response must address a 
situation arising from a sudden and unforeseeable event beyond the control of the Owner 
andlor Operator, including acts of God. Activities by an Owner and/or Operator to 
address a disturbance resulting from improperly designed equipment, lack of preventative 
maintenance, careless or improper operation or operator error shall not qualify as an 
emergency response. 
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Normal surface maintenance of established roads, established utility easements, 
established traveled rights-of-way and established access roads does not constitute 
development, but only if such maintenance is not part of a larger project and: 
a. Is not within a Site that is otherwise subject to a Site Permit requirement; and 
b. Such maintenance does not involve cutting, filling or the'import or export of 

material. 

6. Hauling activities outside of a Site, other than as regulated under project-linked trackout 
provisions of these rules and under $4-7-230.D pertaining to haulage between portions of 
a Site that straddles a roadway. 

7. Weed abatement by discing or blading, subject to the limitations of §§4-7-210.3 and 
4-7-210.7. 

"Disturbed surface" or "disturbed area" means any portion of the earth's surface, or material placed on the 
earth's surface, that has been physically moved, uncovered, destabilized, or otherwise modified from its 
undisturbed natural condition, thereby increasing the potential for emission of fugitive dust. 

A. If a Site contains disturbed surfaces areas exhibiting visibly distinguishable soils, vegetative cover, 
or other stabilization characteristics, the Owner and/or Operator shall treat each such 
distinguishable area separately for purposes of assessing the necessary stabilization for that soil 
type or condition. 

B. For trenches that are less than four feet in depth, it is assumed that a six (6) foot wide path of 
surface material will be disturbed as the trench is dug. Once the trench exceeds a length of 726 
feet, 0.1 acres of surface area has been disturbed. For trenches that are four feet or greater in 
depth, it is assumed that a twelve (12) foot wide path of surface material will be disturbed as the 
trench is dug. Once the trench exceeds a length of 363 feet, 0.1 acres of surface area have been 
disturbed. If the registrant identifies situations in which the amount of surface area should be 
calculated differently, a case-by-case determination would be made. 

C. For calculations of the projected disturbed surface areas that will result from land clearing or 
earthmoving activities, a minimum of 25 feet will be added to each dimension of all structures, 
driveways, concrete pads, and other construction projects being built on the Site to allow for an 
equipment utilization zone. 

D. Surfaces that have been stabilized to meet at least one of the stabilization standards of $4-7-226.D 
shall no longer be considered disturbed. 

"Dust suppressant" means water, hygroscopic material, solution of water and chemical surfactant, foam, 
non-toxic chemical stabilizer or any other dust palliative, which is not prohibited for ground surface 
application by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the Arizona Department of 
Environmental Quality (ADEQ) or any applicable law, rule, or regulation, as a treatment material for 
reducing fugitive dust emissions. 

"Earthmoving" means use of vehicles or self-propelled equipment for: land stripping; trenching; grading; 
cutting and filling earthen materials; excavating; land leveling; drilling; back filling; contouring the 
earth; open stockpiling of bulk materials; loading or unloading bulk material; grubbing foundations or 
slabs; demolition; or any of the foregoing in connection with landscaping a Site. Blasting operations shall 
constitute earthmoving. Notwithstanding any other exemption under these rules, weed abatement by 
discing or blading and conducted for the purpose of enabling other earthmoving activity shall qualify as 
earthmoving. 

"End of workday" means the end of a working period that may include one or more work shifts. If working 
24 hours a day, the end of a working period shall be considered no later than 8 p.m. 



"Fugitive dust" as used in this rule, means regulated particulate matter, which is not collected by a capture 
system, which is entrained in the ambient air, and which is caused from human and/or natural activities, 
such as but not limited to, movement of soils, vehicles, equipment, blasting, and wind. For the purpose of 
this rule, fugitive dust does not include particulate matter emitted directly from the exhaust of motor 
vehicles and other internal combustion engines, from portable brazing, soldering, or welding equipment, 
and from piledrivers. 

"Net opacity contribution" means the difference between opacity leaving the Site and opacity entering the 
Site. 

"Objective requirements" or "objective standards" mean those standards which either establish a numerical 
performance standard, or which have a formal compliance assessment method established under this 
Article. Examples include opacity standards, surface stabilization standards and length and pack-thickness 
limitations on visible trackout. 

"Opacity" as used in this rule, means the degree to which emissions reduce the transmission of light and 
obscure the view of an object in the background. See Article 9 for specific methods for assessing opacity. 

"Owner andfor Operator" means any person who leases, operates, controls, or supervises a Development 
Activity subject to any requirements of this Article and includes, but is not limited to, the owner, lessee, 
developer, responsible official, permit applicant, permit holder, general contractor, prime contractor, 
supervisor or management company of or for a Development Activity or Site. 

"PAD" means an approved planned area development approved by a political subdivision pursuant to 
statutory authority. 

"Paved public roadway" means either: 

A. A publicly owned paved roadway, as evidenced by a formal acceptance by the state or a political 
subdivision of the state of either: 

1 .  An on-going maintenance obligation for the roadway; or 

2. A title or easement for the roadway; or 

B. Within a PAD or subdivision, a paved private roadway that is open to travel by the public. Where 
active construction operations continue within a PAD or subdivision, the permittee may post signs 
to close selected paved roadways within the still-constructing areas to travel by the public. 
However, at least one road must furnish required paved access to every parcel within the PAD or 
subdivision that has received a certificate of occupancy, and every such required paved access 
road shall constitute a "paved public roadway" notwithstanding any signage to the contrary. 

16. "Permit," for purposes of this Article, means a Site Permit. 

17. "Permittee" means the person or legal entity who has obtained a Site Permit. 

18. "Road Construction" as used in this rule, means the use of any equipment for the paving or new 
construction of a road surface, street or highway. 

19. "Road Maintenance" as used in this rule, means the use of any equipment for the repair and preservation of 
an old road surface, street or highway. 

20. "Silt" means any aggregate material with a particle size less than 75 micrometers in diameter, which passes 
through a No. 200 Sieve. 

21. "Site" means any lot, parcel, easement, or right-of-way where Earthmoving or Construction occurs. 
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22. "Site Permit" means a permit as defined in tjtj4-7-234,4-7-238 andlor 4-7-242. 

23. "Source" as used in this Article means the Site which is under common control or ownership, and any futed 
or moveable object or surface on such Site which is a potential point of origin of fugitive dust. 

24. "Stockpile" as used in this rule, means an open storage pile with an open accumulation of bulk material 
with a 5% or greater silt content that has a total surface area of 150 square feet or more and that at any one 
point attains a height of three feet. Silt content shall be assumed to be 5% or greater unless the affected 
party can show, by: testing in accordance with ASTM method C136-96a; or testing by other equivalent 
method approved in writing by the Control Officer and the EPA Administrator, that the silt content is less 
than 5%. 

25. "Subdivision" means a platted subdivision. 

26. "Suppressant" means dust suppressant. 

27. "Trackout" means visible material deposited onto any paved public roadway, as defined in this Article, by 
traffic leaving a Site. 

28. "Unpaved haul/access road" as used in this rule, means any on-site unpaved road used by commercial, 
industrial, institutional, and/or governmental traffic. 

29. "Unpaved road" as used in this rule, means any road or equipment path that is not paved. For the purpose 
of this rule, an unpaved road is not a horse trail, hiking path, bicycle path, or other similar path used 
exclusively for purposes other than travel by motor vehicles. 

30. "Work practice standards" mean those standards which have neither a numerical performance standard or a 
compliance assessment method established. Compliance with work practice standards is assessed on a 
passlfail basis. 
[Adopted June 3,20091 

4-7-21 4. General Provisions 

A. Intent. The intent of this Article is to avoid violations of the prevailing PMlo standard and additionally 
minimize nuisance impacts by improving control of excessive fugitive dust emissions. The Article fohses 
on emissions from process activity, site activity and a lack of adequate surface stabilization, all associated 
with construction, earthwork or land development. 

B. Relationship to other rules. Other than as provided in subsection D below, the provisions of this Article 
supplement and do not supplant the other provisions of these rules. 

C. Effective Date. The rules set forth in this Article shall become effective 60 days after the publication of a 
notice of final rulemaking in the Arizona Administrative Register. 

D. Geographic Applicability 

This Article applies in the Pinal County portion of the Phoenix PMlo Serious Nonattainment area, more 
specifically Township 1 North, Range 8 East, Gila & Salt River Base and Meridian ("TIN R8EV). In the 
affected region, this Article supplants the generally applicable dust registration program of Chapter 4, 
Article 3 of this Code. 

E. Violations 
Failure by any person to comply with the applicable requirements of this Article shall constitute a violation 
subject to penalty as provided in these rules and A.R.S. Title 49, Chapter 3, Article 3, A.R.S. 449-471 et 
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seq. 
[Adopted June 3,20091 

egardless of the size of the distur 

B. Unless Development Act~v~ty  q 
requirements of $54-7-234 and 4-7-23 cludes an aggregate area of more than 
0.1 acres that has been o 

orations which will regularly engage in Development Activity that 

. . 

4-7-222. Owner and/or Operator Liability 

A. Onset. Compliance with the requirements of this Article shall commence on or before the date when 
Development Activity begins on the Site. 

B. Duration and Termination. Obligations continue until all of the following occur: 
1. Development Activity has ceased. 
2. All disturbed portions of the Site have been stabilized as required under $4-7-226. 
3. The Control Officer approves closure of the construction permit. 

C. Obligations. With respect to any Site, an Owner and/or Operator shall: 
1. Obtain, or cause to be obtained, and be liable for any failure to obtain, a Permit pursuant to $64-7- 

238 or 4-7-242 for any Site with a disturbed area exceeding 0.1 acres. 
2. Until termination as provided in this section, comply with or cause compliance with, and be liable 

for any person's violating or failing to comply with, any of: 
a. The applicable objective site standards of $4-7-226. 
b. The applicable obligatory site work practice standards of $4-7-230. 
c. The requirement that a Site Permit be approved prior to any person engaging in 

earthmoving that will cause more than 0.1 acre of disturbed area. 
d. The provisions of any Site Permit for the Site approved pursuant to $$4-7-238 or 4-7- 

242, including the requirements of the Dust Management Plan included within that 
permit. 

D. Affirmative Defense for Wind-Driven Opacity Violations 

An Owner and/or Operator shall have an affirmative defense to any enforcement action for opacity 
violations resulting solely from wind acting upon a stabilized surface, provided that: 
1. The Owner and/or Operator can show that the prevailing wind speed exceeded 25 m.p.h. when 

averaged over one hour, as measured by: 
a. A Pinal County Air Quality monitoring station in the affected area; 
b. Any other certified meteorological station in the affected area; or 
c. A wind-speed instrument calibrated to the manufacturer's standards and operated on-site. 

2. The Owner and/or Operator can show through written records or otherwise that: 
a. The requirements of the Site dust control plan were being met; and 
b. The offending areas of the Site were maintained in a condition adequate to meet relevant 

stabilization requirements under $44-7-226.C and 4-7-226.D. 
3. The Owner andlor Operator can show that for any areas subject to any Development Activity that 

continues during windy conditions. including but not limited to earthmoving, equipment 
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movement or site traffic, in addition to any other required control measures one or more of the 
following measures were applied and maintained: 
a. All Development Activity, other than continued application of water for dust suppression 

and site stabilization purposes, has ceased; 
b. Apply water or other suitable dust suppressant at least twice per hour to affected areas; 
c. For areas that are shown to have an optimum moisture content of less than 12%, as 

determined by ASTM Method D1557-02el or other equivalent methods approved by the 
Control Officer and the Administrator, maintain at least 70% of the optimum soil 
moisture content, as determined by ASTM Method D2216-05 or other equivalent 
methods approved by the Control Officer and the Administrator; 
For areas where the optimum moisture content has not been shown to be less than 129'0, 
maintain soil moisture content at a minimum of 12%, as determined by ASTM Method 
D2216-05 or other equivalent methods approved by the Control Officer and the 
Administrator. 

4. The Owner and/or Operator can show that for temporary disturbed surfaces, including but not 
limited to, after work hours, weekends and holidays, in addition to any other required control 
measures, the following measures were applied as appropriate: 
a. For open storage piles, either: 

I. Apply water on all open storage piles at least twice per hour; or 
11. Cover open storage piles with tarps, plastic, or other material such that the wind 

will not remove the covering(s). 
For other temporary disturbed surfaces, either: 
I. Uniformly apply and maintain surface gravel or dust suppressants; or 
11. Apply water to disturbed surface areas at least three times per day, but if 

disturbed surface areas continue to show evidence of wind-blown dust, increase 
watering frequency to four times per day. 
[Adopted June 3,20091 

4-7-226. Objective Standards; Sites 

A. Opacity Limitations. Opacity directly attributable to Development Activity or resulting from any disturbed 
areas caused by Development Activity shall not exceed any of the following limitations: 

1. 0% Property Line Opacity Limitation. Subject to the exemptions below, the net opacity 
contribution from any Development Activity or disturbed areas caused by Development Activity 
shall not violate a 0% opacity standard at the boundary of the parcel for more than 30 seconds in 
any continuous six-minute period. 

a. This limitation shall not apply to earthmoving operations conducted within 25 feet of a 
parcel boundary. 

b. For purposes of this property line opacity standard, opacity shall be determined based on 
a time-aggregation method. See Article 9, $4-9-340.F. 

2. [Continuous Plume Limitation] Opacity shall not exceed 20% opacity for any continuous plume, 
as assessed by a time-averaging method, based on observations every 15 seconds over a 3-minute 
span, as defined in Article 9, $4-9-340.E. 

3. [Intermittent Plume Limitation] Opacity shall not exceed 20% opacity for any intermittent plume, 
as assessed by the average of a set of six paired observations, spaced by five seconds and 
conducted within a one-hour period, as defined by the appropriate test method in Article 9, see 
$64-9-340.C and 4-9-340.D. 

4. [Wind Events] The opacity limitations of this rule shall apply to wind-driven emissions, provided 
that an Owner and/or Operator may have an affirmative defense to any violation upon making a 
showing as required under $4-7-222. 
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B. Trackout Limitations. 

1. [Basic Limitation] Continuous visible trackout from any Site onto a paved public roadway shall 
not exceed 25' in length or exhibit a trackout pack-depth greater than 0.25". 

2. On-site Trackout Control System. For any period of time when a project has more than two acres 
of area disturbed, or on any day that more than 100 cubic yards of bulk material is shipping in or 
out of the Site, install and maintain a trackout control system that prevents trackout. 

3. Trackout Control System Options. 

Where a trackout control system is required, install and maintain at least one of the following 
system options. 

a. Presumptively acceptable systems. 

The following systems shall be acceptable options in a dust mitigation plan: 

i. Rumble strips - 25 foot length. For use of grizzlies or other similar devices designed 
to remove dirttmud from tires, the devices shall extend ftom the intersection with the 
public paved road surface for a distance of at least 25 feet, and cover the full width of the 
unpaved exit surface for at least 25 feet. 

ii. Gravel pads - 50 foot length. For use of gravel pads, coverage with gravel shall be at 
least one inch or larger in diameter and at least 3 inches deep, shall extend from the 
intersection with the public paved road surface for a distance of at least 50 feet, and cover 
the full width of the unpaved exit surface for at least 50 feet. Any gravel deposited onto a 
public paved road travel lane or shoulder must be removed at the end of the workday or 
immediately following the last vehicle using the gravel pad, or at least once every 24 
hours. whichever occurs first. 

iii. Internal paving - 100 feet. For use of paving, paved surfaces shall extend from the 
intersection with the paved public road surface for a distance of at least 100 feet, and 
cover the full width of the unpaved access road for that distance to allow mud and dirt to 
drop off of vehicles before exiting the Site. Mud and dirt deposits accumulating on paved 
interior roads shall be removed with sufficient ftequency, but not less ftequently than 
once per workday, to prevent carryout and trackout onto a paved public road. 

iv. [Wheel wash system] At all exits onto paved areas accessible to the public, install a 
wheel wash system. 

B. Alternative systems. 

As an alternative, the Site Permit dust control plan may propose some other system for controlling 
trackout, provided that visible trackout ftom such system shall not exceed 5' in length onto a paved 
public road. 

C. Active Area Stabilization Requirements 

1. Applicability; Affected Areas 

Active area stabilization requirements apply to disturbed areas affected by on-site parking, 
vehicular traffic, equipment traffic, material transport, or equipment transport. 

2. [Objective Standards] Comply with each of the following requirements: 
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Every disturbed parking area andlor working area shall show compliance at all times with 
one of the following objective standards as assessed in accord with Article 9, $4-9-320.A: 
I. Silt loading shall not exceed 0.33 odfiA2; or 
11. Silt content shall not exceed 8% for parking and working areas. 
Every disturbed roadway area shall show compliance at all times with one of the 
following objective standards as assessed in accord with Article 9, $4-9-320.A: 
I. Silt loading shall not exceed 0.33 odfiA2; or 
11. Silt content shall not exceed 6% for roads. 
All disturbed areas other than parking areas, working areas or roadway areas affected 
under this Active Area Stabilization requirement shall be stabilized such that every 
disturbed area shows compliance at all times with the drop ball test of Article 9, $4-9- 
320.B.1. 

3. [Maintenance Obligation] Maintain active area stabilization to meet the foregoing standards until 
the activity ceases and the affected area of the Site has been stabilized to meet the post-operation 
stabilization standards of $4-7-226.D. 

Stabilization Requirement for Inactive and Post-operation Areas 
Any disturbed surface area on which no activity is occurring shall meet at least one of the standards 
described below. If areas of the Site exhibit visibly distinguishable surface characteristics, each area shall 
be separately assessed for stability. Stability shall be assessed in accord with the appropriate test methods 
described in Article 9, $4-9-320.B. Failure to maintain a disturbed surface area on which no activity is 
occurring shall be considered in violation of this rule unless the area is maintained in a manner that meets at 
least one of the standards listed below, as applicable. 

1. [Drop Ball Test] Maintain stabilization or a soil crust adequate to pass the drop ball test; 

2. [Maintain 100 cmlsec. threshold friction velocity] Maintain a threshold friction velocity (TFV) 
for disturbed surface areas corrected for non-erodible elements of 100 cmlsecond or higher; 

3. [Maintain 50% flat vegetative cover] Maintain a flat vegetative cover (i.e., attached (rooted) 
vegetation or unattached vegetative debris lying on the surface with a predominant horizontal 
orientation that is not subject to movement by wind) that is equal to at least 50%; 

4. [Maintain 30% standing vegetative cover] Maintain a standing vegetative cover (i.e., vegetation 
that is attached (rooted) with a predominant vertical orientation) that is equal to or greater than 
30%; 

5. [Maintain 10% standing vegetative cover and 43 cmlsec. TFV] Maintain a standing vegetative 
cover (i.e., vegetation that is attached (rooted) with a predominant vertical orientation) that is 
equal to or greater than 10% and where the threshold friction velocity is equal to or greater than 43 
cdsecond when corrected for non-erodible elements; 

6 .  [Minimum non-erodible element cover] Maintain a percent cover that is equal to or greater than 
10% for non-erodible elements as measured by the "rock test"; or 

7. [Implement an approved alternative] Comply with a standard of an alternative test method, upon 
obtaining the written approval from the Control Off~cer and the Administrator. 

Duration of Stabilization Obligation. 

1. Unpermitted Sites. For any unpermitted Site, maintain the stabilization standards of $4-7-226.D 
until Development Activity is complete. 
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2. Sites Subject to a Block Permit. For any unpermitted Site, maintain the stabilization standards of 
$4-7-226.D until Development Activity is complete. 

3. Other Permitted Sites. For any other Site subject to permit requirement, maintain the stabilization 
standards of $4-7-226.D until the Control Officer approves closure of the Site Permit under Rule 
$4-7-238. 
[Adopted June 3,20091 

4-7-230. Obligatory Work Practice Standards; Sites 

A. Project Access Control. 

Define, clearly mark, and enforce ingress and egress points for traffic into and out of the Site. 

Dust Suppression for Inactive and Post-operation Areas and Roadways 

For all inactive and post-operation-areas and -roadways within the Site: 

1. Restrict access, and pave, apply gravel or apply a suitable dust suppressant other than water; 

2. Apply water and prevent access by fences, ditches, vegetation, berms, or other suitable barrier or 
means sufficient to prevent trespass as approved by the Control Officer; or 

3. Establish a vegetative cover in accord with $4-7-226.D. 

Bulk Material Stacking and Stockpiling Operations 

1. At least one of the following control measures shall be implemented during bulk material stacking, 
loading and unloading operations: 
a. Spray material with water, as necessary, prior to stacking, loading and unloading andlor 

while stacking, loading and unloading; or 
b. Spray material with a dust suppressant other than water, as necessary, prior to stacking, 

loading, and unloading andlor while stacking, loading and unloading. 

When not conducting stacking, loading or unloading operations, implement at least one of the 
following control measures with respect to a stockpile: 
a. Cover all open storage piles with a tarp, plastic, or other material to prevent wind from 

removing the covering(s)/such that the covering(s) will not be dislodged by the wind; or 
b. Apply water to maintain a soil moisture content at a minimum of 12%, as determined by 

ASTM Method D22 16-05 or other equivalent methods approved by the Control Officer 
and the Administrator. For areas that have an optimum moisture content of less than 12% 
as determined by ASTM Method D1557-02el or other equivalent methods approved by 
the Control Officer and the Administrator, maintain at least 70% of the optimum soil 
moisture content; or 
Maintain a soil crust; or 
Implement either of the control measures in preceding subsection .b or .c, and construct 
and maintain wind barriers, storage silos, or a three-sided enclosure with walls, whose 
length is no less than equal to the length of the pile, whose distance from the pile is not 
more than twice the height of the pile, whose height is equal to the pile height, and whose 
porosity is no more than 50%. 

Trackout; Monitoring and Cleanup. 

1. Monitor trackout length at each egress point. 
2. Immediately clean up any trackout that violates the length or pack-thickness limitations of 

$4-7-226.B. 1. 
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3. Remove all visible trackout at the close of each workday andlor each work shift. 

E. Signage 

At any Site that is five acres or larger, erect a project information sign at the main entrance that is visible to 
the public or at each end of the road construction Site. The sign shall be a minimum of 24 inches tall by 30 
inches wide, have a white background, and have the words "DUST CONTROL" shown in black block 
lettering which is at least four inches high, and shall contain the following information in legible fashion" 
1. Project Name 
2. Name and phone number of person(s) responsible for conducting project 
3. Text stating: "Dust Complaints? Call Pinal County Air Quality Control District at 

(520) 866-6929." 

F. Training 

1. Dust Coordinator 

On any Site, or any contiguous combination of Sites under common control, having five acres or 
more of disturbed surface area subject to a Site Permit requirement, assure that at all times during 
earthmoving activity operations related to the purposes for which an Site Permit is required, have 
on-site at least one individual qualified under a Control-Officer-approved Dust Control 
Coordinator training program. 

2. Superintendent and Water Pull Drivers 

Assure that the site superintendent or other designated on-site representative of the Site Permit 
holder, and any water truck or water pull driver maintaining surface stabilization shall have 
successfully completed a Control-Officer-approved Basic Dust Control Training Class. 

G. Conformance with Project Access Control. 

Drivers, contractors, subcontractors, and materialmen shall utilize only the ingress and egress defined by 
the Owner and/or Operator. 

H. Dust Suppression for Active Working Areas, Parking Areas and Roadways 
To manage dust from working areas, including disturbed areas affected by on-site parking, vehicular traffic, 
equipment traffic, material transport, or equipment transport and roadways, at least one of the following 
measures shall be implemented: 

1. Apply water so that the surface is visibly moist; 

2. Apply and maintain a suitable dust suppressant other than water; 

3. Lim.it speed to 15 mph and traffic to no more than 20 tripslday, provided reliance on this measure 
requires that the Dust Management Plan include a traffic management plan that details how speed 
and daily trips will be limited; 

4. Apply gravel, recycled asphalt or other suitable material; or 

5. Pave. 

I. Dust Suppression During Bulk Excavation Operations 

1. Pre-watering shall be applied before commencing earthmoving cut-operations; and 



2. Water shall be applied during activity as required to limit particulate emissions to avoid opacity 
limit violations. 

J. Project-internal Load Stabilization 

Load stabilization shall be required during haulage of bulk excavated materials internally within a Site and 
not crossing a paved public road by implementing at least one of the following measures: 

1 .  Limit speed to 15 miles per hour; 

2. Stabilize loads with water or a dust suppressant; or 

3 .  Cover the load with a tarp or other suitable dust and wind impermeable material. 

K. Roadway-Crossing Load-Stabilization 

Load stabilization shall be required during haulage of bulk excavated materials across a paved public road, 
by implementing all of the following limitations: 

1. Load all haul trucks such that the freeboard is not less than three inches; 

2. Load all haul trucks such that at no time shall the highest point of the bulk material be higher than 
the sides, front, and back of a cargo container area; 

3. Prevent spillage or loss of bulk material from holes or other openings in the cargo compartment's 
floor, sides, and/or tailgate(s); and 

4. When crossing and/or accessing a paved area accessible to the public, install, maintain, and use a 
suitable trackout cont~ol device that controls and prevents trackout and/or removes particulate 
matter from tires and the exterior surfaces of haul trucks and/or motor vehicles that traverse the 
Site. 

L. Demolition; Emission Mitigation 

To the extent Development Activity includes demolition activities, implement all of the following 
measures: 
1. Apply water to demolition debris immediately following demolition activity; and 
2. Apply water to all disturbed soil surfaces to establish a crust and to prevent wind erosion. 

M. Weed Abatement; Emission Mitigation 
To the extent Earthmoving for a particular project includes weed abatement activity, implement all of the 
following control measures: 
1 .  Before weed abatement by discing or blading occurs, apply water; 
2. While weed abatement by discing or blading is occurring, apply water; and 
3.  After weed abatement by discing or blading occurs, pave, apply gravel, apply water, apply a 

suitable dust suppressant other than water, or establish vegetative ground cover. 

N. Blasting; Emission Mitigation 
All of the following control measures shall be implemented for blasting operations at a Site: 
1. In wind gusts above 25 miles per hour, discontinue/cease blasting; and 
2. Pre-water and maintain surface soils in a stabilized condition where support equipment and 

vehicles will operate. 

0. Subcontractor Registration Verification 
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Assure that any subcontractors engaged in earthmoving activity on the Site have registered with Pinal 
County Air Quality as a subcontractor. 
[Adopted June 3,20091 

4-7-234. Nonattainment-Area Dust Permit Program; General Provisions 

A. Permittee's Universal Obligations 
A permittee under this Article shall be bound to comply with: 

1. Applicable objective and work practice standards, 

2. The commitments in a dust control plan submitted in support of the application, 

3. The application acknowledgments required for a particular permit, and 

4. The obligations, standards, and commitments in a permit. 

B. Permit Types 

1 .  Site Permits 

2. Nonattainment Area Block Permits 

3. Any Site subject to a permit requirement under this rule shall not require an additional registration 
under $4-3-080, the existing county-wide dust registration program. 

C. Application Review and Approval; Dust Control Plan Merger; Limited Effect of Approval 

1 .  Following submittal of a complete application under this Article, including payment of any 
necessary fee, the Control Officer shall within 10 working days approve, disapprove, or 
conditionally approve the permit application, in accordance with the requirements of this Article. 

2. Upon approval of any permit under this Article, the provisions of any dust control plan submitted 
as part of the application shall be merged as part of the permit, and any commitments in the dust 
control plan shall constitute enforceable requirements under the permit. 

3. Approval of a permit under this Article shall not excuse, or act as a shield with respect to, a 
violation of any requirement or limitation under these rules, including the provisions of this 
Article. 

D. Fees 
Issuance of every permit shall be subject to payment of a fee as specified in Appendix C. 

1 .  Construction Permits shall be assessed a fee based on project area and the fee specified in 
earthmoving Category A. 

2. Block permits shall be assessed a fee based on Appendix C, earthmoving Category D. 

3. Permit transfers shall be approved without a fee. 

4. Permit revisions shall be assessed a fee based on the time required to process the revision 
application, with a minimum billing of one hour, and a maximum revision fee of $1000.00. 

5. Late-filed applications are subject to the late filing fee specified in Appendix C. 

6 .  Fee waivers are not allowed. 
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E. Permit Duration 
All permits shall have a one-year permit term. 

F. Permit Revisions 
A permittee may request revision of a permit or a transfer of the permit by filing an amended application. 
A transfer request shall bear the signatures of authorized representatives for both the transferor and the 
transferee, and shall further properly identify the transferee. 

G. Renewals 

Should a construction project last longer than the term of a permit, the permittee shall re-apply for a Dust 
Control Permit at least 14 calendar days prior to the expiration date of the original permit term. For good 
cause show, the Control Officer may extend that renewal application deadline. Provided the applicant has a 
rational system for the completion status of individual parcels within a project, a single permit renewal may 
cover derivative parcels even though they are no longer contiguous. The renewal fee shall be based on the 
un-completed area of the project. 

H. Right of entry and inspection. 
Subject to the requirements of 49-471.03, any Site covered by a permit issued pursuant to this Article is 
subject to inspection without prior notice by the Control Officer. 

I. Application signatures. 
Every application shall be signed by an individual, and that signature shall constitute a personal 
representation that the signer has authority to commit the named permit applicant ("Permittee") to comply 
with the provisions of this Article. 
[Adopted June 3,20091 

4-7-238. Nonattainment Area Site Permits 

A. Applicability 

1.  Onset. Before Development Activity begins on a Site that will involve a disturbance of an 
aggregate area of more than 0.1 acres, the Owner andlor Operator or someone with privity to the 
Owner andlor Operator shall apply for and obtain a Site Permit from the Control Officer. 

2. DurationITermination. The Site Permit shall be maintained until all of the following occur: 
a. Development Activity has ceased. 
b. All disturbed portions of the Site have been stabilized. 
c. Closure of the Site Permit in accord with this rule. 

B. Application Requirements 

A Site Permit application shall include each of: 

1. Application coversheet 
The applicant shall present an application on a form approved by the Control Officer, and shall 
include all essential identification information as specified on that form, including a proper legal 
identification of the applicant and the property owner, and the assessor's parcel number(s) for the 
project. A separate application is required for each Site location not contiguous to the location on 
the original application form. 

2. Plot Plan or Site Plan 
Each application shall include a plot plan with linear dimensions in feet. The plot plan must be on 
8-112 by 1 1  inch paper, and may be on one or more sheets. The plan should identify the assessor's 



parcel number(s), the street address(es), the direction north, indicate the areas to be disturbed, and 
include a calculation of the area to be disturbed. The plan should show: 
a. Entire project sitelfacility boundaries, 
b. Acres to be disturbed with linear dimensions, 
c. Nearest public roads, 
d. North arrow, and 
e. Planned exit locations onto paved areas accessible to the public. 

3. Identification of surface-disturbing Activities 
The Site Permit Application shall separately identify all activities that may cause a surface 
disturbance, specifically including planned earthmoving activities and other planned activities that 
may cause a disturbed surface. 
a. Non-earthmoving Activities. The Site Permit application shall identify planned non- 

earthmoving activity, including any of: 
I. Vehicle traffic 
11. Equipment traffic ... 
111. Parking 
iv. Material storage and handling 
v. Other activities. 
Earthmoving Activities. The Site Permit application shall identify planned earthmoving 
activity, including any of: 
I.  Primary mass grading operations 
11.  Excavations for new footings, pads and concrete work . . . 
111. Grubbing existing foundations, slabs or structures 
iv. Installation of underground utilities 
v. Landscaping 
vi. Other earthmoving activities as defined in $4-7-210. 

4. Site Dust Control Plan. 

The applicant shall include in the application a Site Dust Control Plan, explaining the mitigation measures 
that will be used to control dust from every covered activity to be conducted on the Site. To be approvable 
under $4-7-234.C, the Dust Control Plan must explain how the Permittee will achieve compliance with 
each relevant objective standard in $4-7-226 and each relevant work practice standard in $4-7-230. At a 
minimum, the Site Dust Control Plan must address each of the following issues, and for each of the 
controls required under subparagraphs a. through h., must both designate all required measures as primary 
control measures and must additionally designate at least one contingency control measure: 

a. Indicate how access to the Site will be controlled. 
b. Indicate whether the project will require a trackout control system. Whether or not a 

trackout control system is required, explain how trackout will be controlled at each of the 
access points. 

c. For every identified earthmoving activity, explain how dust will be controlled by actions 
taken prior to or during that activity. 

d. Apart from earthmoving, explain how the Permittee will establish and maintain 
stabilization of roadways, and areas used for traffic, parking, and the handling and 
storage of materials. 
If the applicant proposes to achieve stabilization by limiting speeds and traffic volume, 
explain how those limits will be enforced. 
Explain how, once earthmoving operations are completed, affected areas will be 
stabilized. 
Explain how areas disturbed by non-earthmoving activities will be stabilized. 
If stabilization will depend upon restricting access or preventing trespass, explain how 
that will be achieved. 
If dust mitigation efforts will involve use of dust suppressants, identify the product, 
include copies of MSDS sheets, and define in the plan details of the utilization in accord 
with the manufacturer's recommendations, including the method, frequency and intensity 
of application; the type, number and capacity of application equipment; and information 



on environmental impacts and approvals or certifications related to appropriate safe use 
for ground application. 

j. Define how often records of the volume of water- or suppressant-usage will be recorded. 
k. Define how frequently property-line opacity observations will be conducted and 

corresponding records recorded. 
1. Define how frequently activity-linked opacity observations will be conducted and 

corresponding records recorded. 
m. Define how frequently stabilization observations will be conducted and corresponding 

records recorded. 
n. Define how frequently trackout inspections will be conducted and corresponding records 

recorded. 

5. Phased Close-out Plan 
A Site Permit applicant may propose, as an element of the Site Dust Control Plan, a tracking 
system to define which individual parcels within a PAD or subdivision have qualified for Permit 
Closeout with respect to that parcel. Subject to the approval of the Control Officer, the tracking 
system proposal may include an electronic spreadsheet and linked electronic map maintained at 
the PAD or subdivision site. Closeout with respect to any parcel cannot take effect before the 
Permittee provides notice to the Control Officer regarding that parcel. Implementation of any 
such phased plan requires the express approval of the Control Officer. 

Permittee's Obligations 

1. Application Acknowledgments. By signing an application, the Permittee acknowledges 
obligations to, and liability for failure to: 
a. Assure that any earthmoving activity on the Site is covered by the Pem~it; 
b. With respect to the Site: 

1. Comply with or cause compliance with objective standards of $4-7-226. 
11. Comply with or cause compliance with obligatory work practice standards of 

. . . $4-7-230. 
111. Comply with or cause compliance with commitments in the dust management 

plan submitted in support of the Permit application. 

2. Permit must be available on-site. A complete copy of the Site Permit, including the dust control 
plan, shall be kept on the project at all times that Construction Activities occur and shall be made 
available upon request of the Control Officer. 

3. Recordkeeping. On any day when disturbed surfaces remain on the Site and any earthmoving or 
construction activity occurs, the Permittee shall maintain daily logs showing: 
a. Records verifying integrity of entrancelexit definitions. 
b. Records of trackout compliance inspections. 
c. Waterlsuppressant truck hours of operation and water or suppressant application rates. 

Permittee may use whatever metrics will reasonably reflect actual application rates. 
d. Records of opacity observations, including notation of methods utilized. 
e. Records of location and results of surface stabilization assessments, including notation of 

methods utilized. 
f. Compliance with the dust control plan. 

4. Basic Dust Control Training Requirement. No later than December 3 1, 2008, a site superintendent 
or other designated on-site representative of the permit holder and water truck and water pull 
drivers for each Site shall have successfully completed a Control-Officer-approved Basic Dust 
Control Training Class. 

5. Dust Control Coordinator Requirement. Any Site, or any contiguous combination of Sites under 
common control, having five acres or more of disturbed surface area subject to a Permit 
requirement shall, at all times during earthmoving activity operations related to the purposes for 
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which a Site Permit is required, have on-site at least one individual qualified under a Control- 
Officer-approved Dust Control Coordinator training program. 

D. Permit Closeout 

1. Site-wide Project Closure; Closure of the Obligations of the Owner andor Operator. 

An Owner andor Operator may attain a project-wide closeout ("project closure") by obtaining 
from the Control Officer a written Approval of Certificate of Project Completion based upon a 
showing of final stabilization following completion of all Development Activity. 

2. Site-wide Project Closure; Closure of Permittee's Obligation. 

A Permittee may terminate his liability under this Article by obtaining from the Control Officer a 
written Approval of Certificate of Project Completion, based upon the contractor's showing of: 
a. Final stabilization following completion of contracted project-wide Development 

Activity; 
b. Other equitable grounds (i.e. Termination of contractor's involvement with project). 

3. Phased Closure. 

An Owner and/or Operator and a Permittee may terminate liability and obligation under this 
Article with respect to a specific lot or parcel within a development, by complying with the terms 
of a Control-Officer-approved phased closure plan. 
[Adopted June 3,20091 

4-7-242. Nonattainment Area Block Permits 

A. Applicability 

1. Nonattainment Area Block Permits shall only be available for earthmoving activity associated 
with: 
a. Maintenance of existing underground or above-ground lines; 
b. Effecting end-user connections, including but not limited to water connections, sewer 

connections, natural gas connections, electrical power connections, and communications 
connections; 

c. Underground utility line extensions not exceeding 500' in length; and 
d. Overhead utility line extensions. 

2. Nonattainment Area Block Permits shall only be available to: 
a. Political subdivisions; and 
b. Public Utility Corporations regulated by the Arizona Corporation Commission. 

B. Application Requirements 
A Nonattainment Area Block Permit application shall include each of: 

1. Application coversheet 
The applicant shall present an application on a form approved by the Control Officer, and shall 
include all identification information as specified on that form, including a proper legal 
identification of the applicant. 

2. Plot Plan or Site Plan - Not required. 

3. Identification of surface-disturbing activities 
The Block Permit Application shall acknowledge that applicability is limited to installation of 
underground utilities and any associated landscaping. 
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4. Permit applicability form 
Not required. 

5 .  Block Permit dust control plan. 
The applicant shall include in the application a Block Permit Dust Control Plan, explaining the 
mitigation measures that will be used to control dust from every covered activity to be conducted 
under the Block Permit. To be approvable under $4-7-234.C, the Block Permit Dust Control Plan 
must explain how the Permittee will achieve compliance with each relevant objective standard in 
$4-7-226 and each relevant work practice standard in $4-7-230. At a minimum, the Block Permit 
Dust Control Plan must address each of the following issues, and for each of the controls required 
under subparagraphs a. through h., must both designate all required measures as primary control 
measures and must additionally designate at least one contingency control measure: 
a. Indicate how access to the Site will be controlled. 
b. Indicate whether the project will require a trackout control system. Whether or not a 

trackout control system is required, explain how trackout will be controlled at each of the 
access points. 

c. For every identified earthmoving activity, explain how dust will be controlled by actions 
taken prior to or during that activity. 

d. Apart from earthmoving, explain how the Permittee will establish and maintain 
stabilization of roadways, and areas used for traffic, parking, and the handling and 
storage of materials. 
If the applicant proposes to achieve stabilization by limiting speeds and traffic volume, 
explain how those limits will be enforced. 
Explain how, once earthmoving operations are completed, affected areas will be 
stabilized. 
Explain how areas disturbed by non-earthmoving activities will be stabilized. 
If stabilization will depend upon restricting access or preventing trespass, explain how 
that will be achieved. 
If dust mitigation efforts will involve use of dust suppressants, identify the product, 
include copies of MSDS sheets, and define in the plan details of the utilization in accord 
with the manufacturer's recommendations, including the method, frequency and intensity 
of application; the type, number and capacity of application equipment; and information 
on environmental impacts and approvals or certifications related to appropriate safe use 
for ground application. 

j. Define how often records of the volume of water- or suppressant-usage will be recorded. 
k. Define how frequently property-line opacity observations will be conducted and 

corresponding records recorded. 
1. Define how frequently activity-linked opacity observations will be conducted and 

corresponding records recorded. 
m. Define how frequently stabilization observations will be conducted and corresponding 

records recorded. 
n. Define how frequently trackout inspections will be conducted and corresponding records 

recorded. 

Block Permittee's Obligations 

1. Application Acknowledgments. By signing an application, the Block Permittee acknowledges an 
obligation to: 
a. Assure that any earthmoving activity on the Site conducted by the Permittee is covered 

by an Block Permit; 
b. With respect to every Site: 

I. Comply with objective standards of $4-7-226, including the post-operation 
stabilization requirement. 

11. Comply with obligatory work practice standards of $4-7-230. 



... 
111. Comply with commitments in the dust management plan submitted in support of 

the Block Permit application. 

2. The Block Permittee shall, for any project that will disturb more than 0.1 acres, provide the 
Control Officer with notice of the start and completion of each project conducted under the Block 
Permit. The notice shall be provided in a format approved by the Control Officer. 

3. Permit must be available on-site. For any project for which notification is required, a complete 
copy of the Block Permit, including the Block Permit Dust Control Plan, shall be available on 
every project Site at all times that earthmoving activities occur and made available upon request of 
the Control Officer. 

4. Permittee responsible for compliance. The permittee is responsible for ensuring that all Persons 
abide by the conditions of the Block Permit and these regulations such that the Site remains in 
compliance with the Block Permit. 

5. Recordkeeping 
Unless an alternative frequency is presented in a dust control plan and approved in a permit, on 
any day when earthmoving activity occurs the Permittee shall maintain daily logs showing: 
a. Waterlsuppressant truck hours of operation and water or suppressant application rates. 

Permittee may use whatever metrics reasonably reflect application rates. 
b. Records of opacity observations, including notation of methods utilized. 
c. Records of location and results of post-operation surface stabilization assessments, 

including notation of methods utilized. 
d. Compliance with Block Permit dust control plan. 

6. Basic Dust Control Training Requirement. A site superintendent or other designated on-site 
representative of the Block Permit holder and water truck and water pull drivers for each Site that 
will involve disturbance of more than 0.1 acres shall have successfully completed a Control- 
Officer-approved Basic Dust Control Training Class. 

D. Permit Closeout 
Not applicable. 

[Adopted June 3,20091 

4-7-246. Recordkeeping and Records Retention 

A. Requirement to furnish records upon request. Upon verbal or written request by the Control 
Officer, the log or the records and supporting documentation required under this Article shall be 
provided as soon as possible but no later than 48 hours, excluding weekends. If the Control 
Officer is at the Site where requested records are kept, records shall be provided without delay. 

B. Records Retention. Any person subject to a record-keeping requirement shall retain copies of 
approved Dust Control Plans, control measures implementation records, and all supporting 
documentation for at least six months following the termination of the dust-generating operation 
and for at least two years from the date such records were initiated. 
[Adopted June 3,20091 

- 

A. For Unpaved Roa 
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iii. Comply with commitments in the dust management plan submitted in support 
the Block Permit application. 

The Block Permittee shall, for any project that will disturb more than 0.1 
Control Officer with notice of the start and completion of each project 
Permit. The notice shall be provided in a format approved by the Control Officer. 

3. 

all times that earthmoving activities occur 

4. for ensuring that all Persons 
such that the Site remains in 

D. Permit Closeout 
Not applicable. 

[Adopted June 3,20091 

4-7-246. Records Retention \ 

Officer is at the Site where requested records are kept, records shall be provided without 

Records Retention. Any person subject to a record-keeping requirement shall 
approved Dust Control Plans, control measures implementation records, and 
documentation for at least six months following the termination of the dust-generating operation 
and for at least two years from the date such records were initiated. 
[Adopted June 3,20091 

C 

Article 9 - TEST METHODS 

4-9-320 Test Methods for Stabilization For Unpaved Roads and Unpaved Parking Lots 

A. For Unpaved Roads and Unpaved Parking Lots 

1. Silt Content Test Method. The purpose of this test method is to estimate the silt content of the 
trafficked parts of unpaved roads and unpaved parking lots. The higher the silt content, the more 



fine dust particles that are released when cars and trucks drive on unpaved roads and unpaved 
parking lots. 
a. Equipment: 

... 
111. 

iv. 
v. 
vi. 
vii. ... 
v111. 
ix. 
X. 

A set of  sieves with the following openings: 4 millimeters (mm), 2 mm, lmm, 
0.5 mm and 0.25 mm (or a set of  standard/commonly available sieves), a lid, and 
a collector pan. 
A small whisk broom or paintbrush with stiff bristles and dustpan 1 ft. in width 
(The broom/brush should preferably have one, thin row of bristles no longer 
than 1.5 inches in length). 
A spatula without holes. 
A small scale with half-ounce increments (e.g. postallpackage scale). 
A shallow, lightweight container (e.g. plastic storage container). 
A sturdy cardboard box or other rigid object with a level surface. 
A basic calculator. 
Cloth gloves (optional for handling metal sieves on hot, sunny days). 
Sealable plastic bags (if sending samples to a laboratory). 
A pencillpen and paper. 

Step 1 [-Test Site Selection; Sample Collection]: Look for a routinely traveled surface, 
as evidenced by tire tracks. [Only collect samples from surfaces that are not damp due to 
precipitation or dew. This statement is not meant to be a standard in itself for dampness 
where watering is being used as a control measure. It is only intended to ensure that 
surface testing is done in a representative manner.] Use caution when taking samples to 
ensure personal safety with respect to passing vehicles. Gently press the edge of a 
dustpan (1 foot in width) into the surface four times to mark an area that is 1 square foot. 
Collect a sample of loose surface material using a whiskbroom or  brush and slowly 
sweep the material into the dustpan, minimizing escape of dust particles. Use a spatula to 
lift heavier elements such as gravel. Only collect dirt/gravel to an approximate depth of 
318 inch or 1 cm in the 1 square foot area. If you reach a hard, underlying subsurface that 
is < 318 inch in depth, do not continue collecting the sample by digging into the hard 
surface. In other words, you are only collecting a surface sample of  loose material down 
to 1 cm. In order to confirm that samples are collected to 1 cm in depth, a wooden dowel 
or other similar narrow object at least one foot in length can be laid horizontally across 
the survey area while a metric ruler is held perpendicular to the dowel. 

At this point, you can choose to place the sample collected into a plastic bag or 
container and take it to an independent laboratory for silt content analysis. A 
reference to the procedure the laboratory is required to follow is at the end of  
this section. 

Step 2 [- Sample Weighing]: Place a scale on a level surface. Place a lightweight 
container on the scale. Zero the scale with the weight of the empty container on it. 
Transfer the entire sample collected in the dustpan to the container, minimizing escape of 
dust particles. Weigh the sample and record its weight. 

Step 3 [- Equipment Conjguration]: Stack a set of sieves in order according to the size 
openings specified above, beginning with the largest size opening (4 mm) at the top. 
Place a collector pan underneath the bottom (0.25 mm) sieve. 

e. Step 4 [- Sample Processing #I]:  Carefully pour the sample into the sieve stack, 
minimizing escape of  dust particles by slowly brushing material into the stack with a 
whiskbroom or brush. (On windy days, use the trunk or door of a car as a wind 
barricade.) Cover the stack with a lid. Lift up the sieve stack and shake it vigorously up, 
down and sideways for at least 1 minute. 
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f. Step 5 [- Sample Processing #2]: Remove the lid from the stack and disassemble each 
sieve separately, beginning with the top sieve. As you remove each sieve, examine it to 
make sure that all of the material has been sifted to the finest sieve through which it can 
pass (e.g., material in each sieve [besides the top sieve that captures a range of larger 
elements] should look the same size). If this is not the case, re-stack the sieves and 
collector pan, cover the stack with the lid, and shake it again for at least 1 minute. (You 
only need to reassemble the sieve(s) that contain material, which requires further sifting.) 

g. Step 6 [- Weighing Collector Pan Material]: After disassembling the sieves and 
collector pan, slowly sweep the material from the collector pan into the empty container 
originally used to collect and weigh the entire sample. Take care to minimize escape of 
dust particles. You do not need to do anything with material captured in the sieves; only 
the collector pan. Weigh the container with the material from the collector pan and 
record its weight. 

h. Step 7 [- Silt Loading and Silt Content Calculation]: If the source is an unpaved road, 
multiply the resulting weight by 0.38. If the source is an unpaved parking lot, multiply 
the resulting weight by 0.55. The resulting number is the estimated silt loading. Then, 
divide by the total weight of the sample you recorded earlier in Step 2 and multiply by 
100 to estimate the percent silt content. 

I. Step 8 [- Characterization Across Entire Site]: Select another two routinely traveled 
portions of the unpaved road or unpaved parking lot and repeat this test method. Once 
you have calculated the silt loading and percent silt content of the 3 samples collected, 
average your results together. 

j. Step 9: Examine Results. If the average silt loading is less than 0.33 oz/ftz, the surface is 
STABLE. If the average silt loading is greater than or equal to 0.33 oz/ftz, then proceed 
to examine the average percent silt content. If the source is an unpaved road and the 
average percent silt content is 6% or less, the surface is STABLE. If the source is an 
unpaved parking lot and the average percent silt content is 8% or less, the surface is 
STABLE. If your field test results are within 2% of the standard (for example, 4%8% 
silt content on an unpaved road), it is recommended that you collect 3 additional samples 
from the source according to Step 1 and take them to an independent laboratory for silt 
content analysis. 

k. Independent Laboratory Analysis: You may choose to collect 3 samples from the source, 
according to Step 1 and send them to an independent laboratory for silt content analysis 
rather than conduct the sieve field procedure. If so, the test method the laboratory is 
required to use is: 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1995), "Procedures for Laboratory 
Analysis of Surface/Bulk Dust Loading Samples", (AP-42 Fifth Edition, 
Volume I, Appendix C.2.3 "Silt Analysis"), Office of Air Quality Planning and 
Standards, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. 

B. Stabilization Limitations for Open Areas and Vacant Lots: The test methods described below shall be used 
to determine whether an open area or a vacant lot has a stabilized surface. Should a disturbed open area or 
vacant lot contain more than one type of disturbance, soil, vegetation, or other characteristics, which are 
visibly distinguishable, test each representative surface separately for stability, in an area that represents a 
random portion of the overall disturbed conditions of the site, according to the appropriate test methods 
described below, and include or eliminate it from the total size assessment of disturbed surface area(s) 
depending upon test method results. 

1. Visible Crust Determination [- The "Drop Ball Test'y. 



a. [Appropriate Testing Conditions] Where a visible crust exists, drop a steel ball with a diameter 
of 15.9 millimeters (0.625 inches) and a mass ranging from 16-17 grams (0.56-0.60 ounce) from a 
distance of 30 centimeters (one foot) directly above (at a 90" angle perpendicular to) the soil 
surface. If blowsand is present, clear the blowsand from the surfaces on which Drop Ball Test is 
conducted. Blowsand is defined as thin deposits of loose uncombined grains covering less than 
50% of a vacant lot which have not originated from the representative vacant lot surface being 
tested. If material covers a visible crust, which is not blowsand, apply the Threshold Friction 
Velocity determination of 5B.2 of this rule to the loose material to determine whether the surface 
is stabilized. 

b. [Dejinition ofSufJicient Crust] A sufficient crust is defined under the following conditions: 
once a ball has been dropped according to the Appropriate Testing Conditions of $B. 1 .a, the ball 
does not sink into the surface, so that it is partially or fully surrounded by loose grains and, upon 
removing the ball, the surface upon which it fell has not been pulverized, so that loose grains are 
visible. 

c. [Characterization of Crust Across Entire Site] Drop the ball three times within a survey area 
that measures 1 foot by 1 foot and that represents a random portion of the overall disturbed 
conditions at the site. The survey area shall be considered to have passed the Visible Crust 
Determination Test if at least two out of the three times that the ball was dropped, the results met 
the Definition of Sufficient Crust in 5B.l.b. Select at least two other survey areas that represent a 
random portion of the overall disturbed conditions of the site, and repeat this procedure. If the 
results meet the Definition of Sufficient Crust in 5B. 1 .b for all of the survey areas tested, then the 
site shall be considered to have passed the Visible Crust Determination Test and shall be 
considered sufficiently crusted. 

d. [Characterization of Crust Across Entire Site] At any given site, the existence of a sufficient 
crust covering one portion of the site may not represent the existence or protectiveness of a crust 
on another portion of the site. Repeat the visible crust test as often as necessary on each random 
portion of the overall conditions of the site for an accurate measurement. 

2. Determination of Threshold Friction Velocity (TFV): For disturbed surface areas that are not 
crusted or vegetated, determine threshold friction velocity (TFV) according to the following 
sieving field procedure (based on a 1952 laboratory procedure published by W. S. Chepil). 

a. [Equipment & Procedure] Obtain and stack a set of sieves with the following openings: 4 
millimeters (mm), 2 mm, 1 mm, 0.5 mm, and 0.25 mm or obtain and stack a set of 
standard/commonly available sieves. Place the sieves in order according to size openings, 
beginning with the largest size opening at the top. Place a collector pan underneath the bottom 
(0.25 mm) sieve. Collect a sample of loose surface material from an area at least 30 cm by 30 cm 
in size to a depth of approximately 1 cm using a brush and dustpan or other similar device. Only 
collect soil samples from dry surfaces (i.e. when the surface is not damp to the touch). Remove 
any rocks larger than 1 cm in diameter from the sample. Pour the sample into the top sieve (4 mm 
opening) and cover the sieve/collector pan unit with a lid. Minimize escape of particles into the air 
when transferring surface soil into the sieve/collector pan unit. Move the covered sieve/collector 
pan unit by hand using a broad, circular arm motion in the horizontal plane. Complete twenty 
circular arm movements, ten clockwise and ten counter-clockwise, at a speed just necessary to 
achieve some relative horizontal motion between the sieves and the particles. Remove the lid 
from the sieve/collector pan unit and disassemble each sieve separately beginning with the largest 
sieve. As each sieve is removed, examine it for loose particles. If loose particles have not been 
sifted to the finest sieve through which they can pass, reassemble and cover the sieve/collector pan 
unit and gently rotate it an additional ten times. After disassembling the sieve/collector pan unit, 
slightly tilt and gently tap each sieve and the collector pan so that material aligns along one side. 
In doing so, minimize escape of particles into the air. Line up the sieves and collector pan in a 
row and visibly inspect the relative quantities of catch in order to determine which sieve (or 
whether the collector pan) contains the greatest volume of material. If a visual determination of 
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relative volumes of catch among sieves is difficult, use a graduated cylinder to measure the 
volume. Estimate TFV for the sieve catch with the greatest volume using Table 1 ,  which provides 
a correlation between sieve opening size and TFV. 

Table 1 .  Determination of Threshold Friction Velocity 

b. [Characterization of TFV Across Entire Site] Collect at least three soil samples which 
represent random portions of the over-all conditions of the site, repeat the above TFV test method 
for each sample and average the resulting TFVs together to determine the TFV uncorrected for 
non-erodible elements. Non-erodible elements are distinct elements, in the random portion of the 
overall conditions of the site, that are larger than 1 cm in diameter, remain firmly in place during a 
wind episode, and inhibit soil loss by consuming part of the shear stress of the wind. Non-erodible 
elements include stones and bulk surface material but do not include flat or standing vegetation. 
For surfaces with non-erodible elements, determine corrections to the TFV by identifying the 
fraction of the survey area, as viewed from directly overhead, that is occupied by non-erodible 
elements using the following procedure. For a more detailed description of this procedure, see 
6B.5 - the Rock Test Method. Select a survey area of 1 meter by 1 meter that represents a random 
portion of the overall conditions of the site. Where many non-erodible elements lie within the 
survey area, separate the non-erodible elements into groups according to size. For each group, 
calculate the overhead area for the non-erodible elements according to the following equations: 

Average Length x Average Width = Average Dimensions ................................................... Eq. 1 

............................................... Average Dimensions x Number of Elements = Overhead Area Eq. 2 

Overhead Area of Group 1 + Overhead Area of Group 2 (etc.) = Total Overhead Area .................. Eq. 3 

................................................................ Total Overhead Area + 2 = Total Frontal Area Eq. 4 

................... (Total Frontal Area - Survey Area) x 100 = Percent Cover of Non-Erodible Elements Eq. 5 

Note: Ensure consistent units of measurement (e.g., square meters or square inches) when calculating 
percent cover. 

Repeat this procedure on an additional two distinct survey areas that represent a random portion of the 
overall conditions of the site and average the results. Use Table 2 to identify the correction factor for the 
percent cover of non-erodible elements. Multiply the TFV by the corresponding correction factor to 
calculate the TFV corrected for non-erodible elements. 
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Table 2. Correction Factors for Threshold Friction Velocity 

Percent Cover of Non-Erodible Elements Factor 
Greater than or equal to 10% 
Greater than or equal to 5% and less than 10% 
Less than 5% and greater than or equal to 1% 
Less than 1% 

Correction Factor 
5 
3 
2 

None 



3. Determination of Flat Vegetative Cover: Flat vegetation includes attached (rooted) vegetation or 
unattached vegetative debris lying on the surface with a predominant horizontal orientation that is 
not subject to movement by wind. Flat vegetation, which is dead but firmly attached, shall be 
considered equally protective as live vegetation. Stones or other aggregate larger than 1 
centimeter in diameter shall be considered protective cover in the course of conducting the line 
transect test method. Where flat vegetation exists, conduct the following line transect test method. 

a. Line Transect Test Method: Stretch a 100-foot measuring tape across a survey area that 
represents a random portion of the overall conditions of the site. Firmly anchor both ends 
of the measuring tape into the surface using a tool such as a screwdriver, with the tape 
stretched taut and close to the soil surface. If vegetation exists in regular rows, place the 
tape diagonally (at approximately a 45" angle) away from a parallel or perpendicular 
position to the vegetated rows. Pinpoint an area the size of a 3/32 inch diameter brazing 
rod or wooden dowel centered above each 1-foot interval mark along one edge of the 
tape. Count the number of times that flat vegetation lies directly underneath the 
pinpointed area at I-foot intervals. Consistently observe the underlying surface from a 
90" angle directly above each pinpoint on one side of the tape. Do not count the 
underlying surface as vegetated if any portion of the pinpoint extends beyond the edge of 
the vegetation underneath in any direction. If clumps of vegetation or vegetative debris 
lie underneath the pinpointed area, count the surface as vegetated, unless bare soil is 
visible directly below the pinpointed area. When 100 observations have been made, add 
together the number of times a surface was counted as vegetated. This total represents 
the percent of flat vegetation cover (e.g., if 35 positive counts were made, then vegetation 
cover is 35%). If the survey area that represents a random portion of the overall 
conditions of the site is too small for 100 observations, make as many observations as 
possible. Then multiply the count of vegetated surface areas by the appropriate 
conversion factor to obtain percent cover. For example, if vegetation was counted 20 
times within a total of 50 observations, divide 20 by 50 and multiply by 100 to obtain a 
flat vegetation cover of 40%. 

b. [Required Number of Observations] Conduct the line transect test method, as described 
above, an additional two times on areas that represent a random portion of the overall 
conditions of the site and average results. 

4. Determination of Standing Vegetative Cover: Standing vegetation includes vegetation that is 
attached (rooted) with a predominant vertical orientation. Standing vegetation, which is dead but 
firmly rooted, shall be considered equally protective as live vegetation. Conduct the following 
standing vegetation test method to determine if 30% cover or more exists. If the resulting percent 
cover is less than 30% but equal to or greater than lo%, then conduct the test in 5B.2 
(Determination of Threshold Friction Velocity [TFV]) in order to determine if the site is 
stabilized, such that the standing vegetation cover is equal to or greater than lo%, where threshold 
friction velocity, corrected for non-erodible elements, is equal to or greater than 43 cm/second. 

a. [Define Survey Area] For standing vegetation that consists of large, separate vegetative 
structures (e.g., shrubs and sagebrush), select a survey area that represents a random portion of the 
overall conditions of the site that is the shape of a square with sides equal to at least 10 times the 
average height of the vegetative structures. For smaller standing vegetation, select a survey area 
of three feet by three feet. 

b. [Calculate Frontal Silhouette Area] Count the number of standing vegetative structures within 
the survey area. Count vegetation, which grows in clumps as a single unit. Where different types 
of vegetation exist andlor vegetation of different height and width exists, separate the vegetative 
structures with similar dimensions into groups. Count the number of vegetative structures in each 
group within the survey area. Select an individual structure within each group that represents the 



average height and width of the vegetation in the group. If the structure is dense (e.g., when 
looking at it vertically from base to top there is little or zero open air space within its perimeter), 
calculate and record its frontal silhouette area, according to Equation 6. Also, use Equation 6 to 
estimate the average height and width of the vegetation if the survey area is larger than nine square 
feet. Otherwise, use the procedure in 8B.4.c (Vegetative Density) to calculate the frontal 
silhouette area. Then calculate the percent cover of standing vegetation according to Equations 7, 
8, and 9. 

(Average Height) x (Average Width) = Frontal Silhouette Area ............................................. Eq. 6 

(Frontal Silhouette Area of Individual Vegetative Structure) x (Number of Vegetation Structures Per 
Group) = Frontal Silhouette Area of Group ................................................................................ Eq. 7 

Frontal Silhouette Area of Group 1 + Frontal Silhouette Area of Group 2 (etc.) = Total Frontal Silhouette 
Area. ........................................................................................................................... Eq. 8 

(Total Frontal Silhouette Area + Survey Area) x 100 = Percent Cover of Standing Vegetation ......... Eq. 9 

[(Number of Circled Gridlines within the Outlined Area Counted that are not Covered by Vegetation + 

Total Number of Gridline Intersections within the Outlined Area) x 1001 = Percent Open Space ................ Eq. 10 

100 - Percent Open Space = Percent Vegetative Density ................................................... Eq. 11 

Percent Vegetative Density - 100 = Vegetative Density ..................................................... Eq. 12 

[Max. Height x Max. Width] x [Vegetative Densityl0.4])0.5 = Frontal Silhouette Area ................ Eq. 13 

Note: Ensure consistent units of measurement (e.g., square meters or square inches) when calculating 
percent cover. 

c. Vegetative Density Factor: Cut a single, represeritative piece of vegetation (or consolidated 
vegetative structure) to within 1 cm of surface soil. Using a white paper grid or transparent grid 
over white paper, lay the vegetation flat on top of the grid (but do not apply pressure to flatten the 
structure). Grid boxes of I-inch or %-inch squares are sufficient for most vegetation when 
conducting this procedure. Using a marker or pencil, outline the shape of the vegetation along its 
outer perimeter, according to Figure B, C, or D, as appropriate. (Note: Figure C differs from 
Figure D primarily in that the width of vegetation in Figure C is narrow at its base and gradually 
broadens to its tallest height. In Figure D, the width of the vegetation generally becomes narrower 
from its midpoint to its tallest height.) Remove the vegetation, count and record the total number 
of gridline intersections within the outlined area, but do not count gridline intersections that 
connect with the outlined shape. There must be at least 10 gridline intersections within the 
outlined area and preferably more than 20, otherwise, use smaller grid boxes. Draw small circles 
(no greater than a 3132 inch diameter) at each gridline intersection counted within the outlined 
area. Replace the vegetation on the grid within its outlined shape. From a distance of 
approximately 2 feet directly above the grid, observe each circled gridline intersection. Count and 
record the number of circled gridline intersections that are not covered by any piece of the 
vegetation. To calculate percent vegetative density, use Equations 10 and 11. If percent 
vegetative density is equal to or greater than 30, use an equation (one of the Equations 16, 17, or 
18) that matches the outline used to trace the vegetation (Figure B, C, or D) to calculate its frontal 
silhouette area. Outline the shape of the vegetation along its outer perimeter, as either a cylinder; 
an inverted cone; or the upper portion of a sphere, as appropriate. For classification purposes, 
vegetation that generally flares with increasing height should be considered an inverted cone. 
Vegetation that generally narrows in width above a midpoint should be considered as the upper 
portion of a sphere. If percent vegetative density is less than 30, use Equations 12 and 13 to 
calculate the frontal silhouette area. 
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Figure B. Cylinder - See MaricopaAppendixC (pdf, 2132 KB), page 10, available on-line at 
http://yosemite.epa.govR9/r9sips.nsE/AgencyProvisiodOA5OF4E53BDl13 898825735B0065A8D6?0penD 
ocument. 

............................................ Frontal Silhouette Area =Maximum Height x Maximum Width Eq. 16 

Figure C. Inverted Cone. See MaricopaAppendixC @df, 2132 KB), page 11, available on-line at 
http://yosemite.epa.govR9/r9sips.ns8AgeOA5OF4E53BD113898825735B0065A8D6?0penD 
ocument. 

Inverted Cone Frontal Silhouette Area = Maximum Height x '/z Maximum Width ...................... Eq. 17 

Figure D. Upper Sphere. See MaricopaAppendixC @df, 2132 KB), page 12, available on-line at 
http://yosemite.epa.govR9/r9sips.nsE/AgencyProvisiodOA5OF4E53BD113898825735BO065A8D6?OpenD 
ocument. 

Upper Sphere - Frontal Silhouette Area = (3.14 x Maximum Height x 54 Maximum Width) + 2 ....... Eq. 18 

5. Rock Test Method: The Rock Test Method examines the wind-resistance effects of rocks and 
other non-erodible elements on disturbed surfaces. Non-erodible elements are objects larger than 
1 centimeter (cm) in diameter that remain firmly in place even on windy days. Typically, non- 
erodible elements include rocks, stones, glass fragments, and hard-packed clumps of soil lying on 
or embedded in the surface. Vegetation does not count as a non-erodible element in this method. 
The purpose of this test method is to estimate the percent cover of non-erodible elements on a 
given surface to see whether such elements take up enough space to offer protection against 
windblown dust. For simplification, the following test method refers to all non-erodible elements 
as "rocks". 

a. [Test Area] Select a 1-meter x I -meter survey area that represents the general rock distribution 
on the surface. (A 1-meter x 1-meter area is slightly greater than a 3-foot x 3-foot area.) Mark off 
the survey area by tracing a straight, visible line in the dirt along the edge of a measuring tape or 
by placing short ropes, yard sticks, or other straight objects in a square around the survey area. 

b. [Initial Surface Characterization] Without moving any of the rocks or other elements, 
examine the survey area. Since rocks >3/8 inch (1 cm) in diameter are of interest, measure the 
diameter of some of the smaller rocks to a get a sense for which rocks need to be considered. 

c. [Grouping Characterization of RocksJ Mentally group the rocks >3/8 inch (1 cm) diameter 
lying in the survey area into small, medium, and large size categories. Or, if the rocks are all 
approximately the same size, simply select a rock of average size and typical shape. Without 
removing any of the rocks from the ground, count the number of rocks in the survey area in each 
group and write down the resulting number. 

d. [Determination ofAverage Individual Rock Area] Without removing rocks, select one or two 
average-size rocks in each group and measure the length and width. Use either metric units or 
standard units. Using a calculator, multiply the length times the width of the rocks to get the 
average dimensions of the rocks in each group. Write down the results for each rock group. 

e. [Calculation of Aggregate Total Rock Area] For each rock group, multiply the average 
dimensions (length times width) by the number of rocks counted in the group. Add the results 
from each rock group to get the total rock area within the survey area. 

f. [Calculation of Total Rock Area] Divide the total rock area by two (to get frontal area). Divide 
the resulting number by the size of the survey area (making sure the units of measurement match), 
and multiply by 100 for percent rock cover. For example, the total rock area is 1,400 square 
centimeters, divide 1,400 by 2 to get 700. Divide 700 by 10,000 (the survey area is 1 meter by 1 
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meter, which is 100 centimeters by 100 centimeters or 10,000 square centimeters), and multiply by 
100. The result is 7% rock cover. If rock measurements are made in inches, convert the survey 
area from meters to inches (1 inch = 2.54 centimeters). 

g.  [Characterization ofRock Cover Across Entire Site] Select and mark off two additional survey 
areas and repeat the procedures described above in subsections a. through f. Make sure the 
additional survey areas also represent the general rock distribution on the site. Average the 
percent cover results from all three survey areas to estimate the average percent of rock cover. 

h. [Initial Rock Cover Sfabilizafzon Determination] If the average rock cover is greater than or 
equal to lo%, the surface is stable. If the average rock cover is less than lo%, follow the 
procedures in the following subsection i. 

i. [Combined Rock Cover/TFV Stabilization Determination] If the average rock cover is less than 
lo%, the surface may or may not be stable. Follow the procedures in Subsection B.2 
(Determination of Threshold Friction Velocity [TFV]) of this rule and use the results from the 
rock test method as a correction (i.e., multiplication) factor. If the rock cover is at least 1%, such 
rock cover helps to limit windblown dust. However, depending on the soil's ability to release fine 
dust particles into the air, the percent rock cover may or may not be sufficient enough to stabilize 
the surface. It is also possible that the soil itself has a high enough TFV to be stable without even 
accounting for rock cover. 

j. [TFV Correction Based on Partial Rock Cover] After completing the procedures to calculate 
the TFV as described in the preceding subsection, use Table 2 to identify the appropriate 
correction factor to the TFV, depending on the percent rock cover. Multiply the correction factor 
by the TFV value for a final TFV estimate that is corrected for non-erodible elements. 

TEST METHODS ADOPTED BY REFERENCE: The following test methods are adopted by reference. 
These adoptions by reference include no future editions or amendments. Copies of the test methods listed 
in this section are available for review at Pinal County Air Quality, 31 North Pinal St., Florence, AZ 
85232. 

1. ASTM Method C136-06 ("Standard Test Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse 
Aggregates"), 2006 edition. 

2. ASTM Method D2216-05 ("Standard Test Method for Laboratory Determination of Water 
(Moisture) Content of Soil and Rock by Mass"), 2005 edition. 

3. ASTM Method D1557-02el ("Test Method for Laboratory Compaction Characteristics of Soil 
Using Modified Effort (56,000 ft-lbUft3 (2,700 k~-m/m3)"), 2002 edition. 

[Adopted June 3,20091 

4-9-340 Visual Opacity Test Methods 

A. General Provisions 

1. Applicability: These methods apply to the determination of opacity of visible emissions under this 
Chapter 4. 

2. Principle: the opacity of emissions from sources of visible emissions is determined visually by an 
observer qualified according to the procedures of $G of this rule. 

3. Procedures: An observer qualified, in accordance with $G of this rule shall use the procedures set 
forth in this Article for visually determining the opacity of emissions. 
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Procedures for Determining Opacity from Emissions From Stationary Sources 

1 .  Opacity from stationary point sources shall be determined in accord with EPA Method 9, as 
adopted by reference herein. 

2. Adoption by Reference 

The following test methods are adopted by reference. These adoptions by reference include no 
future editions or amendments. Copies of the test methods listed in this section are available for 
review at Pinal County Air Quality, 3 1 North Pinal St., Florence, AZ 85232. 

a. EPA Reference Method 9 ,40  CFR Part 60, Appendix A (711108). 

Procedures for Determining Time-Averaged Opacity from Intermittent Operations 

1. [Applicability - Intermittent Plume Average Opacity Determination for Operations] 

The purpose of this method is determine the opacity of non-continuous dust plumes caused by 
activities including, but not limited to, bulk material loadinglunloading, non-conveyorized 
screening, or trenching with backhoes. 

2. Opacity Determination Process 

a. Position: Stand at least 25 feet from the dust-generating operation in order to provide a 
clear view of the emissions with the sun oriented in the 140" sector to the back. Choose a 
discrete portion of the operation for observation, such as the unloading point, not the 
whole operation. Following the above requirements, make opacity observations so that 
the line of vision is approximately perpendicular to the dust plume and wind direction. If 
multiple plumes are involved, do not include more than one plume in the line of  sight at 
one time: 

b. Initial Fallout Zone: The initial fallout zone within the plume must be identified. Record 
the distance from the equipment or path that is your identified initial fallout zone. The 
initial fallout zone is that area where the heaviest particles drop out of  the entrained 
fugitive dust plume. Opacity readings should be taken at the maximum point o f  the 
entrained hgitive dust plume that is located outside the initial fallout zone. 

c. Field Records: Note the following on an observational record sheet: 

1 .  Location o f  dust-generating operation, type o f  operation, type of  equipment in 
use and activity, and method of control used, if any; 

11 .  Observer's name, certification data and affiliation, a sketch of the observer's 
position relative to the dust-generating operation, and observer's estimated 
distance and direction to the location of the dust-generating operation; 

. . . 
111 .  Time that readings begin, approximate wind direction, estimated wind speed, 

description of  the sky condition (presence and color of clouds); and 

iv. Color of  the plume and type of background. 

d. Observations. Make opacity observations, to the extent possible, using a contrasting 
background that is perpendicular to the line o f  vision. Make two observations per 
discrete activity, beginning with the first reading at zero seconds and the second reading 
at five seconds. The zero-second observation should begin immediately after a plume has 
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been created above the surface involved. Do not look continuously at the plume but, 
instead, observe the plume briefly at zero seconds and then again at five seconds. 

e. Recording Observations: Record the opacity observations to the nearest 5% on an 
observational record sheet. Each momentary observation recorded represents the average 
opacity of emissions for a five-second period. Repeat observations until you have 
recorded at least a total of 12 consecutive opacity readings. The 12 consecutive readings 
must be taken within the same period of observation but must not exceed one hour. 
Observations immediately preceding and following interrupted observations can be 
considered consecutive (e.g., vehicle traveled in front of path, plume doubled over). 

f. Data Reduction: Average 12 consecutive opacity readings together. If the average 
opacity reading is equal to or less than the numerical standard in the underlying rule, the 
dust-generating operation is in compliance. 

Procedures for Determining Average Opacity from Vehicle Movement 

1. [Applicability - Intermittent Plume Average Opacity Determination for Vehicular Movement]. 
The purpose of this test method is to estimate the percent opacity of figitive dust plumes caused - by vehicle movement on unpaved roads and unpaved parking lots. This method can only be 
conducted by an individual who has received certification as a qualified observer. Qualification 
and testing requirements can be found in Section G of this Rule. 

2. Opacity Determination Process 

a. Step 1 [- Position]: Stand at least 16.5 feet from the fugitive dust source in order to 
provide a clear view of the emissions with the sun oriented in the 140" sector to the back. 
Following the above requirements, make opacity observations so that the line of vision is 
approximately perpendicular to the dust plume and wind direction. If multiple plumes 
are involved, do not include more than one plume in the line of sight at one time. 

b. Step 2. [- FieldRecords]: Record the fugitive dust source location, source type, method 
of control used, if any, observer's name, certification data and affiliation, and a sketch of 
the observer's position relative to the fugitive dust source. Also, record the time, 
estimated distance to the fugitive dust source location, approximate wind direction, 
estimated wind speed, description of the sky condition (presence and color of clouds), 
observer's position to the fugitive dust source, and color of the plume and type of 
background on the visible emission observation from both when opacity readings are 
initiated and completed. 

c. Step 3 [- Observations]: Make opacity observations, to the extent possible, using a 
contrasting background that is perpendicular to the line of vision. Make opacity 
observations approximately 1 meter above the surface from which the plume is 
generated. Note that the observation is to be made at only one visual point upon 
generation of a plume as opposed to visually tracking the entire length of a dust plume as 
it is created along a surface. Make two observations per vehicle, beginning with the first 
reading at zero seconds and the second reading at five seconds. The zero-second 
observation should begin immediately after the plume has been created above the surface 
involved. Do not look continuously at the plume but, instead, observe the plume briefly 
at zero seconds and then again at five seconds. 

d. Step 4 [- Recording Observations - #I]:  Record the opacity observations to the nearest 
5% on an observational record sheet. Each momentary observation recorded represents 
the average opacity of emissions for a 5-second period. While it is not required by the 
test method, EPA recommends that the observer estimate the size of vehicles which 
generate dust plumes for which readings are taken (e.g. mid-size passenger car or heavy- 



duty truck) and the approximate speeds the vehicles are traveling when the readings are 
taken. 

Step 5 [- Recording Observations - #2]: Repeat Step 3 and Step 4 until you have 
recorded a total of 12 consecutive opacity readings. This will occur once six vehicles 
have driven on the source in your line of observation for which you are able to take 
proper readings. The 12 consecutive readings must be taken within the same period of 
observation but must not exceed 1 hour. Observations immediately preceding and 
following intempted observations can be considered consecutive. 

Step 6 [- Data Reduction]: Average the 12 opacity readings together. If the average 
opacity reading is equal to or less than the numerical standard in the underlying rule, the 
source is in compliance. 

Procedures for Determining Time-Averaged Opacity from Continuous Operations 

1. [Applicability - Continuous Plume Average Opacity Determination for Operations] 

The purpose of this method is to determine the opacity of continuous dust plumes caused by 
equipment and activities including but not limited to graders, trenchers, paddlewheels, blades, 
clearing, leveling, and raking. 

2. Opacity Determination Process 

a. Position: Stand at least 25 feet from the dust-generating operation to provide a clear view 
of the emissions with the sun oriented in the 140" sector to your back. Following the 
above requirements, make opacity observations so that the line of vision is approximately 
perpendicular to the dust plume and wind direction. 

Dust Plume: Evaluate the dust plume generation and determine if the observations will be 
made from a single plume or from multiple related plumes. 

I. If a single piece of equipment is observed working, then all measurements 
should be taken off the resultant plume as long as the equipment remains within the 140" 
sector to the back. 

11. If there are multiple related sources or multiple related points of emissions of 
dust from a particular activity, or multiple pieces of equipment operating in a confined 
area, opacity readings should be taken at the densest point within the discrete length of 
equipment travel path within the 140" sector to the back. Readings can be taken for more 
than one piece of equipment within the discrete length of travel path within the 140" 
sector to the back. 

Initial Fallout Zone: The initial fallout zone within the plume must be identified. Record 
the distance from the equipment or path that is your identified initial fallout zone. The 
initial fallout zone is that area where the heaviest particles drop out of the entrained 
fugitive dust plume. Opacity readings should be taken at the maximum point of the 
entrained fugitive dust plume that is located outside the initial fallout zone. 

Field Records: Note the following on an observational record sheet: 

I. Location of the dust-generating operation, type of operation, type of equipment 
in use and activity, and method of control used, if any; 
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11. Observer's name, certification data and affiliation, a sketch of the observer's 
position relative to the dust-generating operation, and observer's estimated 
distance and direction to the location of the dust-generating operation; and 

. . . 
111. Time that readings begin, approximate wind direction, estimated wind speed, 

description of the sky condition (presence and color of clouds). 

Observations: Make opacity observations, to the extent possible, using a contrasting 
background that is perpendicular to the line of vision. Make opacity observations at a 
point beyond the fallout zone. The observations should be made at the densest point. 
Observations will be made every 10 seconds until at least 12 readings have been 
recorded. Do not look continuously at the plume, but observe the plume momentarily at 
10-second intervals. If the equipment generating the plume travels outside the field of 
observation or if the equipment ceases to operate, mark an "X" for the 10-second reading 
interval. Mark an "X" when plumes are stacked or doubled, either behind or in front, or 
become parallel to line of sight. Opacity readings identified as "X" shall be considered 
interrupted readings. 

Recording Observations: Record the opacity observations to the nearest 5% on an 
observational record sheet. Each momentary observation recorded represents the average 
opacity of emissions for a 10-second period. 

g. Data Reduction: Average 12 consecutive opacity readings together. If the average 
opacity reading is equal to or less than the numerical standard in the underlying rule, the 
dust-generating operation is in compliance. 

Procedures for Determining the Frequency of Visible Emissions; Time Aggregation Method 

1. Applicability -Aggregate Quantzjication of Visible Emission Duration 

The purpose of this method is to determine the amount of time that visible emissions occur during 
the observation period (i,e.: the accumulated emission time). 

2. Adoption by Reference 

The following test methods are adopted by reference. These adoptions by reference include no 
future editions or amendments. Copies of the test methods listed in this section are available for 
review at Pinal County Air Quality, 3 1 North Pinal St., Florence, AZ 85232. 

a. EPA Reference Method 22 ("Visual Determination of Fugitive Emissions from Material 
Sources and Smoke Emissions from Flares"), 2000 edition. 

Qualification and Testing 

1. Certification Requirements: To receive certification as a qualified observer, a candidate must be 
tested and demonstrate the ability to assign opacity readings in 5% increments to 25 different 
black plumes and 25 different white plumes, with an error not to exceed 15% opacity on any one 
reading and an average error not to exceed 7.5% opacity in each category. Candidates shall be 
tested according to the procedures described in this subsection. Any smoke generator shall be 
equipped with a smoke meter, which meets the requirements of this subsection. Certification tests 
that do not meet the requirements of this subsection are not valid. The certification shall be valid 
for a period of 6 months, and after each 6-month period the qualification procedures must be 
repeated by an observer in order to retain certification. 

2. Certification Procedure: The certification test consists of showing the candidate a complete run of 
50 plumes, 25 black plumes and 25 white plumes, generated by a smoke generator. Plumes shall 
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be presented in random order within each set of 25 black and 25 white plumes. The candidate 
assigns an opacity value to each plume and records the observation on a suitable form. At the 
completion of each run of 50 readings, the score of the candidate is determined. If a candidate 
fails to qualify, the complete run of 50 readings must be repeated in any retest. The smoke test 
may be administered as part of a smoke school or training program, and may be preceded by 
training or familiarization runs of the smoke generator, during which candidates are shown black 
and white plumes of known opacity. 

3. Smoke Generator Specifications: Any smoke generator used for the purpose of this subsection 
shall be equipped with a smoke meter installed to measure opacity across the diameter of the 
smoke generator stack. The smoke meter output shall display in-stack opacity, based upon a path 
length equal to the stack exit diameter on a full 0% to 100% chart recorder scale. The smoke 
meter optical design and performance shall meet the specifications shown in Table 3 of this 
appendix. The smoke meter shall be calibrated as prescribed in this subsection prior to conducting 
each smoke reading test. At the completion of each test, the zero and span drift shall be checked, 
and if the drift exceeds plus or minus 1% opacity, the condition shall be corrected prior to 
conducting any subsequent test runs. The smoke meter shall be demonstrated, at the time of 
installation, to meet the specifications listed in Table 3 of this appendix. This demonstration shall 
be repeated following any subsequent repair or replacement of the photocell or associated 
electronic circuitry, including the chart recorder or output meter, or every 6 months, whichever 
occurs first. 

a. Calibration: The smoke meter is calibrated after allowing a minimum of 30 minutes 
warm-up by alternately producing simulated opacity of 0% and 100%. When stable 
response at 0% or 100% is noted, the smoke meter is adjusted to produce an output of 0% 
or loo%, as appropriate. This calibration shall be repeated until stable 0% and 100% 
readings are produced without adjustment. Simulated 0% and 100% opacity values may 
be produced by alternately switching the power to the light source on and off while the 
smoke generator is not producing smoke. 

Smoke Meter Evaluation: The smoke meter design and performance are to be evaluated 
as follows: 

I .  Light Source: Verify, from manufacturer's data and from voltage measurements 
made at the lamp, as installed, that the lamp is operated within plus or minus 5% 
of the nominal rated voltage. 

11. Spectral Response of Photocell: Verify from manufacturer's data that the 
photocell has a photopic respqnse (i.e., the spectral sensitivity of the cell shall 
closely approximate the standard spectral-luminosity curve for photopic vision 
which is referenced in (b) of Table 3 of this appendix). 

. . . 
111.  Angle of View: Check construction geometry to ensure that the total angle of 

view of the smoke plume, as seen by the photocell, does not exceed 15". 
Calculate the total angle of view as follows: 

Total Angle of View = 2 tan-' dl2L 

where: 

d = The photocell diameter + the diameter of the limiting aperture; and 

L = The distance from the photocell to the limiting aperture. 
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The limiting aperture is the point in the path between the photocell and the 
smoke plume where the angle of view is most restricted. In smoke generator 
smoke meters, this is normally an orifice plate. 

iv. Angle of Projection: Check construction geometry to ensure that the total angle 
of projection of the lamp on the smoke plume does not exceed 15". Calculate 
the total angle of projection as follows: 

Total Angle of Projection = 2 tan-' d/2L 

Where: 

d = The sum of the length of the lamp filament + the diameter of the limiting 
aperture; and 

L =The distance from the lamp to the limiting aperture. 

v. Calibration Error: Using neutral-density filters of known opacity, check the 
error between the actual response and the theoretical linear response of the 
smoke meter. This check is accomplished by first calibrating the smoke meter, 
according to subsection G.3.a , and then inserting a series of three neutral- 
density filters of nominal opacity of 20%, 50%, and 75% in the smoke meter 
path length. Use filters calibrated within plus or minus 2%. Care should be 
taken when inserting the filters to prevent stray light from affecting the meter. 
Make a total of five nonconsecutive readings for each filter. The maximum 
opacity error on any one reading shall be plus or minus 3%. 

vi. Zero and Span Drift: Determine the zero and span drift by calibrating and 
operating the smoke generator in a normal manner over a I-hour period. The 
drift is measured by checking the zero and span at the end of this period. 

vii. Response Time: Determine the response time by producing the series of five 
simulated 0% and 100% opacity values and observing the time required to reach 
stable response. Opacity values of 0% and 100% may be simulated by 
alternately switching the power to the light source off and on while the smoke 
generator is not operating. 

[Adopted June 3,20091 

Table 3. Smoke Meter Design and Performance Specifications 

Parameter 
1. Light source 
2. Spectral response of photocell 

Angle of view 
Angle of projection 
Calibration error 
Zero and span drift 

3.  Response time 

Specification 
Incandescent lamp opearated at nomianal rated voltage 
Photoptic (daylight spectral response of the human eye) 
5" maximum total angle 
5" maximum total angle 
Plus or minus 3% opacity maximum 
Plus or minus 1% opacity 30 minutes 
Less than or equal to 5 seconds 



CHAPTER 5 

ARTICLE 18. STORAGE O F ORGANIC LIQU IDS 

5-18-740 . Storage of V olatile Organ ic Compou nds;  Orga nic Compo und Emissions 

A. No person shall place, store or hold in any stationary tank, reservoir or other container, of more than 40,000

gallons capacity, any gasoline or any petroleum distillate having a vapor pressure of 1.5 pounds per square

inch absolute or greater und er actual storage conditions unless such tan k, reservoir or other container is a

pressure tank maintaining working p ressures sufficient at all times to prevent hydrocarbon  vapor or gas loss

to the atmosphere, or is equipped with a floating roof or vapor recovery system or other vapor emission

control device.

B. No person shall load or permit the loading of gasoline into any stationary tank with a capacity of 250

gallons or more unless such tank is equipped with either submerged filling inlets or with vapor recovery or

emission control systems such that loss of vapor to the atmosphere during filling operations shall be

minimized.  The provisions of this Section B shall not apply to the loading of gasoline into any tank having

a capacity of less than 2,000 gallons which was installed prior to June 26, 1967 nor to any underground tank

installed prior  to June 26 , 1967 w here the fill line betw een the fill conne ction and tan k is offset.
[Adopted effective March 31, 1975 as R7-3-3.1.  Approved as an element of the applicable SIP at 43 FR 53034 (11/15/78).  Renumbered February 22, 1995.]



CHAPTER 5 

ARTICLE 19. LOADING O F ORGANIC LIQU IDS  

5-19-8 00. Gen eral 

All facilities for do ck loading  of petroleum  produc ts having a vap or pressure  of 1.5 po unds per sq uare inch ab solute

or greater at loading pressure, shall provide for submerged filling or acceptable equivalent for control of

hydrocarbon e missions.
[Renumbering & codification of former PGCAQCD Reg. 7-3-3.2 (3/31/75), readopted February 22, 1995.]



5-22-950. Fossil Fuel Fired Steam Generator Standard Applicability 
The provisions of this article are applicable to steam power generating facilities. For purposes 
of this Article, a new source is one that commenced construction on or after March 3 1, 1975. 
l h m e r  PGCAQCD Reg 7-3-2.2 (3131175) and 7-3-5.1 (3131175). Codified 2 2  1995.1 



5-22-960. Fossil Fuel Fired Steam Generator Sulfur Dioxide Emission Limitation 
A. Steam power generating installations which are new sources shall not emit more than 0.80 
pounds of sulfur dioxide, maximum two-hour average, per million Btu heat input when oil is 
fired. Steam power generating installations shall not emit more than 1 .O pounds of sulfur 
dioxide maximum two-hour average, per million Btu heat input when oil is fmd. 
B. Steam power generating installations which are new sources shall not emit more than 0.80 
pounds of sulfur dioxide, maximum two-hour average, per million Btu heat input when coal is 
fued. Steam power generating installations shall not emit more than 1.0 pounds of sulfur 
dioxide, maximum two-hour average, per million Btu heat input when coal is fired. 
Yr;mer PCCAQCD Reg. 7-3-2 2 (3131175) C & k l  February 2 2  1995.1 



— .i .i uns (0.4 F hL1)
delivered to a coating applicator in a coating application system that r
dried or forced warm air dried at temperatures up to 194° F (90°C

3. 3.5 pounds per gallon (0.42 kilograms per liter) of coating uding water,
delivered to a coating applicator that applies extreme rmance coatings.

4. . ounds per gallon (0.36 kilograms per liter coating, excluding water,
deliver a coating applicator for all o coatings and coating application
systems.

M. If more than one emission Iimitatio su ion (L) of this Section applies to a specific
coating, then the least stringent emis i tion shall be applied.

N. All VOC emissions from solv ashings sha onsidered in the emission limitations
in subsection (L) of this ion, unless the solvent is ed into containers that prevent
evaporation into t osphere.

0. As an alte e compliance with the emission limits of subsecti , the owner or
opera ay install and operate an emission control system with a combin ture and

rol efficiency of 90 percent or greater as needed to achieve an equivalent 1 of
control as determined by EPA Test Methods 204 and its sub methods.

[Adopted Februazy 22, 1995, Amended October 13, 2010]

5-24-1032. Federally Enforceable Minimum Standard of Performance - Process Particulate
Emissions
A. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit the discharge of particulate matter into the

atmosphere in any one hour from any process source whatsoever, except incineration and
fuel-burning equipment, in total quantities of particulate matter discharged into the
atmosphere in any one hour from any unclassified process source in excess of the amounts
calculated by one of the following equations:

1. For process sources having a process weight rate of 60,000 pounds per hour
(30 tons per hour) or less, the maximum allowable emissions shall be
determined by the following equation:

E = 4.IOP°67 where:
E = the maximum allowable particulate emissions rate in pounds-mass per
hour.
P the process weight in tons-mass per hour.

2. For process weight rate greater than 60,000 pounds per hour (30 tons per
hour), the maximum allowable emissions shall be determined by the
following equation:

E = 55.OP°”-40
where “E” and “P” are defined as indicated in subparagraph (1) of this
paragraph.

B. Any process source subject to allowable rate of emissions as defined in this section must
capture, to the maximum practical extent, all particulate matter resulting from operation of
individual equipment comprising the complete process. Failure to control these “Fugitive”
emissions in a manner satisfactory to the Control Officer, or which exceed the opacity
requirements of Chapter 2, Article 8, will result in a non-compliance status even though the
requirements of subsection 1 of this section have been complied with. Fugitive dust
resulting from vehicular movement required by normal operation of a process source must
be controlled as defined by Chapter 4, Article 2.

[Former PGCAQCD Reg. 7-3-1.8 (3/31/75). Codified February 22, 1995.1
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5-24- 1040. Carbon monoxide emissions - industrial processes 
No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit discharge from any source carbon monoxide 
emissions without the use of complete secondary combustion of waste gases generated by any 
process source. 
@&SXCX PGCAQ(3D R q  7-31 1 {3131175). Codatcd F&WW 22, 1995.1 



5-24- lM5. Sulfite pulp mills - sulfur compound emissions 
No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit discharge into the atmosphere of an amount in 
excess of nine p d s  of sulfur oxides, calculated as sulfur dioxide, per air-dried ton of pulp 
produced from a sulfite pulp mill. The total emissions shall include sulfur oxides emitted from 
blow pits, washer vents, storage tanks and digester relief and recovery system. 
w ~ l i ~ e r  W;CAQCD Reg 73-2  3 {3131/75). C&kizI FeenUn 22, 1995.1 



CHAPTER 5 

ARTICLE 24

5-24-1055. Pumps and Compressors - organic compound emissions

All pumps and compressors which handle volatile organic compounds shall be equipped with mechanical seals or

other equipment of equal efficiency to prevent the release of organic contaminants into the atmosphere.
[Former PGCAQCD Reg. 7-3-3.3 (3/31/75).  Codified February 22, 1995.]
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	PN 3-3-210
	PN 3-3-250
	PN 3-3-260
	PN 3-3-270
	PN 3-3-275
	PN 3-3-280
	PN 3-8-700
	PN 3-8-710
	PN 4-1-XXX
	PN 4-2-020 and 030
	PN 4-2-040
	PN 4-2-050
	PN 4-3-XXX
	PN 4-4-140
	PN 4-4-XXX
	PN 4-5-XXX
	PN 4-7-218
	PN 4-7-XXX
	PN 4-9-XXX
	PN 5-18-740
	PN 5-19-800
	PN 5-22-950
	PN 5-22-960
	PN 5-24-1032
	PN 5-24-1040
	PN 5-24-1045
	PN 5-24-1055



